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Various Artists Detroit A-Go-Go DETROIT A GO GO 10" After 3 year of Northern Soul mad Brits travelling to the Motor City to attend “Detroit A-Go-Go”, the headline making event comes to Leeds in October and a commemorative 6-track 10 inch LP is being released.    Interest in the Detroit-A-Go-Go 2020 at iconic venue Leeds University is sky high and the LP is guaranteed to grab the attention of a dedicated core audience.    Three of the artists appearing at Leeds - Yvonne Vernee, Ronnie McNeir and Spyder Turner - are featured on the LP.   All 6 tracks are hugely in demand with original copies of the impossible to find Yvonne Vernee and The Tomangoes having £3,500 plus price tags.    The marketing campaign for the 3 day October shindig, which is shaping up as an early sell out, will include promotion for the LP, which will become a must buy on the buoyant vinyl loving Northern Soul scene.500 Above Board DistributionAbove Board DistributionDGLP001 5.06073E+12 6.50
Paul Hardcastle 19: The Mixes Chrysalis Records 12" Black LP Exclusive 12" Black coloured vinyl for RSD.To celebrate the 35th Anniversary of the track '19' this special mini album compilation is being released.The track got to No.1 in the UK in April 1985, USA, Germany, Italy, Spain and Japan, some of these featured local language versions.This 7 track Mini LP release features the 6 original remixes from 1985 along with Paul's original demo.750 ADA Warner ADA / Cinram 5.06052E+12 5.06052E+12 £9.00

Annihilator Triple Threat Unplugged Neverland Music Inc., c/o: Silver Lining Music12" Picture disc Canadian thrash metal protagonists Annihilator celebrate Record Store Day with a 12" picture disc release of acoustic material previously only available in 2017's Triple Threat CD format (the picture disc is the 2017 release cover art).Titled Triple Threat Unplugged, the 10-cut selection further accentuates the virtuoso skills of founder and leader, Jeff Waters, and were never previously released on vinyl. Joining Waters for the recordings, which took place in his home studio near Ottawa, were band members Aaron Homma and Richard Hinks, Vancouver BC drummer and friend Marc LeFrance plus Ottawa session player Pat Robillard, and the selections (which include "Sounds Good To Me", Stonewall" and "Phoenix Rising") illustrate the more unique, calmer elements of Annihilator's library, with Waters' guitar as vibrant as ever in this acoustic setting.This is Annihilator annihilating in a whole other way! 700 ADA Warner ADA / Cinram TBC TBC £16.50

Art Brut Modern Art Alcopop! 7" We're reissuing the Art Brut classic 'Modern Art' - with a sensational UK twist.Each sleeve will be hand painted by a real human.And every single one will be different.With big celebrity stars, Eddie himself and fine Art Brut fans involved, the listener won't know who has painted their sleeve until the day after Record Store Day - when they'll discover whose modern art is residing in their house.Quite simply, it's a secret art RSD smash.Record Sleeve Day if you will....300 Alcopop! Proper Alcopop198X 5052442017226£4.50
Frank Carter & The Rattlesnakes End of Suffering Live to Vinyl International Death Cult via AWAL10" This is a special edition limited run (700) of 10" blue transparent & signed vinyl which the band recorded at Metropolis studios as part of their 'Live to Vinyl' series.It is the first time fans will be able to have a live recording on vinyl.The tracks will be taken from their 3rd album End of Suffering which debuted at #4 in the UK album chart in May 2019.700 AWAL Proper IDC019LP 5.05617E+12 £10.99
Love Fame Tragedy Five Songs To Briefly Fill The Void   Good Soldier Records 10" Limited edition for Record Store Day - only 1000 pressed worldwide.Love Fame Tragedy: Act II.Matthew "Murph" Murphy - guitarist and lead singer of The Wombats - has announced the release of Five Songs To Briefly Fill The Void, the second EP from his collaborative solo project Love Fame Tragedy, out February 2020 via Good Soldier Songs / AWAL Recordings.Following a stellar list of collaborators on his debut EP 'I Don't Want To Play The Victim, But I'm Really Good At It', Murph has enlisted Bastille frontman Dan Smith, Crystal Fighters' Eleanor Fletcher and previous collaborator Maddi-Jean Waterhouse for the follow up.1000 AWAL Proper GSR0109EPV 5.05617E+12 £5.99

Charlatans UK, The The Charlatans UK v.The Chemical Brothers Beggars Banquet LP 12" Transparent Yellow Vinyl "Originally pressed as a four track promo 12" in 1995, and again as a five track CD for the US market in 2000, this is the first time all five Charlatans' Chemical Brothers remixes have been available together on vinyl.The remix of Patrol was originally released as a b-side of the Jesus Hairdo in 1994, whilst Nine Acre Dust and Chemical Risk Dub appeared on the Just When You're Thinking Things Over single in 1995.Available for Record Store 2020 on translucent yellow vinyl"   1.       Toothache (Chemical Risk Mix) 2.       Chemical Risk Dub (Toothache Mix) 3.       Nine Acre Dust (Chemical Brothers Remix) 4.       Toothache (Instrumental Mix) 5.       Patrol (Chemical Brothers Mix)  
500

Beggars PIAS/Cinram BBQ2164LPE 0607618216481 12.00

Girl Band Vicar Street Live Rough Trade Records 2LP Black In November 2019, Girl Band played back to back sold out shows at Dublin's iconic Vicar street, this was following the release of long awaited second album 'The Talkies' hailed as 'more abstract and more focused than their debut' and a sold out East coast U.S & European tour.Recognised for their ferocious live shows which have been described as chaotic, electrifying and 'genuinely dangerous, like one last rave before the apocalypse', these shows were highly intimate and intensely sought after creating an air of 'you had to be there'.This is their first ever Live vinyl and features tracks from their whole repertoire, some of which have only been performed a handful of times.1.Pears for Lunch – 3.35  2.Fucking Butter – 7.49  3.Lawman – 6.14  4.Heckle The Frames – 1.31  5.The Last Riddler – 1.21  6.Laggard – 5.56  7.Salmon of Knowledge – 6.21  8.Amygdala – 1.43  9.The Cha Cha Cha – 0.29  10.Shoulderblades – 6.07  11.Prefab Castle – 7.39  12.Why they hide their bodies under my garage?  13.Going Norway – 4.13  14.-night Spars
tbc

Beggars PIAS/Cinram RT0123LP 0191402012316 £15.00

Gruff Rhys (Don't) Welcome The Plague As A Blessing/ The Babelsberg Basement FilesRough Trade Records LP Split Coloured Black & White Vinyl LP with split coloured black & white vinyl   Early in 2016 Ali Chant texted me, asking if I still wanted to record some stuff at his studio - as property developers were about to knock it down.Another creative space bulldozed away for capital gain.Politically it was a shit year.The noise building for the Brexit referendum that would fuck with the future of the young was in full swing.Bowie died, and on the morning of the first recordings I had the worst migraine.I left the building and threw up in the street.I wanted to commit to the lyrics and sing live so I think I was stressed about getting them ready to sing.   I had a batch of songs I wanted to record but I didn't have a record label or any plans of what to do with them. I gathered incredible musicians from my square mile in Cardiff in the van and drove to Bristol.Kliph on drums, Steve on bass and Osian on piano. I sang and played guitar - We recorded live takes for 3 days then I sat on the songs for almost 2 years.Eventually handing them to composer Steers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoration for pop itself.In solving that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it c
1000

Beggars PIAS/Cinram RT0120LP 0191402012019 £15.00

Pale Saints Mrs Dolphin 4AD LP Black and Green Marbled Vinyl Originally released in 1991 and previously only available on CD in Japan, 4AD are finally giving the Pale Saints early singles compilation, Mrs.Dolphin, its first ever vinyl pressing on RSD 2020.The album rounds up all the tracks from their early 4AD EPs Barging Into The Presence Of God and Half-Life, plus a track from the indie compilation Gigantic! 2 and 'The Colour Of The Sky', a track that is exclusive to this record and never been pressed on vinyl before.Coming hot on the heels of the 30th Anniversary edition of their debut album, The Comforts of Madness, the sleeve for Mrs.Dolphin is also being designed by Tim O'Donnell, based upon the original art.Will be a limited coloured vinyl pressing.black & green marbled   1.       Sight of You 2.       She Rides the Waves 3.       Mother Might 4.       Colours and Shapes 5.       A Deeper Sleep for Steven  6.       Half-Life, Remembered 7.       Baby Maker 8.       Two Sick Sisters 9.       A Revelation 10.       The Colour of the Sky  
800

Beggars PIAS/Cinram 4AD0196LPE 0191400019683 15.00

Wolfgang Press, The Unremembered, Remembered 4AD LP Red Vinyl This one will be a real surprise for both Wolfgang Press and 4AD fans.Featuring 7 never before heard tracks, Unremembered, Remembered is essentially the final album from The Wolfgang Press that never was.Having exhumed the tracks, the band have mastered their final studio sessions at Abbey Road and they sound magnificent.Art for this release has been done by long-time 4AD collaborator Chris Bigg and news of the album's existence will drop with the RSD 2020 announcement.Red vinyl  1.You Say You Love Me 2.God, Let It Shine On 3.My Mother Told Me   4.Black Hole Star 5.Liar 6.Miss H.I.V.
1500

Beggars PIAS/Cinram 4AD0206LPE 0191400020689 £15.00

Madness Work, Rest & Play EP - 40th anniversary edition Union Square Music / BMG2 x 7" - gatefold sleeve To continue Madness's 40th Anniversary XL celebrations, this reissue of 1980's Work, Rest & Play E.P.comes as a double 7" with gatefold sleeve.Features 'Night Boat To Cairo', 'Deceives The Eye', The Young And The Old' and 'Don't Quote Me On That'.2000 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Black Sabbath Evil Woman / Wicked World & Paranoid / The WizardBMG Double 7'' Picture Disc Despite a run of legendary hit singles in the 1970s, Black Sabbath and the seven-inch single format didn't always sit well together.After the release of their debut single 'Evil Woman' in 1970, followed by their ultimate explosive chart success with 'Paranoid', the band were not comfortable with the confines of the mainstream pop format and the audience it brought them, leading to their now legendary self-imposed ban on releasing singles in the early 70s.This limited edition picture disc package features four iconic images of the Sabbath band members emblazoned across two 7" picture discs, one image per side packaged in rare picture sleeves.Disc 1: Evil Woman (Don't You Play Your Games With Me)/Wicked World – 1970.Disc 2: Paranoid/The Wizard – 1970.750 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Dio Annica BMG / Niji Entertainment12" picture disc 12" Dio Picture Disc based around his Magica album.A-Side leads with rare track 'Annica' from the Magica sessions and includes live and studio versions of 'Lord Of The Last Day'.Side B features the 18 minute epic Dio spoken word piece Magica Story.300 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Emerson Lake and Palmer Live at Waterloo Concert Field, Stanhope, New Jersey 1992BMG 1LP - "flame" coloured vinyl 2020 marks the 50th Anniversary of ELP's formation.This 'flame-coloured' vinyl LP reissue replicates the live CD of their 1992 New Jersey US show.Never before released on vinyl.500 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Fatboy Slim Sunset (Bird Of Prey) Skint 12" - orange Vinyl This 20th anniversary edition of Slim's 'Sunset (Bird Of Prey)', celebrates the iconic original track as well as including a brand new remix by the critically acclaimed Horse Meat Disco, which is nailed-on to become a dancefloor classic.1000 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Feeder Feeling A Moment Echo 10" single - splatter vinyl Exclusive, 15 year anniversary edition 10" single on splatter vinyl.The track reached no.13 in the UK chart in 1995 and the B-side features fan favourite 'Pushing The Senses'.400 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £8.75

Kinks, The The Kink Kronikles BMG    BMG 2LP - red vinyl This limited edition, gatefold, red vinyl 2LP is a reproduction of the sought-after, 28 track, 1972 Reprise US LP compilation (1966-1971).Contains hits, album tracks, US-only versions, non-album singles and B-sides.Featuring original sleeve-notes."This limited edition, gatefold, red vinyl 2LP is a reproduction of the sought-after, 28 track, 1972 Reprise US LP compilation (1966-1971).Contains hits, album tracks, US-only versions, non-album singles and B-sides.Featuring original sleeve-notes.SIDE 1  1        Victoria  2        The Village Green Preservation Society 3        Berkeley Mews 4        Holiday In Waikiki 5        Willesden Green 6        This Is Where I Belong 7        Waterloo Sunset SIDE 2           1        Lola 2        Mindless Child Of Motherhood 3        Polly 4        Big Black Smoke 5        Susannah's Still Alive 6        She's Got Everything 7        Days                 SIDE 3           1        David Watts 2        Dead End Street 3        Shangri-La 4        Autumn Almanac 5        Sunn-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - bu1000 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £15.00

Morrissey Honey, You Know Where To Find Me BMG 10" single - transparent photo-vinyl 3 track, 10" single, as an innovative transparent photo disc in a clear PVC bag, with all audio on one side.Tracks are taken from the 2009 Deluxe re-issue of the Southpaw Grammar album, and were recorded at the original 2005 album sessions.The album celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2020.The tracks and artwork for this new Record Store Day release were chosen by Morrissey.2000 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £8.75

Motörhead Ace Of Spades BMG Shaped 7" pic disc Ace Of Spades' - shaped 12" picture disc celebrating the 40th anniversary of Motörhead's speaker-smashing, worldwide outlaw anthem.'Ace Of Spades', the title track of Motörhead's 1980 iconic, game changing album, isn't just one of the greatest hard rock songs ever written - it has truly become a lifestyle anthem for several generations of rockers, metalheads, punks, bikers, athletes, rebels, outcasts, and freethinkers all around the world.Few songs in modern history can instantly ignite the adrenaline of music fans the way the song's opening dirty bass riff and drum roll can; from zero to 100 mph in a matter of seconds.That speaker-destroying opening riff is unstoppable.And the song changed the course of hard rock, forever.    40 years later the incredible Motörhead legacy lives on in their music and the world's enduring love for it.In April 2020 BMG release a limited edition 'Ace Of Spades' single as a 12" shaped picture disc, exclusive to Record Store Day.It's a huge year for the band's most iconic single a-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, ther1000 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Nazareth Love Hurts / This Flight Tonight Salvo 10" single - orange vinyl 45th anniversary re-release of the worldwide hit single 'Love Hurts' (US top 10) from one of the most successful and long-lasting bands on the planet - the Scottish rockers having formed in 1968 and still going strong.The track is paired for the first time with 'This Flight Tonight' as the B-Side, another of Nazareth's big hits, reaching UK #11 in 1973.This new, limited edition, record Store Day single is on 10" orange coloured vinyl, and features the original German cover of 'Love Hurts' and the Portuguese cover of 'This Flight Tonight'.500 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £8.75

Ravi Shankar Chants Of India BMG / Dark Horse Records2LP - gatefold vinyl To celebrate what would have been Ravi Shankar's 100th birthday, RSD 2020 presents his 1997 collaboration with George Harrison for the first time on vinyl.George Harrison not only produced the album - with some sessions recorded at his home in Henley-on-Thames - but also performs vocals, acoustic guitar, autoharp, bass, vibraphone, marimba and glockenspiel.500 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £15.00

Status Quo Ma Kelly's Greasy Spoon Sanctuary LP - "fried egg" vinyl 50th Anniversary re-issue of the legendary British band's third studio album on exclusive yellow and white "fried egg" vinyl.750 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Supergrass Caught By The Fuzz Echo 10" Single - recycled/coloured/speckled vinyl Brand new 4 track ep on 140g recycled, speckled, coloured vinyl (each disc unique) and recycled card sleeve.Featuring 'original' and 'acoustic' versions of 'Caught By The Fuzz'.1500 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £8.75

Various Artists The Ska (From Jamaica) Trojan 1LP Originally scheduled for release in 1966, 'The Ska (From Jamaica)' album remained lost for well over half a century before the ¼" master tape was finally discovered in the Trojan archives in 2019.Comprising a dozen top-quality tracks, the collection features numerous musical talents now widely regarded as Jamaican legends, their number including the Maytals, Ken Boothe, Clancy Eccles and Derrick Harriott.The album comes presented in a stylish designed sleeve and includes an annotated insert, relating the story behind the discovery of the long-lost tape and the essential ska music featured therein.800 BMG Warner ADA / Cinram 4.05054E+12 £13.00

Jah Wobble A Very British Coup Youth Sounds 12" Single A truly inspired collaboration of post-punk 
innovators, 'A Very British Coup' was 

500 Cadiz Music Universal CADIZ12179 0844493061793 £11.21

Najma Akhtar Five Rivers Last Minute 
Productions

12" LP Also known as Najma, her unique and 
distinctive styles range from fusions of jazz 

500 Cadiz Music Universal JAAN1104 0715706672412 £11.21

Acid Mothers Temple Nam Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo Space Age Recordings Double LP Pink coloured heavyweight 180 gram audiophile double vinyl LP  Not previously released on vinyl  Acid Mothers Temple & the Melting Paraiso U.F.O.are a Japanese psychedelic rock band, the core of which formed in 1995.The band is led by guitarist Kawabata Makoto and early in their career featured many musicians, but by 2004 the line-up had coalesced with only a few core members and frequent guest vocalists.  The band has released albums frequently on a number of international record labels as well as the Acid Mothers Temple family record label, which was established in 1998 to document the activities of the whole collective. 'Nam Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo' is an album by Acid Mothers Temple & The Melting Paraiso U.F.O., first released on CD only in 2007 by Ace Fu Records and now re-mastered by John Rivers at Woodbine Street Studio especially for vinyl release for RSD 2020. 'Nam Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo' is a phrase which was expounded by a 13th century Japanese Buddhist monk called Nichiren.The chant translates to somewhere b-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of 500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram ORBIT065LP 5023693106519
£15.99

Band Of Pain A Clockwork Orange Dirter Promotions LP This record is an "imaginary soundtrack" to Anthony Burgess' book.It is NOT IN ANY WAY to be confused with Kubrick's superb score to his excellent film.This was originally issued with appalling artwork and unfinished masters by a company called "Dressed To Kill".It is finally now finished and properly remixed/remastered.Pressed in mauve and orange vinyl Side One: Droogs 4:00 Stinking Starry Old Sharp  12:22 Oh Bliss, Bliss and Heaven 3:48 Side Two: 6655321 13:50 Cured (Oh My Brothers) 6:21500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram DPROMLP155 5060446124208 £10.99

Barry Dransfield Barry Dransfield Glass Modern LP Orange vinyl re-issue.Originally released in 1972, on Polydor's Folk Mill imprint, Barry Dransfield's first solo album was an extraordinary debut, comprised of inspired original songs, traditional tunes, and some unexpected covers, including a legendaty version of Michael Hurley's 'The Werewolf' and a solo folk rendition of Procol Harum's "Broken Barricades" - it was also one of the rarest folk-style albums of the 1970s, vinyl copies changing hands for ridiculously large amounts of money among collectors in the 48 years after its release.Now reissued by Glass Modern on vinyl for the first time in nearly 20 years with New Sleevenotes by lifelong fan Nick Saloman (The Bevis Frond), it's time for new fans and old to dig it's greatness."Consequently, as people have discovered it's magic over the years, it has become a highly prized collector's item.Now it has a vinyl re-issue, and people can hear it without forking out large sums of money.It's a beautiful album, it even has a David Ackles song on it! I think you -night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through A500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram GLAMLP020 5024545868319 £11.99

Bert Jansch Live In Italy Earth Recordings 2LP Double Black Vinyl.Previously unreleased live recording of Bert Jansch's stunning concert in Mestre at the Teatro Corso, Italy 1977.The performance also features appearances from Martin Jenkins, Sam Mitchell and Leo Wijnkamp, Jr.The double vinyl is housed in a gatefold sleeve and includes a download card.500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram EARTHLP040 0809236174017 £13.99

Black Lips feat.Kesha They's A Person Of The World Fire Records 7" Black Vinyl.Black Lips and pop superstar Kesha join forces for on 'They's A Person Of The World', this lush country ballad is a fitting tribute to the traditions of Nashville and it's rich musical history.The collab is backed with a new Black Lips track, 'Left Out In The Cold', taken from the same sessions a their recent LP.Released exclusively for Record Store Day 2020, the tracks on these LTD 7"s are not available anywhere else.750 Cargo Cargo/Cinram FIRE588S 0809236158871 £6.99

BMX Bandits C86 Glass Modern Yellow LP "If I could be in any other band, it would be BMX Bandits" Kurt Cobain.Surprisingly not available on vinyl since it's release in 1990, this debut LP from the BMX Bandits features Norman Blake, and Francis MacDonald of Teenage Fanclub, with 6 Blake songs co-written with Duglas Stewart and 1 on his own, recorded around the same time as TFC's 'A Catholic Education'.BMX Bandits were formed in 1985 by songwriter and lead vocalist Duglas T Stewart out of the ashes of The Pretty Flowers, a short-lived group that featured Stewart alongside Frances McKee (The Vaselines), Sean Dickson (The Soup Dragons) and Norman Blake (Teenage Fanclub).Starting with the exuberant E102 in 1986, BMX Bandits released a series of singles on Stephen Pastels' 53rd & 3rd label, where they were label mates with The Vaselines and Beat Happening.Later they joined Alan McGee's Creation Records.BMX Bandits released three albums on Creation.SIDE ONE 1.Right Across The Street (Duglas & Norman) 3:35 2.Top Shop Girl (Duglas & Norman 2:13 3.Rimbaud Aers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforemen500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram GLAMLP021 5024545873467 £11.99

Bobby Parker Soul Of The Blues Rhythm And Blues LP Limited exlclusive pressing for RSD of 500 units.Virtuoso blues guitarist Bobby Parker inspired John Lennon, Eric Clapton, Carlos Santana, Jimmy Page and many others yet it has taken 66 years since his recording debut for a vinyl LP compilation to be issued under his name.The opening track Watch your Step was played on stage by the Beatles in their Hamburg days who by their own admission, took its riff to fashion the opening to I Feel Fine.And let's not forget Led Zeppelin's Moby Dick, which borrowed that same riff.What a great soulful blues singer Bobby Parker was too.From his 1956 recording of Titanic, to 1969's It's Hard But It's Fair, the latest cut on this album, we present 15 unforgettable vocal performances plus two instrumentals that showcase his unique way of playing the blues.Bobby Parker originals are hard to come by – apart from the hit Watch your Step, everything else is a valuable collector's item.But this compilation brings them all together in one box and we can promise a treat in store for yo-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a 500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram RANDB58LP 5060331752103 £10.99

Detroit Cobras, The Feel Good Wild Honey Records 7" one side To celebrate the first Wild Honey Records Record Store Day release ever, and a great 1-month longEuropean tour with the band few months prior of the release.This a steady hit in every Detroit Cobras live set, that somehow never got released on a phisical format.As Detroit Corbas always loved B-Sides songs, FEEL GOOD will be cut in the B-Side of the single, while the art will be on the A side.Includes a beautiful silkscreened S side of the single, with art of Rachel Nagy from the band.300 Cargo cinram WH-058 0651519530955 £6.49

Doctors Of Madness Dark Times Molecular Scream LP Limited edition of 1000 copies on clear vinyl.RIYL: Velvet Underground, Lou Reed, Nick Cave, Patti Smith, Leonard Cohen, Iggy Pop, Radiohead & Tom Waits."If you have never heard the Doctors of Madness, you should.Musically they are the Velvet Underground, New York Dolls with shades of glam, hippie, prog and punk all rolled into one, yet are still totally original.Vastly underrated, they should have been huge.Pure genius" Vic Reeves….The DOM are "the missing link between David Bowie & The Sex Pistols" (The Guardian May 2017).Exploding onto the music scene in 1975 with their theatrical, William Burroughs-inspired Sci-fi nightmare, they were misunderstood by many, but those who knew understood the importance of the band's dangerous, uncompromising approach to lyrics, to music and to performance.Among the many fans of the band were acts as diverse as The Damned, Vic Reeves, Joe Elliott of Def Leppard, Spiritualized, Julian Cope, The Adverts, The Skids and Simple Minds.The Sex Pistols supported them, so did The Ja-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Heyward, 'What's Wrong With Joy' is a synergy of seeming incompatible components: its life-affirming power pop livery freighting a cargo of self-doubt ("I've got a bag full of promises I can't keep/And a hundred reasons why I don't sleep") and good intentions ("All I wanna do is make your dreams come true") to the affections of anyone who hears it.Andy Partridge steps forward to share the credit on 'Moon On Your Dress" and 'I Drew A Lemon': the latter a rebuke to the man who will never love her the way our lyrical protagonist pledges to; the former a longtime favourite among fans of both Hall and XTC for the sanguine self-deprecations that manage to captures something of both artists' relationship to the world around them.  And, of course, if you have Ian Broudie manning the console, it would be obtuse not to write a song or two together.With a friendship dating back to the early days of The Specials (the young Broudie saw Hall's pre-Specials outfit The Coventry Automatics open for The Clash in 1978) the measure of the pair's chemistry stretches beyond Broudie's production role to encompass two of the album's indisputable highlights.Featuring the unforgettable couplet, "If ifs and ands were pots and pans, you'd be a kitchen", 'You' sees its protagonist trying to persuade his subject to see in him what he sees in her.The other Broudie co-write on 'Home' will need no introduction to most pop fans.'Sense' is the song which gave its name to500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram MS0001LP 5.05587E+12 £10.99

Dr.John Remedies Get On Down LP Splatter Colored Vinyl Pressing Exclusive For RSD 2020.First issued in 1970.CD last issued in 2002.Vinyl out of print since the 70s.2500 copies worldwide.Arriving on the heels of the socially conscious Babylon, Dr.John's 1970 album Remedies marked his 3rd studio release under his eccentric, voodoo-inspired "Night Tripper" persona, and his first not to be produced by Harold Bapttiste, instead turning to famed rock producer Tom Dowd.Featuring a psychedelic and progressive take on Dr.John's signature style of swampy, hazy New Orleans boogie-woogie rock, undoubtedly inspired by his then recent stint in a psych ward.Track listing: A Side.1.Loop Garoo 2.What Goes Around Comes Around 3.Wash, Mama, Wash 4.Chippy, Chippy 5.Mardi Gras Day B Side.1.Angola Anthem500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram GET52735LP 0664425273519 £16.99

DUNE - Original Motion Picture Soundtrack (1984)DUNE - Original Motion Picture Soundtrack (1984)Jackpot LP Limited Orange “Spice” coloured vinyl. Limited to 2000 worldwide. Soundtrack to David Lynch’s 1984 cult film. Composed by TOTO and Brian Eno. Sourced from the original master tapes. Includes 24 x 24 full color poster. Audiophile Pressing at RTI. Track listing 1. Prologue, Main Title 2. Robot Fight 3. Leto’s Theme 4. The Box 5. The Floating Fat Man (The Baron) 6. Trip to Arrakis 7. First Attack 8. Prophecy Theme 9. Dune (Desert Theme) 10. Paul Meets Chani 11. Prelude (Take My Hand) 12. Paul Takes The Water Of Life 13. Big Battle 14. Paul Kills Feyd 15. Final Dream 16. Take My Hand300 Cargo cinram JPR063LP 6.03E+11 £19.99
Exit North Book Of Romance And Dust Exit North Records 2LP 500 copies, gatefold sleeve, double 180g white vinyl LP.New quartet featuring Japan co-founder Steve Jansen, Thomas Feiner, Ulf Jansson, and Charlie Storm traces the edges of darkness and hope across a nuanced, provocative song cycle.An uncompromising debut album that explores the collective psyches and diverse influences of its renowned members.The focus is on songcraft that seamlessly combines genres and lyrical perspectives that shift between shadows and light.Exit North is truly about generating an aural gravity that pulls the best out of its participants.Those who admire Jansen's instrumental, experimental solo output, as well as his song-based work with Japan and Rain Tree Crow, will find much to enjoy on Book of Romance and Dust.Similarly, the audience Feiner has cultivated with his group Anywhen and its acclaimed recording The Opiates, will encounter a related, spacious aesthetic.Jansson and Storm have also worked on countless sessions across myriad genres that have enriched the global mindset they brers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing 500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram ENV01LP 5.05587E+12 £15.99

Freya Roy Ahlke Vinyl Hunter Records LP 500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram VHR002 / FCR01 5.05632E+12 £9.00

Fuzztones Lysergic Emanations Easy Action LP Picture Disc THE Most well known album of the catalogue, issued as a Picture Disc LP for the very first time since its 1985 release date.All tracks have been recently (2020) re mastered for vinyl.Contains the singles Strychnine, 1- 2- 5 & She s Wicked.2020 is the 40th Anniversary since the band were formed in New York.The current line up are playing dates throughout Europe and have already played a London show in February.Side A: 1.1-2-5 2.Gotta Get Some 3.Journey To Tyme 4.Ward 81 5.Strychnine 6.Radar Eyes Side B: 7.Cinderella 8.Highway 69 9.Just Once 10.She's Wicked 11.As Time's Gone 12.Living Sickness100 Cargo Cargo/Cinram EARS081P 5.06045E+12 £12.99

Ginger Wildheart Excess GASS Round Records LP 500 copies on blue vinyl.For the first time ever - the final selection of Ginger Wildheart solo songs from the 2016 G.A.S.S.Project which saw the prolific Wildhearts frontman release three digital songs each month for a whole year on a groundbreaking Fanclub-only subscription. Some tracks have been released via the Year Of The Fanclub and GASS Mk II releases - now the final tracks are released for the first time  ever on a physical format on blue vinyl.Ginger gives some more info about this special release - "In 2014 we launched an ambitious project called G-A-S-S, a direct-to-buyer, online fan club.I'd seen the Pledge Music business model letting in water for a while, as it's growing success with musicians and public alike, was reimagined as an open door for yesterday's corporate label bosses.The smell of easy money saw the fan-funded giant topple with the weight of its own greed, and I wanted to find a way to service our community with music, while keeping the ideals independent and strictly DIY.I needed so-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram RRRLP014 5.05587E+12 £15.99

Groundhogs, The Split Fire Records 2LP Double Red Vinyl.The second of three ground-breaking albums by the ultimate power trio who morphed blues into hard rock and spawned punk.Remastered and packaged with a second disc of out-takes from the original sessions that spawned this spontaneous monster.'Split' is released on double red vinyl for Record Store Day.1500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram FIRELP508X 0809236150813 £15.99

Hanterhir Schizophrenia(Sonic Youth)/Dancing out in space (David Bowie)Easy Action 7" Col Vinyl Exclusive covers single.Hanterhir have emerged from the last 18 months with a very respectful bagful of top album reviews and critical acclaim.Prior to the brand-new album "There is no one to trust" campaign in the late spring - early summer of 2020 they release an exclusive one off covers single of their wild interpretations of songs by Bowie & Sonic Youth.What the press have said in the last 12 months."Oozes Occult magnificence " ---- Shindig."Shimmers with rare beauty...a magical ride" ----- Music News ."A cacophony of Celtic wildness...Magnificent." ----- Record Collector. 500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram EA45037 5.06045E+12 £4.99

Jansen / Barbieri / Karn Playing In A Room With People Medium Productions 2LP Limited pressing of 1000 copies on gold vinyl.A live album originally released in 2001 on Jansen, Babrieri & Karn's own Medium Productions label.Recorded live in Toyko & London JBK perform a retrospective selection of material spanning three decades of album releases from Mick Karn, Jansen/Barbieri, Rain Tree Crow & Japan.Tracks performed by JBK with Steven Wilson & Theo Travis.Jansen: drums / sampled percussion / keyboards.Barbieri: synthesisers / keyboards.Karn: bass guitar / bass clarinet / vocals.Wilson: electric guitar.Travis: saxophones / flute.'Walkabout' performed by Richard Barbieri (live).'Types Of Ambiguity' performed by Steve Jansen (studio).Special guest appearance by Natacha Atlas on 'Lodge Of Skins'.Mixed by Steve Jansen.Remastered for vinyl by Lee Fletcher (Unsung Productions).Tracks : A Walkabout 4.25, Big Wheels In Shanty Town 6.09.B Lodge Of Skins 4.34, Saday Maday 6.37, When Things Dream 3.20.C Bestial Cluster 3.44, Night Gives Birth 4.34, Long Tales Tall Shadow 5.32.D Plaster The Magic Toers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange 500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram JBKV001 5.05587E+12 £15.99



John Massoni & Sonic Boom The Sundowner Sessions Space Age Recordings Army Green coloured heavyweight 180 gram audiophile vinyl LPNot previously released on vinyl  Originally recorded in Seattle, in 2000 and released on CD only later the same year 'The Sundowner Sessions' is a recording featuring John Massoni (electronics) and Sonic Boom (custom human voice synthesizer).  "[Sonic} can make something out of almost anything.He'd just pick out a tape of mine (I have a bunch of tapes with sound and drone experiments), and work something into a piece.His focus and ability not to be undermined by the limits surrounding him is really amazing to watch.We worked well into the night - thus 'The Sundowner Sessions' were born." - John Massoni.  Never before released on vinyl but now re-mastered by John Rivers at Woodbine Street Studio especially for vinyl release for RSD 2020. min 500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram ORBIT025LP 5.02369E+12
£12.99

Josephine Foster This Coming Gladness Fire Records LP Black Vinyl.Essential reissue of Josephine Foster's crucially revered classic 'This Coming Gladness' – for the first time on vinyl since 2008.Comes with brand new artwork and housed in a reverse board sleeve with a download card.500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram FIRELP199X 0809236119971 £10.99

Keith Rowe & Mark Wastell Live At I-And-E Confront LP White Vinyl.Long anticipated vinyl re-issue of a concert that took place at the I-and-E Festival at Trinity College, Dublin in 2006 by Keith Rowe (legendary AMM guitarist and one of the founding fathers of European improvised music) and Mark Wastell (pivotal London based experimentalist). Cover art by David Sylvian 500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram CORE02LP 5.06045E+12 £10.99

Leaf Library, The About Minerals Where Its At Is Where You AreLP Single black vinyl 12" LP.Ambient LP from north London kosmische dream pop ensemble.The Leaf Library play an intricate and playful game with lush guitar drones and soundscapes, layering dreamy vocals and field recordings."About Minerals" will please fans of Pendant, Biosphere, Laurie Spiegel, Pan American, Chihei Hatakeyama, Eliane Radigue, Noveller, Fennesz or Matthew Shaw.Tracks : 01 Weather Wires 02 About Minerals 03 High Light 04 Lichen and Moss 05 Layers Of Regret 06 Surface Decisions 07 Beach Loom 08 An Edge An Ending 09 Blue Green Sequence.500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram WIALP083 5.05781E+12 £9.99

Lovely Eggs, The I Am Moron (RSD Special Edition) Egg Records Neon Pink Vinyl - LP Another inimitable Lovely Eggs handmade release. This time this limited RSD edition features (in typical eggs style) a cheeky and irreverant special reflective mirrored "moron" cover, posing the question: Who is moron? Could it be you?? 1000 copies only.  Designed by TLE and Casey Raymond. Following on from their 2018 RSD release of "This is Eggland" on  giant fried egg vinyl which sold out instantly, TLE return with another unique creation for RSD 2020! Cooking up another special release with collaborator Casey Raymond the band will release a very special edition of their new album "I am Moron" in a special reflective collectible cover on neon pink vinyl. “I am Moron” is the follow up to their critically acclaimed 2017 album “This is Eggland”. It is their second album co-produced and mixed by Dave Fridmann (The Flaming Lips, MGMT, Tame Impala) and continues their journey through Eggland into the unknown. Throughout their 13 year career, TLE have embraced isolation. Both metaphorically and geographically the -night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Hey500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram EGG0013LPX 5.05587E+12 £12.99

Martin Denny Exotic Moog Jackpot LP Limited to 1500 copies. Orange/Red coloured vinyl. The Inventor of Exotica/Cocktail Music goes Electronic/Moog. First time ever reissued. Originally released in 1969. “Exotic Moog” starts off our reissue campaign of Martin Denny classics coming out in 2020. Audiophile pressing at RTI. Track listing 1. Quiet Village 2. I Talk To The Trees 3. Yellow Bird 4. The Enchanted Sea 5. Delilah 6. Let Go (Canto de Ossanha) 7. Midnight Cowboy 8. Cast Your Fate To The Wind 9. Let It Be Me (Je T’ Appartiens)10. A Taste Of Honey 11. Was It Really Love 12. Love Me Tonight (All Fine Della Strada)300 Cargo cinram JPR061LP 6.02509E+11 £16.99
Membranes Kiss Ass Godhead Glass Modern Pink LP Pink Vinyl.30th Anniversary Edition, of the 1989 Glass LP, recorded by Steve Albini in Chicago & Leeds, it's a screeching and wailing chunk of strumming and shouting.His first 'production' outside of Big Black.File Under Punk Fucking Rock.Reforming in 2009, mainman John Robb, still leads his motley crew around the world, in between TV appearances and editing his Louder Than War magazine, just recently touring Europe for 5 weeks with Mark Lanegan, in support of their 2019 album 'What Natures Gives, Nature Takes Away'.Side One 1/Love Your Puppy 3:20 2/Tatty Seaside Town 2:51 3/Viva! Spanish Turncoat 2:39 4/Bulbous Love Child 2:38 5/Electric Storm 4:36 6/Fuck My Old Boots (Robo Cop and Seacombe) 2:25 7/John Robb's 91st Nightmare 3:38 Side Two 1/Long Live the Hooligan!  2:41 2/Punk Out Baby 3:04 3/Corn Dolly Fear 3:31 4/(The World Acclaims...) Eternal Protein Man  1:52 5/Bacon Factory  2:15 6/Let's Take The Death Trip  2:47 7/Cheap Male Aggression  3:25 8/Cor Blimey! Ain't England Snidey 4:22 500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram GLAMLP012 5.02455E+12 £11.99

Menzingers, The Chamberlain Waits Red Scare Industries LP Colored Vinyl Pressing Includes A Throwback Tour Poster.Permanently Exclusive to RSD.First issued in 2010.In and out of print since.Never issued in a colored vinyl run.570 copies.Before they became international stars of the Epitaph imprint and the emperors of South Philly punk, The Menzingers pulled a tour of duty down in the trenches of Red Scare.We did a few of their early releases, and this LP is the one that put 'em on the map.It's been ten years since we lucked out with "Chamberlain Waits" and we all figured it'd be fun to do a special anniversary edition for Record Store Day.Limited to 570 copies (but why 570? - they're Scanton PA natives and that's the Scanton area code and a call out to their hometown).This exclusive RSD pressing comes on colored vinyl and includes a retro tour poster.Get this record and you can technically say you were into them before they were popular! Track listing: A Side.1.Who's Your Partner 2.I Was Born 3.Home Outgrown 4.Deep Sleep 5.Time Tables 6.Male Call.B Side: 1.Tasker-Moers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram CCCP10139LP 0187223113912 £12.99

Mungo's Hi Fi, Ft.Marina P, Dennis Alcapone & Tippa IrieThe Beat Goes SKA! Scotch Bonnet Records 7" Exclusive RSD single, taken from forthcoming album, Mungo's Hi Fi and Marina P.This will be the only vinyl single from the album.The track features two reggae veterans from both Jamaica and UK, 70's legend, Dennis Alcapone who had hit songs such as"Gguns don't argue" and having worked with producers such as Lee Perry, Prince Buster and Bunny Lee is considers one of the earliest Deejays from Jamaica.Tippa Irie, from the Saxon Soundsystem became a household name after his single "Hello Darling" broke into the UK top 40 charts in the 80s and has previously collaborated with Mungo's Hi Fi.The theme of this track is to show the thread from Ska through to dancehall and how it is still musically relevant.Mungo's and Marina P released a track in 2015 that sold well.1,000 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram SCOB072 £4.50

Odd Future The OF Tape Vol. 2 Get On Down 2LP Glow In The Dark Blue vinyl. Released in 2012. Long out of print on vinyl. 2000 copies made worldwide. The OF Tape Vol. 2 is the 2012 debut studio album by left-field hip hop collective Odd Future, whose members include recent Grammy winners Tyler, the Creator (2019) and Frank Ocean (2012), plus lesser-known-but-equally-odd associates Hodgy Beats, Domo Genesis, Mike G, The Internet, Taco, Jasper Dolphin, Left Brain, L-Boy, and Earl Sweatshirt. Production on the album was primarily handled by Left Brain and Tyler, the Creator, with Frank Ocean, Hal Williams and Matt Martians also receiving production credits. The album peaked at number 5 on the US Billboard 200. Long sought after by vinyl and hip hop collectors, Get On Down proudly reissues this masterpiece in two unique Record Jackets, and on two distinct colored vinyl configurations: the first cover featuring a ‘collage face’, pressed on Glow In The Dark Blue, the second featuring a photo of Lucas Vercetti, a close OF associate, and pressed on Glow In The Daers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Miss500 Cargo cinram GET51334BLP 6.64425E+11 £21.99

Odd Future The OF Tape Vol. 3 Get On Down 2LP Glow In The Dark Pink vinyl. Released in 2012. Long out of print on vinyl. 2000 copies made worldwide. The OF Tape Vol. 2 is the 2012 debut studio album by left-field hip hop collective Odd Future, whose members include recent Grammy winners Tyler, the Creator (2019) and Frank Ocean (2012), plus lesser-known-but-equally-odd associates Hodgy Beats, Domo Genesis, Mike G, The Internet, Taco, Jasper Dolphin, Left Brain, L-Boy, and Earl Sweatshirt. Production on the album was primarily handled by Left Brain and Tyler, the Creator, with Frank Ocean, Hal Williams and Matt Martians also receiving production credits. The album peaked at number 5 on the US Billboard 200. Long sought after by vinyl and hip hop collectors, Get On Down proudly reissues this masterpiece in two unique Record Jackets, and on two distinct colored vinyl configurations: the first cover featuring a ‘collage face’, pressed on Glow In The Dark Blue, the second featuring a photo of Lucas Vercetti, a close OF associate, and pressed on Glow In The Da-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises500 Cargo cinram GET51334PLP 6.64425E+11 £21.99
OST: The Last Movie Dennis Hopper's 'The Last Movie' Earth Recordings LP Yellow Vinyl.After the incredible success of the film Easy Rider, Dennis Hopper was given complete freedom to direct and star in the bizarre, surrealist The Last Movie – released in 1971.Filmed in a drug fuelled haze in Peru with Hopper, Peter Fonda, Kris Kristofferson, Dean Stockwell, Michelle Phillips, Russ Tamblyn, and Samuel Fuller – there has never been a soundtrack to this film until now! Featuring the first ever performances of Kristofferson's legendary "Me and Bobby McGee" plus sublime country-folk songs from John Buck Wilkin, Peruvian folk & dance music – all recorded live on set in Peru – nothing was overdubbed! Plus, provocative movie dialogue from Dennis Hopper, Sam Fuller and others – coupled with the ambient sounds of the mountains and villages of South America – reissue producer Pat Thomas and Hopper Estate archivist Jessica Hundley have assembled a groovy listening experience that will melt minds.Packaging includes rare vintage photos, detailed liner notes, et al.The Last Movie recordings are ers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram EARTHLP041 0809236174161 £11.99

Pigbag Dr Heckle & Mr Jive Call of The Void 2LP Black Vinyl.The debut album by post-punk/funk group, Pigbag - Formed from creative jam sessions in punk's aftermath, the young group gathered steam after convincing Simon Underwood to join the fun following his departure from The Pop Group.Mixing punk, funk, jazz, ska, reggae and afrobeat into a bewitching brew, this vinyl reissue is the first time this album has been on wax since 1982.500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram VOID007LP 8.09236E+11 £11.99

Sam Burton Nothing Touches Me Tompkins Square 7" Cream coloured vinyl.Sam Burton is a singer/songwriter from Salt Lake City, now based in Los Angeles.After several years circulating homemade cassettes on labels like Chthonic and embraced by blogs like Cassette Gods, Sam has recorded his first proper debut album with producer Jarvis Taveniere (Purple Mountains, Allah Lahs, Real Estate).Due in mid-2020, the LP will be preceded by two limited edition 45s.The second will be available on coloured vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day in the UK.Sam is slated to tour the UK and Europe in fall 2020 with fellow Tompkins Square artist Gwenifer Raymond. 750 Cargo Cargo/Cinram TSQ5753 0856225005753 £4.50

Shakespears Sister #3 Do Yourself In 2LP 1000 copies only, exclusive for record store day.First time on vinyl for the third Shakespears Sister album "#3".One LP on Transparent red vinyl and the other on Transparent blue..Following the success of  Hormonally Yours (2.5 million sales ), Siobhan Fahey went on to record the third in the Shakespears Sister trilogy – the sexy, glam influenced '3'.The first single, I Can Drive , was a UK top 30 hit but the album was never released UNTIL NOW.With a record sleeve by famous Brit artist Sarah Lucas, it's a beautifully packaged "must have" for any fan of the band, coming out on Siobhan's own label SF records and including a track with backing vocals by the truly legendary Billy McKenzie of The Associates.The album was mainly produced by David Stewart and 2 tracks by Alan Moulder & Flood.This release co-incides with the  "Best of Shalespears Sister release which came out last year after they reformed for a worldwide tour.Includes and LP of bonus tracks, B-sides to "I Can Drive" and a tracks from the expanded CD -night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a m500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram DYI025LP 5.05587E+12 £15.99
Spacemen 3 Threebie 3 Space Age Recordings Single vinyl LP Yellow coloured heavyweight 180 gram audiophile vinyl LP  Previously only released on limited edition black vinyl in 1989  Spacemen 3 were an English alternative rock band, formed in Rugby, Warwickshire by Peter Kember and Jason Pierce, known respectively under their pseudonyms Sonic Boom and J Spaceman.Their music is known for its brand of "minimalistic psychedelia".  Spacemen 3 had their first independent chart hits in 1987, gaining a cult following, and going on to have greater success towards the end of the decade.However, they disbanded shortly afterwards, releasing their final studio album post-split in 1991 after an acrimonious parting of ways.  They gained a reputation as a 'drug band' due to the members' drug-taking habits and Kember's candid interviews and outspoken opinions on recreational drug use.Kember and Pierce were the only members common to all line-ups of the band.Both founding members have enjoyed considerable success with their respective subsequent projects: Sonic Boom/Spectrum and Spiriers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hallmin 500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram ORBIT020LP 5.02369E+12

£12.99

Spectrum Forever Alien Space Age Recordings Double LP Orange coloured heavyweight 180 gram audiophile double vinyl LP  Previously released on vinyl in 1997  British space rock band Spectrum is a project led by Peter Kember under the pseudonym Sonic Boom; an English singer and record producer.He was a founding member, bassist, vocalist and guitarist of alternative rock band Spacemen 3, lasting from 1982 until the band's dissolution in 1991.  He provided the production on MGMT's sophomore album Congratulations, Panda Bear's albums Tomboy and Panda Bear Meets the Grim Reaper, and Beach House's seventh album, eponymously titled '7'.  As a solo artist, Kember has recorded as Spectrum and E.A.R.(Experimental Audio Research), parallel musical projects with recordings under both names occasionally only featuring Kember.He has occasionally performed live under both monikers, most recently as Spectrum, touring as a band in America and Europe.Kember has also played and collaborated with a number of artists, including Stereolab and Yo La Tengo.  'Forever Alien' is the third-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just bemin 500 Cargo cinram ORBIT066LP 5.02369E+12 £15.99
Stalawa ft Junior Demus Trod On Foreign Mind 7" Reggae and dancehall thrive when repurposing the familiar to create something new.This is what Scotland-based French producer Stalawa has achieved with his limited edition Record Store Day release, Trod on.He's refashioned a rare Canadian production of the King Tubby inspired Tempo rhythm, Dunne Done, and enlisted gritty-voiced Jamaican dancehall emcee Junior Demus for a haunting, horns-driven track with a hypnotic and unstoppable groove.Stalawa followers will recognise the rhythm, christened Dundee Done, from his Stalawa In East Africa EP project on Glasgow's Scotch Bonnet Records.Junior Demus is a dancehall talking legend of the early 80s, who took his name from his resemblance to the similarly granite-toned microphone pioneer Nicodemus.Demus' vocal, with its resolute, Rasta-inspired lyric, was recorded in New York with the help of trumpeter and engineer Mush1.The limited quantity vinyl release, on Stalawa's Foreign Mind label, comes with a stripped down instrumental version for the next generation of emceeers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position a500 Cargo Cargo/ Cinram FMR003 5.06E+12 £4.99

Ted Cassidy The Lurch Jackpot 7" Limited Edition 7”, 500 copies pressed. Official US RSD title. Ted Cassidy (Lurch of TV - The Addams Family) sings as Lurch, the Motown influenced monster track : “The Lurch”. One of the rarest US Capitol Records 7” picture sleeves. Never before reissued. Sourced from the original 1965 master tapes. Limited to 500 copies. Track listing 1. The Lurch 2. Wesley200 Cargo cinram JPR060 6.02509E+11 £8.99

Telescopes,The Altered Perception Space Age Recordings Double LP Purple coloured heavyweight 180 gram audiophile double vinyl LP  Not previously released on vinyl  The Telescopes are an English noise, space rock, dream pop and psychedelic band, formed in 1987 by Stephen Lawrie, and drawing influence from artists such as Suicide, The Velvet Underground and The 13th Floor Elevators.They have a total of eleven released albums including their debut, Taste, released in 1989.  'Altered Perception' collects 15 of their most intricate workings from their first two albums with the odd rarity and b-side thrown in for good measure.  Never before released on vinyl but now re-mastered by John Rivers at Woodbine Street Studio especially for vinyl release for RSD 2020. min 500 Cargo cinram ORBIT014LP 5.02369E+12 £15.99
Terry Edwards Stop Trying To Sell Me Back My Past Sartorial Records 2LP Reissue of long deleted covers EPs (Mary Chain, The Fall, Miles Davis) plus the great lost EP of Cure covers which never got an official release on vinyl.Also includes the punk rock trilogy of Damned, Pistols and Clash covers.Part of the 2020 Diamond Edition of releases and concerts celebrating Terry Edwards' 60th birthday.500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram FIT069LP 5.06014E+12 £11.99

That Will Be Lunch Play That Funky Music White Boy Scratchy 7" Col Vinyl That Will Be Lunch aka Alvin Spetz is a maverick singer-songwiter responsible for three wildly eccentric and original albums on Scratchy.The first two released under the moniker of 'Full English Breakfast' and the third at his current destination 'That Will Be Lunch'.Now he's back with a surreal dada electro version of the 70s Wild Cherry classic 'Play That Funky Music White Boy'.Complete with a cuckoo clock, naturally.Like his 2016 innovative re-working of the Talking Heads classic 'One in a Lifetime', premiered by Shaun Keaveny on his BBC6 Breakfast Show, the track shows how Spetz can flip the underside and take us off into the margins.Where all the interesting notes are made."The fine and unfathomably funky Full English Breakfast..If Beefheart had a surreal senior moment and reformed his Magic Band to perform S Club 7 covers, it might sound something like this" The Guardian "A highly eccentric but thoroughly engaging electronic/art-pop debut that aligns him with The Fall, Denim and Frank Zappa" Uncut "Pullers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing w500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram SR00066 5.03295E+12 £3.99

Throwing Muses Purgatory/Paradise Fire Records 2LP Double Black Vinyl.Throwing Muses released their long awaited Purgatory/Paradise in 2013, 10 years after their previous studio album - a 32 track opus of tangible bliss.Initially devised as both an album and as a book, with writing by Hersh and art by Narcizo, this vinyl reissue features all 32 tracks from the alt-rock heroes.1000 Cargo Cargo/Cinram FIRELP589 0809236158918 £13.99

Various Artists Kiss Kiss Bang Bang Where Its At Is Where You Are2 x 7" Double pack coloured vinyl 7".4 track compilation of covers of the James Bond themes of Dame Shirley Bassey.Indie heroes pay tribute to Bond and Bassey just two weeks after the release of the 25th James Bond film.David Gedge (the Wedding Present) teams up with Louise Wener (Sleeper) on the unused Thunderball theme; Mr Kiss Kiss Bang Bang.The Left Outsides provide an atmospheric, pastoral, psychedelic take on Diamonds Are Forever.Darren Hayman (Hefner) re-imagines Goldfinger with his own chorus of Bond girls.DJ Downfall and Theoretical Girl's icy cool synthpop Moonraker will please fans of Ladytron, Black Box Recorder and Flying Lizards Tracks : 01 Mr Kiss Kiss Bang Bang - David Gedge & Sleeper.02 Diamonds Are Forever - The Left Outsides.03 Goldfinger - Darren Hayman.04 Moonraker - DJ Downfall & Theoretical Girl500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram WIAIWYA020001 5.05781E+12 £8.99

Vaselines/Pooh	Sticks Split Glass Modern 7" Coloured vinyl.The Vaselines sing The Vaselines and The Pooh Sticks do too, linking our Glass Redux RSD Reissue of the Vaselines 'Dum Dum' LP in 2018 to our 2019 Glass Modern reissue of The Pooh Sticks 'The Great White Wonder' and making Pooh Sticks/Fierce Records Svengali Steve Gregory's dream of a split single come true 30 years later.The Vaselines lewd but naïve and abrasive yet tender, primitivist squall remains a perfect distillation of pop at its most guileless and euphoric, which as everbody knows inspired Nirvana,  meets The Pooh Sticks postmodern cultural criticism, retro-irony, slavish imitation, and power pop manna - as high concept as it was lowbrow.It's already a classic release before it's out! TRACKLIST A.The Vaselines / Dying For It (2:21) B.The Pooh Sticks / Dying For It (3:05)500 Cargo Cargo/Cinram GLAMS001 5.02455E+12 £4.99

Wild Tchoupitoulas Wild Tchoupitoulas Jackpot LP Limited edition blue vinyl edition. Limited to 1500 copies. The 1976 New Orleans funk masterpiece of Mardi Gras Indians backed up by The Meters and The Neville Brothers. Inducted into the Library National Recording Registry for it’s cultural, artistic and historic importance. Sourced from the original master tapes. Features liner notes and lyrics. Coloured Vinyl audiophile pressing at RTI. Track listing 1. Brother John 2. Meet De Boys On The Battlefront 3. Indians Here Dey Come 4. Hey Pocky A-Way 5. Indian Red 6. Big Chief Got A Golden Crown 7. Hey Mama (Wild Tchoupitoulas) 8. Hey Hey (Indians Comin’)300 Cargo cinram JPR062LP 6.02509E+11 £16.99

Wipers, The Is This Real? (Anniversary Edition: 1980 – 2020) Jackpot LP Limited Edition clear colour vinyl with 7”. Limited to 2000. Celebrating the 40 year Anniversary of the debut LP by the Wipers. Includes individually AUTOGRAPHED concert poster by Greg Sage. Bonus 45 with four songs from the original 4 track sessions. Transparent Clear Audiophile Vinyl pressed at RTI with custom reflective mirror board jacket. Unquestionably Portland's most well-loved punk group, the Wipers formed in the late 1970s and in 1980 released their debut LP, "Is This Real?"- twelve songs of stabbing, jittery guitar, snapped vocals, and unabashed teen angst. Full of desperation and yearning, the LP has stood as a blueprint for wretched youth for over 25 years. In the early 1990s "Is This Real?" was given mainstream attention when Nirvana covered two tracks off the record and Cobain announced it was one of the primary influences on his group. Track listing 1. Return Of The Rat 2. Mystery 3. Up Front 4. Let’s Go Let’s Go Away 5. Is This Real? 6. Tragedy 7. Alien Boy 8. D-7 9. Potential Suicide 10. Don’-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but su300 Cargo cinram JPR059LP ########### £19.99
Ben Watt with Robert Wyatt Summer Into Winter Cherry Red 12" Turquoise Transparent Vinyl cut at 45 RPM Ben Watt's collaboration with Robert Wyatt originally released as an EP in March 1982.  Remastered at Abbey Road Studios and reissued for Record Store Day 2020.  This critically acclaimed Cherry Red classic has not been available on vinyl for over thirty years.  This exclusive Record Store Day reissue comes printed on reverse board on turquoise transparent vinyl.  This exclusive Record Store Day reissue is released with the full endorsement of Ben Watt and will follow his brand new album 'Storm Damage' in January 2020.1000 Cherry Red Warner ADA / Cinram 12CHERRY524 5.01393E+12 9.99

Fall, The [Austurbæjarbíó] - Reykjavík Live 1983 Cherry Red 2LP Recorded at the band's show on May 6, 1983 in  Austurbæjarbíó, Reykjavik, Iceland, the gig showcases  some new material that would surface on Perverted By  Language later the same year.  It is an exemplary document of the band at that time,  featuring the fabled line-up of Mark E.Smith / Steve  Hanley / Paul Hanley / Karl Burns & Craig Scanlon.  This vinyl version is the first time this album has been  released in this format and has been re-mastered by long  term Fall engineer Andy Pearce.   "Austurbæjarbíó, Reykjavik Live 1983" will be available  exclusively on Record Store Day 2020 and pressed in  limited quantity on orange & yellow splatter vinyl.1000 Cherry Red Warner ADA / Cinram BREDD797 5.01393E+12 19.99

Hawkwind Quark, Strangeness & Charm Atomhenge 2LP Crystal Clear Vinyl with printed inner bags Originally released in 1977, "Quark…" was Dave Brock and Robert Calvert's masterpiece that perfectly embraced the influence of the musical New Wave to deliver one of the most effective albums released during Calvert's tenure with Hawkwind.This expanded 2 LP Record Store Day edition has been cut at Abbey Road Studios and is pressed on clear vinyl.  This edition features a bonus LP featuring five alternate studio session takes released on vinyl for the very first time.1500 Cherry Red Warner ADA / Cinram ATOMLP2009 5.01393E+12 19.99

Ultravox Sleepwalk 2020 Stereo Mix Chrysalis Records 12" Clear Vinyl Exclusive 12" clear vinyl for RSD.A 40th Anniversary release of Ultravox's debut single with Midge Ure on vocals.Originally only released on 7" single in 1980, this will be the first time on 12" and features a brand new stereo mixes by Steven Wilson.A-side 'Sleepwalk [2020 Stereo Mix], B-side 'Waiting [2020 Stereo Mix].the A-side is taken from the forthcoming 'Vienna' 40th Anniversary Box Set for late Summer 2020.600 Chrysalis Records Warner ADA / Cinram CHS122441 5.06052E+12 £9.00

Carter The Unstoppable Sex Machine 1992: The Love Album Chrysalis Records LP Pic Disc This is an exclusive Album Picture Disc for RSD.Carter are releasing a special commemorative Picture Disc of their UK Number 1 album '1992: The Love Album', featuring their adapted EU 'Flag of Europe' design.The album reached Number One in the UK and contains the hits 'The Only Living Boy In New Cross' and 'Do Re Me So Far So Good'750 Chrysalis Reocrds Warner ADA / Cinram CHRP1946 5060516094172 £15.00

Fallen Angels Paradise Lost SUNBEAM DOUBLE LP / HAND NUMBERED GATEFOLD SLEEVE / BOOKLET / REPRO A3 POSTERUSPs  - legendary Washington DC psych band  - Double LP  - Gatefold sleeve  - Disc One contains a complete and previously unheard 1969 concert, in excellent fidelity  - Disc Two contains unreleased late 60s outtakes and demos  - repro poster  - large booklet with band history and many rare images    The Fallen Angels' two albums - issued in October 1967 and July 1968 - have made them one of the most beloved US cult bands of their time.This treasure trove of unreleased material from their prime will therefore be greeted rapturously by their many fans.It contains a full concert taped in their hometown in April 1969, as well as a range of outtakes, demos and works-in-progress, including material intended for their never-released third LP.The package comes in a gatefold sleeve and is accompanied by a packed booklet featuring their full history, as well as rare and unseen images and memorabilia.Also included is a reproduction of a vintage and very rare psychedelic poster for the band.500 Code 7 Code 7 / PHD SBR2LP5111 5.05113E+12 16.95

Raw Material Raw Material SUNBEAM DOUBLE LP / HAND NUMBERED GATEFOLD SLEEVE / BOOKLET / REPRO A3 POSTER-1970 prog-psych classic  -fullest ever reissue  -16 bonus tracks  -packed large-format booklet  -background notes / rare images   -repro shop poster    Raw Material made little impact on the crowded London scene in the late 60s and early 70s, but their blend of prog, psych and jazz has gone on to become a firm favourite with cognoscenti all over the world.Their classic debut album was originally issued in October 1970, and receives its definitive reissue with this deluxe double LP.As well as the full album, it features both sides of all three singles they'd made to date, as well as the whole of the 'Sounds Progressive' LP they'd released under a pseudonym.The set comes in a gatefold sleeve and includes a packed large-format booklet offering detailed background notes (drawing on original interviews) and copious photos and promo materials, as well as a reproduction of the promo poster sent to a few UK record shops at the time.500 Code 7 Code7 / PHD SBR2LP5110 5.05113E+12 £16.95

Wizz Jones Wizz Jones SUNBEAM LP / HAND NUMBERED FLIPBACK SLEEVE / INSERT-UK folk guitar legend  -1969 debut album  -first ever reissue  -mono and stereo mixes  -insert with images / background notes   -bonus repro shop flier from the time    An undisputed giant of modern folk and one of the finest acoustic guitarists Britain has ever produced, Wizz Jones has been cited as an influence by stars including Rod Stewart and Keith Richards, and received a Lifetime Achievement Award at the BBC Folk Awards in 2019.His first solo LP appeared 50 years earlier, and receives its first-ever reissue here.A beguiling mixture of standards and originals with his outstanding playing to the fore throughout, it's unlike anything else he ever recorded.It's presented here in both its mono and stereo mixes, together with an insert containing background notes and rare images, and a repro shop flier from the original time of release.500 Code 7 Code 7 / PHD SBRLP5109 5.05113E+12 £13.95

Doctor Who Doctor Who - The Massacre Demon Records 2LP x 180g 'Parisian Blaze' heavyweight Vinyl Available exclusively to RSD2020, Demon Records presents a narrated full-cast TV soundtrack of a legendary historical adventure, starring William Hartnell as the original Doctor.In this 'lost' 4-part serial, first shown on BBC TV in February 1966, the TARDIS materialises in Paris in 1572, a time of great danger and religious strife.The Catholic Queen Mother, Catherine de Medici, is hatching a plot to kill all French Protestants, and the Doctor and Steven are quickly caught up in events.While Steven is befriended by a group of Protestants, the Doctor has a perfect double in the shape of the hated dignitary, the Abbot of Amboise.One of them is about to lose his life! Presented across 2 x heavyweight 180g pieces of vinyl, in a striking 'Parisian Blaze' splatter, this narrated TV soundtrack evokes a classic Doctor Who adventure in all its aural magnificence.The vivid sounds of 16th Century Paris in turmoil, and the encroaching terror of the massacre, are all accompanied by the eerie sonics of Ron Grainer & Delia ers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, 750 Demon Music Group Proper DEMWHOLP003 5.0148E+12 £14.99

Fall, The Cerebral Caustic - 25th Anniversary Edition Demon Records LP x 180g Bonkers splatter-effect heavyweight vinyl Available exclusively to RSD2020, 'Cerebral Caustic' was the seventeenth studio album by British post-punk legends the Fall.  First released in 1995, the album marked the return of former guitarist Brix Smith to the line up.Often an overlooked release in the Fall's catalogue, Cerebral Caustic finds Mark E.Smith and co embracing the 'wonderful and frightening' sound of their earlier, critically-acclaimed Brix-era albums The Frenz Experiment and I Am Kurious, Oranj.  Demon Records marks the 25th anniversary of Cerebral Caustic with the first reissue since it's release in 1995.  Exclusively pressed on 180g heavyweight, bonkers splatter-effect vinyl1000 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC657 5.0148E+12 £12.99

Gene Rising For Sunset - 20th Anniversary Edition Demon Records 2LP x 180G Orange and Yellow heavyweight Vinyl Available exclusively to RSD2020, the much loved and respected UK indie band Gene reissue the classic live album "Rising For Sunset" for the first time on vinyl.  Recorded in 2000 at LA's The Troubadour, the recording has the band in their prime performing stand out tracks "London, Can You Wait?", "As Good As It Gets", "For The Dead" and signature track "Olympian"   Pressed on three sided 180g Orange and Yellow heavyweight vinyl, including an etched fourth side.550 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC664 5.0148E+12 £14.99

Kirsty MacColl Other People's Hearts - B-Sides 1988-1989 Demon Records LP x 180g Clear heavyweight Vinyl Available for the first time on vinyl for RSD2020, 'Other People's Hearts' pulls together the b-sides from Kirsty McColl's 1989 classic album 'Kite'.    Produced by Steve Lillywhite (producer of U2/ Rolling Stones) and featuring Johnny Marr of The Smiths on guitar, this collection pulls together 12 'lost' tracks for fans into a new compilation showcasing Kirsty's unique vocals, including the Morrissey/Marr penned "You Just Haven't earned It Yet Baby" from the soundtrack of the John Hughes movie "She's Having A Baby".Pressed on 180g Heavyweight Clear vinyl.450 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC653 5.0148E+12 £12.99

Marc Bolan & T.Rex Shadowhead Demon Records Available exclusively to RSD2020, Demon Records presents Marc Bolan & T.Rex 'Shadowhead'    Marc Bolan's passions included the blues, soul, rock 'n' roll, hard rock and disco-soul, and his intent to explore these genres are all visited on this collection of classic album tracks and singles.His influences – Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton/Cream and Bob Dylan are all apparent amongst the material on Shadowhead, but the music here is unique.Bolan's creative fire produced a phenomenal catalogue of work: the material on this album was recorded over five years (1972 – 1976), in seven studios, in five countries.     This record provides insights into Bolan's creative process whilst keeping the essence of the music in its classic form.Shadowhead showcases the development of tracks such as Precious Star and Groove A Little, and a track that made its public debut on the CD release, Blues Jam (Dreamy Lady Session).Other tracks reveal many of the instruments and sounds from the master tapes to enable the working processes to ers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop s1000 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC633 5.0148E+12 £12.99

Menswear Nuisance - 25th Anniversary Edition Demon Records LP x 180g Orange heavyweight Vinyl Available exclusively to RSD2020, Demon Records presents the 25th of Britpop classic 'Nuisance' by Menswear.    Famously signed after only their fifth gig, and appearing on TOTP ahead of their first single 'I'll Manage Somehow' being released, 'Nuisance' reached the top 20 in 1995 with four further top 30 hits - 'Being Brave', 'Daydreamer' (UK14), 'Stardust' and 'Sleeping In' (UK24).    As a bonus this edition includes for the first time on vinyl non-album single 'We Love You' plus hidden CD-only bonus track 'Bones And Red Meat'     To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the original release, this special edition RSD release is presented on Orange coloured 180g vinyl750 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC654 5.0148E+12 £12.99

OST: Hitchhikers Guide To the Galaxy The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy: The Original Albums 3LP x 180g heavyweight Translucent Vogon Green, Magrathean Blue and Pangalactic Purple vinylExclusive to RSD 2020 to celebrate the 42nd anniversary of the Hitchhiker's guide to The Galaxy, a reissue of the two 'original recordings' of Douglas Adams's sci-fi comedy drama.    When Earthman Arthur Dent learns that first his house and then his planet are about to be bulldozed, it's the beginning of an interplanetary adventure for him and his friend, Ford Prefect.After fleeing Earth they hitch a lift with hoopy frood Zaphod Beeblebrox, who hurtles from one improbability to another - literally.With Trillian and Marvin the Paranoid Android in tow, the answer to Life, the Universe and Everything is soon revealed: 42.But what was the question…?    Following the success of the BBC radio series, Douglas Adams adapted his scripts for these two full-cast albums, with incidental radiophonic music provided by Paddy Kingsland.First released by Original Records in 1980, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy and The Restaurant at the End of the Universe star Peter Jones as The Book, Simon Jones as Arthur Dent, Geoffreers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the af550 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC635 5.0148E+12 £19.99

Suede See You In The Next Life Demon Records LP x 180g Red heavyweight Vinyl Available exclusively to RSD2020, Demon Records presents Suede 'See You In The Next Life'.  After their huge success throughout the 90s, Suede disbanded in 2003.The Suede Information Service (SIS) compiled and issued this special collection of demos, acoustic versions and other curios in 2004.Only 2000 CDs were manufactured, and these were distributed free to the members of the SIS.  Whilst some of the tracks have appeared on reissues, several tracks, including "Elaine Paige", the Mick Jones remix of the band's last single "Attitude" and the live French version of "The Power" have not been reissued since 2004.  This release also marks the first time this collection has been issued on vinyl.  Pressed on red 180g Heavyweight vinyl1700 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC630 5.0148E+12 £12.99

Tim Key Tim Key's Late Night Poetry Programme Demon Records 2LP x coloured heavyweight vinyl Available to RSD2020, Demon Records presents Tim Key's Late Night Poetry Programme, on vinyl for the very first time.  After a critically acclaimed solo show and appearances in cult classic comedies "Peep Show" and "Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa", the Edinburgh Comedy Award-winning comic-poet Tim Key returned to BBC Radio 4 for a fourth series of his poetry programme.  In each episode, Tim Key presents a selection of poems with musical accompaniment from Tom Basden.The cast also includes Sally Philips, Simon Armstrong and Katy Wix.  The complete series is presented on double 180g heavyweight coloured vinyl, housed in a gatefold sleeve with a signed print.550 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC661 5.0148E+12 £14.99

Valentines, The 1967-1970 Demon Records LP x 180g 'Peculiar' Black & White heavyweight VinylAvailable exclusively to RSD2020, this new compilation of 60s Australian psychedelic pop-rock band 'The Valentines', bringing together all of the group's A and B sides as well as rare recordings such as the 'Doin' The Heavy' radio ad.The Valentines famously kick-started the career of Bon Scott who went on to become lead vocalist in AC/DC.  Pressed on 180g Heavyweight 'Peculiar' Black & White vinyl550 Demon Music Group Proper DEMREC665 5.0148E+12 £12.99

Villagers Becoming A Jackal Domino 2xLP 10th Anniversary edition of the classic debut album by Villagers. This edition features 5 bonus demos not on the original album, two of the demos have never been released before. The vinyl is1000 Domino PIAS REWIGLP163 8.88E+11 £15:99



Operation Ivy Energy Epitaph LP The classic punkrock album of the band that laid the foundation of Rancid.For the first time ever available on vinyl in Europe.Strictly limited to a 1000 pcs this classic is pressed on a half black half white album to fit the albums artwork! 500 Epitaph Europe Proper EPIT 6893-1 8.71409E+12 £13.99

Pennywise The Fuse Epitaph LP The only album by legendary US skatepunk band Pennywise that has never been available on vinyl.Time for a change! On orange vinyl with black splatters, this album gets its it vinyl debut on RSD in Europe only.Strictly limited to 1k worldwide! 500 Epitaph Europe Proper EPIT 6769-1 8.71409E+12 £13.99

Raised Fist Sound Of The Republic Burning Heart Records LP A fan favorite and critically acclaimed staple in the bands' discography finally gets the vinyl treatment.Up til this date only available on CD, Sound Of The Republic will be available on vinyl for the first time ever, limited to 1000 pcs worldwide. 500 Epitaph Europe Proper BHR 202-1 7.33211E+12 £12.99

Ivan Conti Poison Fruit (Special edition) Far Out Recordings LP + 7" (Grey "splattered" Vinyl- both coloured) A special 'poisoned vinyl' edition of Ivan 'Mamao' Conti's critically acclaimed Poison Fruit album, which includes a limited edition 7" with an unreleased track from the original sessions 'Katmandu', and on the flip, a track never before on vinyl, 'Ninho'.  For Record Store Day 2020, Far Out Recordings presents a special 'poisoned vinyl' edition of Ivan 'Mamão' Conti's critically acclaimed Poison Fruit album.The 180g splattered colour LP is accompanied by an exclusive bonus 7" with a previously unreleased track from the original Poison Fruit sessions 'Katmandu, and 'Ninho', a track never before released on vinyl.  From an artist in their seventies, you probably wouldn't expect to hear an album like this.But Brazilian drumming legend Ivan 'Mamão' Conti has been experimenting and innovating for the last half a century.As one third of cult Rio jazz-funk trio Azymuth, Mamão was at the root of the group's 'samba doido' (crazy samba) philosophy, which warped the traditional samba compass with jazz influences and spers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoration for pop itself.In solving that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wif500 Far Out Recordings Proper FARO208LPX 5.06011E+12 £14.99

Milton Nascimento Ultimo Trem Far Out Recordings Double LP (Red Coloured Vinyl) First time on vinyl! Following the release of Milton Nascimento's Maria Maria, Far Out Recordings proudly presents Nascimento's 1980 follow up.With the success of Maria Maria in 1976 behind them, Nascimento reunited with his writing partner Fernando Brant in 1980 to produce another ballet, 'Ultimo Trem (Last train)'.This time, they chose to tackle a more contemporarily relevant subject, the impact of the closure of a train line that connected certain towns and cities in the North East of Minas Gerais to the coast."The military government shut down the route and the whole region began to fade away," explains Milton."I love train rides" adds the composer, "But today there are almost no trains to Brazil.So when I go to the US and Europe, any time I can, I go by train.The longer the journey the better."  Featuring much of the same all-star line-up as Maria Maria – including legendary Brazilian musicians Naná Vasconcelos, João Donato, Paulinho Jobim and members of Som Imaginário, amongst many others, like Maria Ma-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Heyward, 'What's Wrong With Joy' is a synergy of seeming incompatible components: its life-affirming power pop livery freighting a cargo of self-doubt ("I've got a bag full of promises I can't keep/And a hundred reasons why I don't sleep") and good intentions ("All I wanna do is make your dreams come true") to the affections of anyone who hears it.Andy Partridge steps forward to share the credit on 'Moon On Your Dress" and 'I Drew A Lemon': the latter a rebuke to the man who will never love her the way our lyrical protagonist pledges to; the former a longtime favourite among fans of both Hall and XTC for the sanguine self-deprecations that manage to captures something of both artists' relationship to the world around them.  And, of course, if you have Ian Broudie manning the console, it would be obtuse not to write a song or two together.With a friendship dating back to the early days of The Specials (the young Broudie saw Hall's pre-Specials outfit The Coventry Automatics open for The Clash in 1978) the measure of the pair's chemistry stretches beyond Broudie's production role to encompass two of the album's indisputable highlights.Featuring the unforgettable couplet, "If ifs and ands were pots and pans, you'd be a kitchen", 'You' sees its protagonist trying to persuade his subject to see in him what he sees in her.The other Broudie co-write on 'Home' will need no introduction to most pop fans.'500 Far Out Recordings Proper FARO217DLP 5.06011E+12 £14.99

Drew Mulholland OST: Ness Castles In Space LP Unreleased: RSD EXCLUSIVE. Text Taken From The Liner Notes by Rob MacFarlane: Drew Mulholland knows how to listen to a place.How to lay ears to a landscape and catch the voices and utterances that surface into the skull.But fidelity is not his aim here ––and nor should it be with such a deceiving, treacherous site as The Ness.The tracks you hear are––in their distortions and  manipulations––truer to The Ness's unsettlements and resonances than any others I know. They hover somewhere between field-recording and haunting.Acoustic elements have been worked over  until they are scarcely recognisable, surviving scantly as hyper-mutated catalysts. Mulholland even used the place itself as the distortive force; he gathered lichen species found on  The Ness, ground them nearly into dust, glued the resulting powder onto a length of cassette tape,  played and recorded the lichened tape, then stretched the recording to ten times its original length – before splicing it and adding reverb and echo.The resulting tracks are ers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoratio300 FORTE FORTE ERATP129LP 3.70055E+12 £14.50

Galaxie	500 Copenhagen 202020	Records 2LP 3-sided	double	LP	(side	4	is	custom	etching)		Limited	edition	of	2000	black	vinyl	copies.For	the	first	time	ever	on	vinyl,	a	special	limited	edition	of	Galaxie	500's	only	live	recording,	Copenhagen.An	official	Record	Store	Day	release,	co-sponsored	by	Dogfish	Head	Craft	Brewed	Ales,	who	are	releasing	a	limited	edition	Danish-style	beer	to	enjoy	alongside,	and	staging	a	RSD	2020	live	tribute	to	Galaxie	500	at	Brooklyn's	Rough	Trade	Records	featuring	Magnetic	Fields,	Xiu	Xiu,	Surfer	Blood	and	others.				Galaxie	500's	last	show	of	their	last	European	tour	was	captured	to	24-track	tape	by	Danish	National	Radio	on	December	1,	1990,	and	first	released	(on	CD	only)	by	Rykodisc	in	1997,	following	the	success	of	their	1996	box	set	reissue	of	all	Galaxie	500's	studio	albums.Copenhagen	"is	a	bullet	to	the	head	of	those	who	maintain	that	the	band	was	best	heard	on	record,"	as	critic/sage	Byron	Coley	has	written."It	is	abundantly	clear,	as	the	trio	spirals	through	an	inspired	set	of	covers	and	originals,	that	the	introver-night	Spars,	solitary	drinkers,	factory	floors	and	Gods	that	betray.And	yet,	there's	more	than	meets	the	eye.There's	magnetic	renderings	of	his	best	known	songs	-	'4AM',	'People	Help	the	People',	the	soaring	'Mathematics'	-	but	surprises	reveal	themselves.'All	I	Want'	and	'Herd	Runners'	candidly	examine	Aldred's	sexuality,	whilst	the	seldom	heard	b-side	'Bad	Crowd'	reveals	Aldred	to	be	a	much	funnier	songwriter	than	remembered.		What	runs	right	through	Aldred's	work,	however,	is	a	yearning	–	a	much	tested	faith	in	romance	–	so	no	wonder	that	the	album	ends	on	its	most	optimistic	notes,	at	the	darkest	point	of	winter	nestled	in	the	West	Yorkshire	valleys,	promising	clear	skies	ever	closer.that	conundrum,	it	sounds	like	a	weight	has	been	lifted	from	Hall.Like	a	code	has	finally	been	cracked.Somehow	emblematic	of	that	process	is	th500 FORTE FORTE 202020017 tbc £20
Kelley Stoltz Crokodials NINE X NINE LP + 7" Kelley Stoltz's track for track covers album of Echo and the Bunnymen's 'Crocodiles' will be available for the first time on vinyl this Record Store Day courtesey of Nine x Nixe Records.Originally recorded in late 2001, the album was not released until 2006 and was only available on CD (Orignally a TOUR ONLY CD via Beautiful Happiness).Stoltz took up the mantle of rhythm guitar in the Bunnymen's live set up in 2016, after a few high profile state-side support slots won largely because of this album.Pressed on 180g colour vinyl, with original artwork and new sleeve notes from Bunnymen guitarist Will Sergeant and Scott Kannberg (Pavement), there's never been a better time to discover this gem from Stoltz's back catalogue. REMASTERED BY MIKEY YOUNG  -Bonus 7" E.P.features 3 early demos of 14 year old Kelley's band.These are the earliest known recordings of Stoltz's Bunnymen covers.This E.P.is exclusive to the RSD release and will not be available with any subsequent reissue.500 FORTE FORTE NXN002LPX 5.0318E+12 £14.95
Loop Sevens Reactor 3X7" BOXSET Reissue of the band's first three 7" releases, remastered / recut, pressed onto dinked 45 rpm 7" black vinyl, like they were originally.Packaged in a hand numbered foiul stamped Slipcase.500 FORTE FORTE REACTORBX7 5.06045E+12 £11.75
Larkins Hit and Run Good Soldier Records 10" Having just announced the biggest headline 

show of their career to date at Manchester's 
300 Good Soldier RecordsProper GSR0114EPV 5056167120971 5.99

Various Artists Jet Star Meets Hospital Hospital Records LP The world of classic reggae, dancehall and bashment collides with drum & bass for a set of stellar remixes on the 'Jet Star Meets Hospital' compilation.The album features sixteen first-class reworks from London Elektricity, S.P.Y, Danny Byrd, Nu:Tone, Urbandawn and more; all taking a 170BPM step-out on iconic reggae artists such as Barrington Levy, Alton Ellis, John Holt, Beenie Man, Horace Andy and more.The album is also the original home for Benny L's infamous John Holt 'Police In Helicopter' remix, which shot to Beatport's #1 spot across all genres, making both drum & bass and Beatport history.500 Hospital Records Proper NHS360LP 5.06051E+12 £15.99

Murder Capital, The Live from London: The Dome, Tufnell Park Human Season Records12" LP (45 rpm) The Murder Capital released their debut album When I Have Fears on their own label Human Season Records to much critical claim in August of 2019.The band played a string of headlining shows around Europe and the UK and this 45rpm 12" highlights the broody "Love, Love, Love" and "On Twisted Ground" from their show at The Dome, Tufnell Park in London from October 2019.750 Human Season RecordsWarner ADA / Cinram HSR004-1 0850007715809 £5.99

Asha Puthli Asha Puthli Mr Bongo LP Official Mr Bongo coloured vinyl re-issue for Record Store Day 2020.Asha's debut self-titled album is a wonderful fusion of jazz, soul, blues, and disco.It includes an outstanding cover version of J.J.Cale's 'Right Down Here'; a track which Asha has made very much her own by flipping it into a deep-funk groove with sultry ethereal vocals and a drumbeat almost ready-made for samplers of the future.The record was produced in the UK by Del Newman, who had worked with Carly Simon, Cat Stevens, and Elton John to name a few.It was released on London CBS records in 1973.Shortly after the release of the record, Asha (who was born in Mumbai), was banned by the Home Office from working in the UK for a period of time due to visa issues.These obstacles along with problems with her recording contract did not hold her back.Asha moved on and continued her musical journey elsewhere.This resulted in further astounding creative works that Mr Bongo will also be presenting soon.For this special RSD special edition we have presse-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the ey500 Kartel Music Group Proper MRBLP221 7119691263212 £11.99

Sir Joe Quarterman & Free Soul Sir Joe Quarterman & Free Soul Mr Bongo LP Official Mr Bongo re-issue for Record Store Day 2020 with a gatefold cover.The self-tiled Sir Joe Quarterman & Free Soul album from 1973 was the only album recorded by the group.The success of the hit song and album enabled the band to share the stage with big-name acts such as James Brown and Earth Wind & Fire.The album track '(I've Got) So Much Trouble In My Mind' even became a regular feature on the legendary TV show, Soul Train.These triumphs also drew the attention of record company executives who wanted to sign Joe as a solo artist; an offer he refused as he was not willing to abandon the band.The group members for the recording were neighborhood musicians and school friends from the Washington D.C area - George "Jackie" Lee (Guitar), Gregory Hammonds (Bass), Charles Steptoe (Drums), Karrissa Freeman (Keyboards), Johnny Freeman (Trombone), Leon Rogers (Sax/Vocals) and Joe (Trumpet/Vocals).The simple cartoon-like almost pre-Basquiat style record cover artwork has become iconic in its own right, but this ers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wro500 Kartel Music Group Proper MRBLP200 7.11969E+12 £11.99

Various Artists Brazil 45s Boxset/curated by DJ Format Mr Bongo 5 x 7" Clamshell Boxset Limited Edition Clamshell Box which doubles up as a DJ box for your Brazil 45s collection.We've been toying with the idea of collaborating with a guest selector for the Brazil 45 series since its inception in 2014, but up until now the timing has never been quite right.That all changed following a recent digging trip to Brazil, where upon our return DJ Format was first into the office, full of excitement and enthusiasm (portable record player in hand), ready to bust open the boxes and see what treats we had unearthed.Straight away we knew that alongside being one of the UK's premier record collectors, producers and DJs, he had the passion and knowledge that would result in a totally unique take on a Brazil 45 collection. Brazil has such a rich multi-genre musical heritage that sometimes it can be hard for curators to decide on where to focus.DJ Format has a very distinct stamp to his own productions and mixtapes, and that can be clearly seen in the coherent theme he has applied to his selections for this rele-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darke500 Kartel Music Group Kartel Music Group/Proper MusicBRZ7160 7.11969E+12 £20.00

Magic In Threes Stay In Your Lane b/w Measly Peace KingUnderground Vinyl 7" KingUnderground is proud to present Magic in Threes "Stay In Your Lane" - a special edition official Record Store Day 2020 7" vinyl.The record contains 2 songs, one of which was made exclusively for RSD 2020.It's pressed on a limited edition, dinked, black 7" vinyl at 45 RPM. It comes with a sticker and is packed in a resealable polyprop bag. The Nashville band's own brand of vintage, soulful Funk with new age flair seeps through the 2 tracks of instrumental bliss in flawless fashion.The music would make the perfect fit in movies like the recently released Dolomite revamp, and the now cult classic Black Dynamite.But it doesn't fit into a blaxploitation soundtrack style box alone.You could imagine iconic rappers like Ghostface or Black Thought using these soundscapes.The 2 tracks would even fit comfortably next to classic KPM or De Wolfe library releases from the mid 70's, just as well as current indie trio, Khruangbin.  Hailing from Nashville, Tennessee the smoked out instrumentalist trio Magic In Threes are ers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself 500 KingUnderground FatbeatsDistribution KU-078 5057805492924 £5.50

Ian Prowse The People Not The Crown EP Kitchen Disco Records 10" What was 'Oliver's Army'? Who are the 'Sandinista's'? What is 'Going Underground'?    13 year old Ian Prowse couldn't have had a better education than the one encoded in the music of his era.It was the greatest explosion of conviction music the UK had ever seen.    Fast-forward to 2020, Britain and the world, more than ever, needs music to remind us that democracy doesn't start and stop at a vote.That debate, awareness and freedom of thought is needed to make sure our political leaders are held accountable.Music can remind us our assorted histories doesn't always have to define a future injustice.     The People Not The Crown is a 4-track, 10" EP of protest.Taking two songs from his days leading Pele (cult 90s band) 'Raid The Palace' and 'The Sport Of Kings', one song from the acclaimed Here I Lie album 'All The Royal Houses' and a brand new track called 'You Don't Own Me' A song specially written and exclusively for Record Store Day.    We have no idea what the future holds for any of us, but we do know – no-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's mag500 Kitchen Disco RecordsProper Music Distribution LtdKDR020 5.06016E+12 £8.99
Mansun The Dead Flowers Reject Kscope LP Mansun were one of the most iconic and innovative British bands of the late 90s.Having signed to the legendary record label Parlophone (home to The Beatles, Radiohead and Sigur Ros) they released four albums – Attack of the Grey Lantern (1997), Six (1998), Little Kix (2000) and the compilation Kleptomania following the band's split – as well as a popular and now rare series of EPs.Kscope, having now acquired this impressive catalogue, are running a thorough reissue series that delves into a treasure trove of previously unreleased audio and visual material, including the much-awaited 21st-anniversary remaster of their experimental Top 10 album Six, which jumped back into the UK charts in 2019, as #1 Vinyl album, #5 Indie album, #12 Physical album and #36 Album. The Dead Flowers Reject, the alter-ego album to Six, was recorded at the same time as an alternative, more linear and marginally less jaggedly eccentric selection of songs as insurance should the label reject the other.The Mansun frontman and songwriterers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long pro1,000 Kscope Proper KSCOPE1049 0802644804910 £10.95

Steve Maxwell Von Braund The Return To Monster Planet The Roundtable Vinyl LP To celebrate the 45th anniversary of the 1975 cult electronic album Monster Planet by Steve Maxwell Von Braund (a member of the legendary Australian electronic group Cybotron), The Roundtable present the lost sequel.Previously unreleased until now.- Featuring newly commissioned artwork by the Finder Keepers label boss Andy Votel.- Limited edition of 500 including a random 100 coloured copies.- Includes download code.500 Kudos Records Ltd Kudos Records Ltd SIR019 011586761513 13.00

Batmobile Big Bat A Go-Go MUSIC ON VINYL 7" 7" on coloured vinyl in disco sleeve.First time on vinyl.Two tracks by legendary Dutch psychobilly kings Batmobile, re-recorded with an amazing horn section (this will blow you away), exclusively for this RSD 2020 release.Batmobile formed in 1983 and were the first band not from the UK to perform at the influential psychobilly club, Klub Foot.500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish MOV7042 8719262013803 £6.50

BBC Radiophonic Workshop, The Four Albums 1968 - 1978 Silva Screen 6CD A special collection of the 4 main RWS CDs + 2 rare and collectable bonus discs one featuring the Stone Tape, the other features Changes.These have never been available on CD before! All 6 CD are in card wallets, and a booklet, all within a box.     BBC Radiophonic Music is the first compilation of music released by the BBC Radiophonic Workshop.It featured music by three of the Workshop's most prominent composers, John Baker, David Cain, and Delia Derbyshire.The album was originally released by BBC Radio Enterprises in 1968 to coincide with the Workshop's 10th anniversary, and later re-released in 1971 on the BBC Records label.  --  Fourth Dimension is a 1973 BBC Records release featuring recordings created by the BBC Radiophonic Workshop composer Paddy Kingsland.Although it was credited to "The BBC Radiophonic Workshop" it was the work of Kingsland alone, and was the first album of Workshop music to feature only one artist.It features theme tunes used by BBC radio and television.  --  The Radiophonic Worksho-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conund500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish SILCD1599 0738572159924 £16.99

Fraternity Livestock Reel Music 12" LP This record sees its first official vinyl release since 1971.An essential piece of psychedelic rock history featuring singer Bon Scott of AC/DC.    Remastered and reissued on limited edition heavyweight red vinyl in original gatefold sleeve format.Includes bonus tracks, special notes by the album's producer and a record sleeve poster.    CD version also available.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish RMLP-6160LE 5.02222E+12 £10.99

Golden Earring Radar Love (7" + Golden Earring Adapter) MUSIC ON VINYL 7" + GOLDEN EARRING ADAPTER 7" release by one of the world's best-known Dutch bands Golden Earring of one of the biggest Dutch hits ever "Radar Love".This 7 inch was never released before with this track listing, as both the original UK version as the Moontan LP version of "Radar Love" are included.Pressed on gold coloured vinyl, the package also includes an exclusive/collectable "Golden Earring" adapter.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish MOV7055 8.71926E+12 £6.50

High, The Unreleased Martin Hannet Sessions for Somewhere SoonVinyl Revival LP 2020 is the 30th Anniversary of the release of The High's debut LP on London Records.This release presents an alternative version of that album, taken from sessions produced by legendary Factory producer Martin Hannett.Sessions.A feast of unreleased mixes and unreleased songs.These were the final sessions ever produced by Hannett before his untimely death.The band was formed in 1989 by former Turning Blue singer John Matthews, along with former Buzzcocks F.O.C.members Andy Couzens (guitar, also formerly of The Stone Roses and pre-Roses bands The Patrol and Waterfront), Simon Davies (bass), and drummer Chris Goodwin (also formerly of the Waterfront as well as the Inspiral Carpets),   They were signed by London Records and had three UK Singles Chart hits in 1990 before breaking into the top 30 in 1991 with a revamped version of their debut single, the Martin Hannett-produced "Box Set Go"500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish VR14 0064565397089 £10.99

Kuumba-Toudie Heath Kawaida Reel Music 12" LP Limited Edition 40th anniversary edition.An essential piece of spiritual jazz history featuring legends Herbie Hancock and Don Cherry.    Pressed on heavyweight vinyl in original gatefold sleeve format.    CD version also available.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish RMLP-6146LE 5.02222E+12 £10.99

Mar-Keys, The Last Night EP Vinyl Revival 10" A track so huge it has it's own Wikipedia page! The Mar-Keys, formed in 1958, were an American studio session band for Stax Records, in Memphis, Tennessee, in the 1960s.As the first house band for the label, their backing music formed the foundation for the early 1960s Stax sound.Their first and most famous recording was the organ- and saxophone-driven single "Last Night", it reached #3 Pop and #2 in the R&B charts in the United States.It also appeared on Last Night!, the first LP released by the Stax label.Selling over one million copies, earning certification as a gold disc.The lineup for this recording included the Royal Spades' Steve Cropper (normally a guitarist, here playing second keyboard; producer Chips Moman did not want a guitar part on the song), Packy Axton (tenor sax), Wayne Jackson (trumpet), and Jerry Lee "Smoochy" Smith (main keyboards), augmented by horn players Floyd Newman (baritone sax), Gilbert Caple (tenor sax) and others.The EP contains four tracks in total, Last Night, Sticks & Stonesers so prolific in that regard1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish VR15 0064565397096 £7.99

OST:  The Godfather The Godfather Silva Screen 7" A release celebrating the music from one the most successful films of all time, and one that is as revered for it's music score as for the screenplay.  This limited edition white vinyl single two of the most memorable pieces of movie music ever written, housed in a heavyweight double picture sleeve.  This release has been recorded using the Original Film Score manuscripts from all three Godfather films and provided by PARAMOUNT PICTURES.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish SIL1617 0738572161774 £6.99

OST: Dracula / The Curse of Frankenstein Dracula / The Curse of Frankenstein (Hammer Horror)Silva Screen 2LP World Premiere Recordings of the Complete Scores from Two Classic Hammer Films of the 1950s  THE CURSE OF FRANKENSTEIN starred Peter Cushing as Baron Victor Frankenstein and Christopher Lee as The Creature.This outstanding 1957 horror film began a whole series of films starring these two great icons of terror and was one of the best movies from Hammer Productions.DRACULA, made in 1958, also starred Peter Cushing (as Doctor Van Helsing) and Christopher Lee (as Count Dracula).It is difficult to overestimate the significance of DRACULA as it set the tone for Hammer's movie output over the next two decades when British horror films were among the most admired and popular films.DRACULA created international stars out of Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing.  The music for both these films was composed by James Bernard, who created music for many more classic Hammer films including: SHE - THE QUATERMASS XPERIMENT - THE DAMNED - DRACULA: PRINCE OF DARKNESS - THE DEVIL RIDES OUT - TASTE THE BLOOD OF DRACULA - THE LEGENDers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the afo1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish TADLOWLP32 0738572162177 £14.50

OST: Jimmy Urine (Mindless Self Indulgence) & Serj Tankian (System Of A Down)Fuktronic MUSIC ON VINYL 1LP Fuktronic is a collaboration between Jimmy Urine (Mindless Self Indulgence ) and Serj Tankian (System Of A Down).This much anticipated album is a soundtrack for the ultimate British gangster film.Urine said about the project: Our dynamic is very chill, which is why we do this kind of stuff, especially because, with Fuktronic, it's electronic type soundtrack music, which we've both been doing a lot of on our own.It contains of 12 tracks; 4 instrumental and 8 tracks that have original scripted dialogue that portrays the trials and tribulations of a fresh out of prison British gangster who hasn't learned his lesson.1LP GATEFOLD with printed innersleeve and amazing graphics.Coloured vinyl.750 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish MOVLP2695 8.71926E+12 £12.99

OST: Terrahawks Terrahawks – Theme Music and Audio Story Gerry Anderson RecordsLP coloured vinyl Terrahawks.Stay on this channel.This is an emergency! Set in the year 2020, Terrahawks was originally shown from 1983-1986, and was created by Thunderbirds and Space:1999 producer Gerry Anderson.    The Terrahawks - a taskforce responsible for protecting Earth from invasion by a group of extraterrestrial androids and aliens led by Zelda - operates from a top secret base in South America with an amazing collection of vehicles and technology.    This release celebrates the year of Zelda's invasion with Richard Harvey's iconic 80s theme (and variations) as well as a full-cast audio drama story 'Into the Breach' featuring 3 of the original voice cast, with authentic sound effects and music.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish TH10102020 5.06053E+12 £11.99

OST: The Musical Anthology of His Dark MaterialsThe Musical Anthology of His Dark Materials Silva Screen 2LP Two 12" black LPs in a gatefold sleeve with a set of 4 alternative 'Multiverse' covers printed on x2 double-sided inserts.  Lorne Balfe (MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: FALLOUT, THE LEGO BATMAN MOVIE, CHURCHILL) is a Grammy Award-winning, EMMY and BAFTA nominated composer.  HIS DARK MATERIALS, is a new TV adaptation of Philip Pullman's acclaimed series of novels.  Recorded specially for album release, LORNE BALFE has assembled an impressive and varied cast of recording artists to present the new themes for this eagerly anticipated series.  Already fans of the book and wanting to contribute to the Series, the album connects singer K T Tunstall, drummer Chad Smith (Red Hot Chili Peppers), cellist Tina Guo (Hans Zimmer Live and The World of Hans Zimmer), post modern composer-cellist Peter Gregson, steam punk influenced violinist and dancer Lindsey Stirling, classical horn player Sarah Willis, BAFTA award winning composer, multi instrumentalist Richard Harvey and Vanya Moneva's Ethnic Bulgarian Choir.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish SILLP1612 0738572161279 £14.50

Phillip Glass The Essential MUSIC ON VINYL 4LP Box Set The Essential Philip Glass on 4LP's in Deluxe Lift-off Box Set with blue foil embossing.Includes the best / most memorable selections from Naqoyqatsi, Einstein On The Beach, Satyagraha, Akhnaten, In the Upper Room, Songs from Liquid Days, The Photographer, Glassworks, Itaipu and more.Collaborations with Suzanne Vega, Linda Ronstadt, the Kronos Quartet and Yo-Yo Ma.Available on vinyl for the first time.Limited and numbered edition.The box includes an 8-page booklet and info on the Philip Glass series on Music On Vinyl, coming in 2020 / 2021.500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish MOVCL049 8.71926E+12 £39.99

Roy Redmond Ain't that terrible / A Change Is Gonna Come Harlem Shuffle 7" Very little is known about Roy Redmond besides the fact IN 1967 he recorded 4 songs and 2 singles for Loma Records, a Warner Bros subsidiary that is well known by Norther Soul/6os Soul aficionados.Redmond's largest success is probably his soulful cover of The Beatles 's "Good Day Sunshine", considered by some as one of the greatest Beatles covers ever.    His other single is a much obscure affair featuring on the A side "Ain't That Terrible" and on the flip "A Change Is Gonna Come", a fine version of Sam Cooke's masterpiece.    The A side "Ain't That Terrible" though is a complete different affair: it is an uptempo, stunning, relentless dance floor stomper that grabs you and never, ever, lets go...    This track is on par with ANY of the greatest tracks of the genre, yet mazingly, this single has never been repressed since 1967 and is now very much in demand.And rightly so: this is Northern Soul at its absolute finest...To be played often and loud!"500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish TBA TBA £7.99

Slowdive Slowdive MUSIC ON VINYL 12" EP 30th anniversary edition for RSD 2020 of their self-titled EP.Slowdive was actually the band's original demo; the band  preferred these original recordings after feeling disillusioned with the results of their studio recordings of the same songs.NME staff member Simon Williams wrote "Slowdive have banished the barrier restricting creativity...When they really relax, Slowdive can make Cocteau Twins sound like Mudhoney".Melody Maker awarded the EP its "Single of the Week" award.Featuring the songs Avalyn I & Avalyn II + the track Slowdive.This special RSD 12" is presented  on coloured (blue & green mixed) vinyl.The sleeve is finished  with special deluxe alubrush coating, it shimmers, just like the music  it contains! 45rpm1500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish MOV12009 8.71926E+12 £11.99

Sugarhill Gang Sugarhill Gang MUSIC ON VINYL 1LP The Sugarhill Gang is worldwide known for their massive 1979 hit "Rapper's Delight", which was the first rap single to become a Top 40 hit on the Billboard Hot 100.Both the original 14+ minutes counting album version as the single version of the song are included on the special Record Store Day release of their debut album.The remainder of the LP consists several down-tempo soul tracks and a disco instrumental, as it was very difficult by the end of the '70s to release an album with only hip hop music.40th anniversary edition.1LP gatefold on coloured vinyl.750 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish MOVLP1933 8.71926E+12 £12.50

Sweet Inspirations, The The Sweet Inspirations Reel Music 12" LP Available for the first time since 1979.Remastered and reissued on heavyweight translucent gold vinyl, complete with extended liner notes and limited edition hand-numbering.    One of the rarest soul records to collect by The Sweet Inspirations.Originally released on the Koala label out of Tennessee, the label had hardly any distribution and very few of these were originally pressed.    CD version also available.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish RMLP-6139LE 5.02222E+12 £10.99

Various Artists Pin-Up Girls Vinyl Passion LP Coloured vinyl A unique album featuring songs by many of the most iconic female stars of the film world! An album where Marilyn Monroe meets Sophie Loren, Bridget Bardot, Elke Sommer, Jayne Mansfield and more! Taken from the golden days of Hollywood when the leading female stars were not just actresses, many also recorded fine songs and this collection celebrates the musical talents of some of the Sirens of the Silver Screen.All the greats are here, and sounding as fantastic on record as they looked on screen. 500 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish VP-90143 8.71904E+12 £8.99

Zoo, The Presents Chocolate Moose Reel Music 12" LP This record sees its first official vinyl release in over four decades.An essential piece of psychedelic rock history featuring guitarist Howard Leese of Heart.    Pressed on Limited Edition 180g psychedelic marbled vinyl.    CD version also available.1000 Little Amber Fish Little Amber Fish RMLP-6153LE 5.02222E+12 £10.99

Amorphous Androgynous, The A Monster Psychedelic Bubble FSOL Digital LP The Amorphous Androgynous unite their award winning psychedelic compilation series ' A MONSTROUS PSYCHEDELIC BUBBLE ( Exploding In Your Mind ) ' with their symphonic new single   ' We Persuade Ourselves We Are Immortal' ( taken from the forthcoming album   ' LISTENING BEYOND THE HEAD CHAKRA ' ) to create this latest installment of the Monstrous Psychedelic Bubble series .  Featuring a host of luminaries such as Peter Hammill -vocals ( Van Der Graaf Generator ) Paul Weller -piano and guitar and erstwhile members of the SPENCER DAVIS GROUP/ Ian Gillan Band AND SOFT MACHINE on lead guitar and sax among a plethora of other musicians ( including the Chesterfield Philharmonic choir and a full string section ! ) alongside collaboration & remixes with a host of bands ( ATOMIC SIMAO / HIGHER PEAKS / REGAL WORM / COBALT CHAPEL plus others ) to create one helluva progtronic psychedelic trip through the Amorphous Androgynous samplerdelic multiverse for this special numbered 180g RSD vinyl release .LTD 1k RSD 2020 release-night Spars, solitary d1000 Passion Music Proper LPRSDTOT77 5013993996958 15.99

Bobby Moore / Sweet Music (Call Me Your) Anything Man / I Get Lifted Soul Brother Records 12" Soul Brother Records present two rare Scepter/Wand disco classics on one limited edition 12" single for Record Store Day  Bobby Moore was a singer, musician and bandleader from New Orleans.He worked as a writer and arranger from the 1960s to 1980s, "(Call Me Your) Anything Man" one of only a handful of solo 7" single releases.The 12" version has never been commercially released before, it's prior existence in this format has only been on acetate.  Sweet Music were the vocal trio who sang background vocals with KC & The Sunshine Band.Never before on 12"  LTD 1k RSD 2020 release1000 Passion Music Proper 12RSDSBT15 5013993996156 8.99

Charly Coombes All In The End Is Harvest Finyl Vinyl LP ALL IN THE END IS HARVEST is the fourth studio album from Charly Coombes, written and recorded in São Paulo, Brazil.The album is a return to roots for Coombes, with a fresh, high energy sound that hints at his beginnings, on the road with Supergrass, The New Breed and 22-20s.With performances from his brothers and Supergrass members, Gaz & Rob Coombes, and Ride's Loz Colbert, ALL IN THE END IS HARVEST calls on Coombes' background as a pianist and brings an organic, warm and complex approach to a modern rock and roll album.  In Coombes' words: "The album is about reconnections and coming full circle, not just with the lyrical content and concept, but also in getting together with friends and family for the first time on a record.I think it's a very honest album – it was a joy to write and record."  LTD 1K RSD 2020 release.200g Super Heavy Weight Vinyl.Machine Numbered Sleeve.500 Passion Music Proper 12FVP20201 5065002115201 15.99

Future Sound Of London Cascade 2020 FSOL Digital LP First released in 1993 reaching a chart position of 27.26 years later FSOL rebuild and create 10 new compositions inspired by the original.  LTD 1k RSD 2020 release.180g Heavyweight Vinyl.Machine Numbered Sleeve1000 Passion Music Proper LPRSDTOT78 5.01399E+12 15.99

Gaston My Queen Soul Brother Records LP Soul Brother Records are delighted to reissue on vinyl for the first time one of the most in demand and best 'Holy Grail' Soul and Funk albums for RSD 2020.'My Queen' by self contained band Gaston was recorded in North Carolina in 1978 for the independent Hotlanta label and has been in demand for the last 30 years.The album consists of seven excellent Soul and Funk tracks including 'Clap Song' sampled by Sporty Thievz in 1998 and the also sampled two stepper 'My Dreams'.  Original copies are rarely seen and command £500 on ebay.This limited edition of 1500 hand numbered copies is likely to be very popular with Soul collectors and sell out fast.  LTD 1k RSD 2020 release.Machine Numbered Sleeve1500 Passion Music Proper LPSBRSD3 5.01399E+12 14.99

Halo Let Me Do It / Life Expansion Records 12" "Let Me Do It" is a rare and extremely classy soul/boogie track from 1981, largely unknown at the time but becoming progressively sought after.A 12" Extended Version has been especially re-edited for this exclusive release.The group's 1988 single "Life" has sold for hundreds of 12" and have now endorsed a rock guitar free're-edit' exclusive to Expansion.LTD 1k RSD 2020 release.Hand Numbered Label.1000 Passion Music Proper 12RSDHALO1 5.01942E+12 8.99

Timeless Legend Synchronized Expansion Records LP Timeless Legend are Jackie Hogg, Allen B.Burney, Donald Harmon, and Michael Harmon from Columbus, Ohio.Their music is among the most elusive on the rare funk/soul scene with "I Was Born To Love You" a huge crossover club anthem and with 'timeless' appeal.The 'Synchronised' album from 1980 is iconic and one of the rarest 'rare grooves' and original copies currently sell for over £1,000 a copy.LTD 1k RSD 2020 release.Machine Numbered Sleeve1000 Passion Music Proper EXRSDLP65 5.01942E+12 14.99

Divina De Campo Decoded PEG Records 12" This will be the first vinyl pressing for RuPaul Drag Race UK 2019's finalist Divina De Campo, and the first physical pressing of the album by her.We plan to have a red vinyl and the paper sleeve silver, which is a nod to an on-going joke that started when Divina appeared on her tenure on RuPaul's Drag Race UK Season 1.500 PEG Records Warner ADA / Cinram £7.99



Craig Finn All These Perfect Crosses Partisan LPx2 Double black LP collecting B-sides and alternate version from Craig Finn's previous three albums Faith In The Future (2015), We All Want The Same Things (2017), I Need A New War (2019).Download card TBC500-750 PIAS PIAS PTKF2183-1 0720841218319 £12.00

Edith Sitwell/William Walton Façade Moochin' About 10" 10" gatefold with 26 page lyric book  70TH Anniversary of this unique recording taken from Scarborough born Edith Sitwell series of poems and on the 100th anniversary of the original transcripts… Released with the original rare Jim Flora artwork, this beautiful package includes 26 page lyric booklet…  Sitwell was like the Wahol of her day, publishing a mountain of essays and poems covering every aspect of the arts… The Scarborough-born poet-eccentric extraordinaire who had once publicly declared that her immense wisdom had been born of a long, unrequited love affair with the Russian painter, Pavel Ychelitchew – unrequited on the account of his homosexuality…  Sitwell fan Morrissey, heavily featured Edith as his tour mascot on his Kill Uncle tour and used her image as his stage backdrop and on his T-shirts…    and like Morrissey, Sitwell also had a knack of putting her foot in it, pontificating at one of her world famous Bayswater Tea parties, I have been bought up on Rhythm as other children were bought up oners so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The S1,000 PIAS Cargo/Cinram MOOCHIN21 11.00

Michel Legrand JAZZ ON FILM…Michel Legrand - The New Wave era best ofMoochin' About 12" On coloured Tricolore blue, white & red vinyl  Introduction by Iggy Pop Cleo de 5 a 7 Eva La Baie de Anges Les Sept Peches Capitaux L'Amerique Insolite Une Femme est Une femme Les Plus Belles Escroqueries du Monde Lola Vivre sa vie  Celebrating the life of the legend that is Michel Legrand and music for the New Era, this stunning stand-alone collection, compiled by label owner Jason Lee Lazell features the jazz cuts from some of the most iconic films of the French New Wave era…. This release is endorsed by the one and only Iggy Pop from Iggy & The Stooges fame  and now DJ on BBC6Music…  Iggy worked with the Grammy award winning Legrand in 2011 on his Holiday album and remains a huge fan of his work… 1,000 PIAS Cargo/Cinram MOOCHIN24 12.80

OST: Henri Crolla & Andre Hodeir Jazz On Film… Moochin' About 12" Celebrating 100 years of 2 prolific composers and 3 of their iconic film soundtracks, collected here for the first time… It's the 60th anniversary of the film "Voulez-vous danser avec moi ?" a film that's feature stars such as Serge Gainsbourg, and Brigitte Bardot who became one of France's biggest stars off the back of Une Parisienne & "Voulez-vous danser avec moi ?"… The films also features stars such as Henri Vidal, who sadly died of lung cancer soon after the finishing filming of "Voulez-vous danser avec moi ?" … Hodeir was born in Paris and trained as a classical violinist and composer and Henri Crolla was an Italian jazz guitarist and composer who moved to France when he was just 2 years old… they met up in the early 50's and scored over 10 films together…  1,000 PIAS PIAS/Cinram MOOCHIN22 12.00

Pastels,	The	 Advice	to	the	Graduate/Ship	to	Shore Domino 7" The	tracks	are	previously	unreleased	Peels	Session	from	1997.Advice	To	The	Graduate	is	a	cover	of	the	Siler	Jews	song	from	the	album	Starlite	Walker.Oversized	7"	sleeve	(non-spined)		Black	7"	vinyl	in	paper	inner	sleeve		Labels		Download	card		Shrinkwrap500 PIAS Cinram RUG1108 0887829110871 £4.50
Piero Piccioni , Armando Trovajoli, Carlo Rustichelli, Nini RotaJAZZ ON FILM…Marcello Mastroianni - music from his classic Itallian filmsMoochin' About 12" This celebration of one of Italy's greatest actors, .features 12 amazing scores, written by  some  of the greatest  Italian composers of all time -  Piero Piccioni, Piero Umiliani, Armando Trovajoli, Carlo Rustichelli, Giovanni Fusco , Nino Rota, Giorgio Gaslini.. This stunning 2 LP collection features a tailored made, stand-alone jazz compilation by Moochin' About label owner Jason Lee lazell , with a download code for all the complete scores featured… and has exclusive sleeve notes by author of Beyond the Latin Lover: Marcello Mastroianni, Masculinity, and Italian Cinema – Jacqueline Reich Scores featured are… Adua e le compagne - Piero Piccioni I Soliti Ignotti – Piero Umiliani Casanova '70 - Armando Trovajoli Ieri, oggi, domani - Armando Trovajoli I Compagni (The Organizer) - Carlo Rustichelli Il cinema di - Lelio Luttazzi Otto e Mezzo – Nini Rota Decima vittima - Piero Piccioni Il postino e i drammi psicologici - Piero Piccioni La loi – Gina Lollobrigida La Notte - Giorgio Gaslini La Dolce Vita - Giovanners so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoration for pop itself.In solving that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is1,000 PIAS Cargo/Cinram MOOCHIN23 12.80

Cherry Ghost Live at The Trades Club, Hebden Bridge - January 25 2015.Heavenly Recordings 12" Double Vinyl As the final act before their hiatus – coming after three critically praised albums in a decade - 'Live at the Trades Club Hebden Bridge' is Cherry Ghost performing an intimate, starkly arranged set at the 2015 Heavenly Weekender.Released now for the first time – on double vinyl and download – this is perhaps the best realised collection of songs from Cherry Ghost, the alias of the Ivor Novello award-winning songwriter Simon Aldred.  The instrumentation – Aldred is joined on keyboards and light percussion by Christian Madden and Grenville Harrop – brings to the fore Aldred's peerless songwriting, his oak-aged, prematurely wisened baritone.'History' wrote the Quietus in 2014, 'will be kind to Aldred', and this collection proves exactly that – with a bit of time and distance, the songs presented here show a highly singular, highly accomplished songwriter, aspiring to the pop classicism of Glen Campbell or Bill Callahan.  All of human life is here – tracking a drizzly Northern gothic of last bus loneliness, late-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram HVNLP172 5.40E+12 £14.00

Daniel Johnston The End Is Never Really Over Feraltone LP Boxset -       2LP – 'Artistic Vice' and '1990' -       'Captain America FOLK' T-Shirt -       16 page art book -       'Jeremiah The Frog' pin badge -       Stickers 500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram FERALBX39 5.05108E+12 £67.00

D-Mob We Call It Acieeed (Remixes) London Records 12" Classic, pioneering 1989 acid house track with new remixes by Serge Santiago, Mall Grab, Rebuke and Nathan Micay.The original featured Gary Haisman on vocals and reached no.3 in the UK Singles Chart in 1989.A truly legendary and genre-defining track - it was originally banned by the BBC and is a key part of the legacy of UK dance music.It was also no 1 in 1989 on the Billboard Dance chart.500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram LMS5521335 5.06056E+12 £9.50

Field Music Measure Memphis Industries Double LP colour FIELD MUSIC  RECORD STORE DAY TEN YEAR ANNIVERSARY REISSUE   Back on vinyl for the first time since its original pressing in 2010, Field Music's Measure is released on 180g Red and Yellow vinyl.Limited to 500 copies.  A landmark in Field Music's long and varied history, it marked their return from a self-imposed hiatus with a gloriously rich LP that entwined the brother's love of the rock music cannon with a rediscovery of some of pop's overlooked adventurers.Themes disappear and reappear.Some songs flow together, others intrude on each other.There are contradictions and ripostes.There appears to be a great deal of defiance and a fair amount of resignation.  Can it make sense? Does it matter if there is no sense? What strands can hold together the dissonant funk of 'Let's Write A Book' (a call to arms for the perpetually apologetic), the mutated blues of 'Each Time Is A New Time' (a riposte to misplaced faith in repetition), the chopping and splashing pop driven through 'Them That Do Nothing' (perhaps about aers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoration for pop itself.In solving that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblem500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram MI0149LPX 5.06E+12 £15

Gemma Ray Lights Out Zoltar! (redux) Bronzerat 12" Available on limited edition pink vinyl, with extra previously unreleased tracks included on the download card, this Record Store Day exclusive is a repackaging of a long out-of-print vinyl version of Gemma Ray's sophomore solo album "Lights Out Zoltar!", on its 10th anniversary. Recorded and produced at home in London with Michael J Sheehy (Dream City Film Club, Miraculous Mule), it showcased Gemma as an original and ambitious writer and producer, an independent with a wondrous box of tricks up her sleeve.As such it received rave reviews from the international press (below), whilst "100 mph (in 2nd Gear)" was Single of the Week on BBC Radio 2's Mark Radcliffe show. "By rights she should be a household name.This album is a rare treat indeed" - John Doran (BBC/QUIETUS) "Had Phil Spector forced his girl groups in a more noir-soundtrack direction, this might've been the result.Ray has a truly impressive feel for vintage pop flourishes, layered to lavish effect.And all those details are what you're supposed to be-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point 1,000 PIAS/Cinram PIAS BR16RSD20LP 5.05108E+12 £13.99

Magic Numbers, The The Magic Numbers Heavenly Recordings Crystal Clear 2LP + 7” The 15th anniversary of the debut Magic Numbers album.Released in it's orginal limited format, including the one sided limited 7".The vinyl is Crystal Clear 2LP + 7” Time creates it's own mirror and within it comes new reflections.Fifteen years later I find myself listening and reflecting on our debut album in a way that has also made me reflect upon my life.Just who was I making that record, writing those songs, what did we want, what did we achieve? Perhaps you too will be thinking similar things as you listen and reflect upon your own personal journey, especially if this record soundtracked your life all those years gone by....If you are listening to this for the very first time, may I introduce you to...  The Magic Numbers  Two families.  The Stodart's & The Gannon's.  We wanted to create music that was timeless.  We wanted to create a band that you could believe in.  We wanted to break your heart whilst lifting your spirit.  We wanted to make a classic debut album.  In 2004 The Magic Numbers were playingers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoration for pop itself.In solving that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Heyward, 'What's Wrong With Joy' is a synergy of seeming incompatible components: its life-affirming power pop livery freighting a cargo of self-doubt ("I've got a bag full of promises I can't keep/And a hundred reasons why I don't sleep") and good intentions ("All I wanna do is make your dreams come true") to the affections of anyone who hears it.Andy Partridge steps forward to share the credit on 'Moon On Your Dress" and 'I Drew A Lemon': the latter a rebuke to the man who will never love her the way our lyrical protagonist pledges to; the former a longtime favourite among fans of both Hall and XTC for the sanguine self-deprecations that manage to captures something of both artists' relationship to the world around them.  And, of course, if you have Ian Broudie manning the console, it would be obtuse not to write a song or two together.With a friendship dating back to the early days of The Specials (the young Broudie saw Hall's pre-Specials outfit The Coventry Automatics open for The Clash in 1978) the measure of the pair's chemistry stretches beyond Broudie's production role to encompass two of the album's indisputable highlights.Featuring the unforgettable couplet, "If ifs and ands were pots and pans, you'd be a kitchen", 'You' sees its protagonist trying to persuade his subject to see in him what he sees in her.The other Broudie co-write on 'Home' will need no introduction to most pop fans.'Sense' is the song which gave its name to The Lightning Seeds' second album, giving the group their third top 40 hit in 1992.The version sung here by Hall though benefits from the Sharrock's pugnacious Keith Moon-isms and, of course, the buccaneering fretboard work of Craig Gannon.  It's Gannon, too, whose fingerprints can be found on a clutch of other songs which give a little more back with each repeated play.'Home' may have emerged in the era that saw the term 'Britpop' enter the cultural lexicon, but there's a fragrant melodic classicism at the heart of Gannon and Hall's collaborations that can also be found in the work of Hall's "other" 80s songwriting vehicle The Colour Field, with its nods to French chanson.It's there on 'Forever J' and it's also abundant on Hall/Gannon originals like 'No No No' and 'I Don't Got You'.  And yet, for all of that, there's something about Hall's voice that is, to quote the latter song, "as English as the weather".You can hear it all over 'Home', and it works both to the advantage of this album and the listener.Like the expression of the man staring at you on the sleeve, there's an outward sense of reserve in these performances which belies the lyrical tensions hinted at in many of its songs.Hall's marriage was coming to an end when 'Home' was recorded, but these songs are manifestly the work of someone who still believes in happy ever after.Just about.They're also the work of someone who has come to an accommodation with his relationship to pop.To coin a neologism, you might say that this  was the record where our hero finally learned to "own it".And if your love of great pop mirrors that of Terry Hall, 'Home' is a record you might also consider owning.I based the song on that kind of love, one that sees through everything.Angela's voice on that still melts my heart.  I'd bought a set of these glockenspiel tone bars from a charity shop in Hanwell one afternoon walking home from signing on at the job-centre and all the way back I was thinking about this much more tender arrangement of a song I'd written called 'Hymn For Her'.The climax of the song on the third chorus was originally how it was all throughout.I  remember that day working on it with Michele and Angela as we were so excited about how it turned out we decided to play it live that night to a small few.  There's so much love and hope and joy and honesty in this album.So much fun in the arrangements, so much youth and innocence in our voices.It encapsulates a very precious time within the four of our lives.I'm still our biggest fan.  Fifteen years later.  We're still wanting to create music that is timeless.  We're still wanting to be a band that you can believe in.  We're still wanting to break your heart whilst lifting your spirit.  But we can't ever make that first album again, this is it, we captured that moment in time…..and upon reflection it surpassed all of our wildest expectations.  Hope you enjoy listening.  Romeo StodartPIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram FHVNLP7 5.40E+12 16.00

Mush Great Artisanal Formats Memphis Industries 7" Following hot on the heels of their debut album "3D Routine", Leeds upstarts Mush will be releasing "Great Artisanal Formats" - a 5 track EP for Record Store Day 2020. Mush have established themselves as one of the most inventive and exciting new guitar bands in the UK having supported Stereolab and Shame, been supported heavily at 6 Music (5 x Marc Riley sessions + daytime playlist) and played a host of high profile festivals including All Points East, The Great Escape and Transmusicales. "Great Artisanal Formats" is another collection of off kilter guitar licks and wry observational takes on modern society.Mush are touring the UK and Europe in April 2020.  07 Apr – FR Paris, Supersonic 08 Apr – FR Lyon, Le Sonic 10 Apr – FR Lille, Pzzle Festival @ Le Grand Mix 12 Apr – UK Ramsgate, Ramsgate Music Hall 13 Apr – UK Brighton, The Prince Albert 14 Apr – UK London, Sebright Arms 15 Apr – UK Bristol, The Lanes 16 Apr – UK Manchester, YES 17 Apr – UK Sheffield, Picture House Social 18 Apr – UK Newcastle, The Cumbe-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but su500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram MI0591S 5.05634E+12 £4.99

Shakespears Sister You're History (Remixes) [RSD 2020] London Records 12" New and classic remixes of 1980s hit 'You're History' by Shakespears Sister on vinyl for the first time.Including the new remix by Cats 'n Dogs plus much sought after original remix by Brothers In Rhythm.750 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram LMS5521348 5.06056E+12 £9.50

Steve Earle Times Like These / It's About Blood New West Records 7" Recorded during the recording session for Steve Earle's upcoming May 2020 release of The Ghosts Of West Virginia.These are two songs related to this project.They will be unreleased and only available on this 7" vinyl.Black vinyl.Steve Earle to design the artwork1000 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram £4

Terry Hall Home Heavenly Recordings 12" Let's talk about denial.Let's talk about self-awareness.Let's talk about romantic idealism.And let's talk about pop music.Let's talk about Terry Hall and his strange relationship with all of these things: about his ability to create life-affirming pop music and about the fact that his exceptional gift was recognised by a long line of his peers before, finally, Terry Hall could no longer ignore it either.Let's talk about the album where the penny finally dropped.A record which believes in the dream of perfect love despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.Let's talk about 'Home', the first solo album by Terry Hall.  Twenty-six years have elapsed since the original release of 'Home', but this Record Store Day sees its long overdue debut on vinyl.It might have been the first album which saw Hall step forward from a group identity, but 'Home' was Hall's ninth in various guises since the emergence of The Specials' self-titled LP in 1979.It had taken Hall a while to find his feet as a songwriter.With Jerry Dammers so prolific in that regard, Hall found himself in a strange position at the end of that group's collective lifetime.The Specials had made him a pop star, but he didn't feel like one.By the release of Fun Boy Three's second album 'Missing' (1983), the competition was Wham!, Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club.Nothing wrong with any of those, but Hall would see himself staring back from the pages of a magazine alongside all the aforementioned names and experience what he called "a total cognitive disconnection".  'Home', then, was the culmination of a long process which saw Terry Hall separate his lack of love for the job of pop star from his adoration for pop itself.In solving that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Heyward, 'What's Wrong With Joy' is a synergy of seeming incompatible components: its life-affirming power pop livery freighting a cargo of self-doubt ("I've got a bag full of promises I can't keep/And a hundred reasons why I don't sleep") and good intentions ("All I wanna do is make your dreams come true") to the affections of anyone who hears it.Andy Partridge steps forward to share the credit on 'Moon On Your Dress" and 'I Drew A Lemon': the latter a rebuke to the man who will never love her the way our lyrical protagonist pledges to; the former a longtime favourite among fans of both Hall and XTC for the sanguine self-deprecations that manage to captures something of both artists' relationship to the world around them.  And, of course, if you have Ian Broudie manning the console, it would be obtuse not to write a song or two together.With a friendship dating back to the early days of The Specials (the young Broudie saw Hall's pre-Specials outfit The Coventry Automatics open for The Clash in 1978) the measure of the pair's chemistry stretches beyond Broudie's production role to encompass two of the album's indisputable highlights.Featuring the unforgettable couplet, "If ifs and ands were pots and pans, you'd be a kitchen", 'You' sees its protagonist trying to persuade his subject to see in him what he sees in her.The other Broudie co-write on 'Home' will need no introduction to most pop fans.'Sense' is the song which gave its name to The Lightning Seeds' second album, giving the group their third top 40 hit in 1992.The version sung here by Hall though benefits from the Sharrock's pugnacious Keith Moon-isms and, of course, the buccaneering fretboard work of Craig Gannon.  It's Gannon, too, whose fingerprints can be found on a clutch of other songs which give a little more back with each repeated play.'Home' may have emerged in the era that saw the term 'Britpop' enter the cultural lexicon, but there's a fragrant melodic classicism at the heart of Gannon and Hall's collaborations that can also be found in the work of Hall's "other" 80s songwriting vehicle The Colour Field, with its nods to French chanson.It's there on 'Forever J' and it's also abundant on Hall/Gannon originals like 'No No No' and 'I Don't Got You'.  And yet, for all of that, there's something about Hall's voice that is, to quote the latter song, "as English as the weather".You can hear it all over 'Home', and it works both to the advantage of this album and the listener.Like the expression of the man staring at you on the sleeve, there's an outward sense of reserve in these performances which belies the lyrical tensions hinted at in many of its songs.Hall's marriage was coming to an end when 'Home' was recorded, but these songs are manifestly the work of someone who still believes in happy ever after.Just about.They're also the work of someone who has come to an accommodation with his relationship to pop.To coin a neologism, you might say that this  was the record where our hero finally learned to "own it".And if your love of great pop mirrors that of Terry Hall, 'Home' is a record you might also consider owning.PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram FHVNLP8 5.40E+12 £14.00

Various Artists Doo Wop Le Chant Du Monde LP On the occasion of Record Store Day 2020, Le Chant du Monde is proud to announce its first doo-wop compilation.  The popularity of this music among young singers in urban American communities in the 1950s, such as New York, Chicago, or Philadelphia, is largely due to the fact that the music can be interpreted advantageously a cappella.The doo-wop wave submerged in the United States from east to west and between 1950 and 1960 with more than 15,000 vocal groups releasing at least one record.  In 2020, the embers are not completely extinguished and nostalgia is still present, bringing together both the great classics of the genre, but also some very rare pearls.The track list of this compilation will delight fans of the genre but also the younger generations who will discover it.500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram TBC TBC 11.30

Various Artists Soul Jazz Records Presents Studio One 007 - Licenced to SkaSoul Jazz Records 7" box set Limited-edition one-off pressing exclusive Record Store Day collectors seven-inch box set, featuring ten super rare killer cuts on five 7" singles.Featuring The Skatalites, Lee Perry, Jackie Mittoo, Bob Marley The Wailers.Roland Alphonso and The Soul Brothers, rare and classic tracks from Jamaica's no.1 record label, Studio One.James Bond and Jamaica have very strong links and the films have always been much loved there - it was home for Bond's creator Ian Fleming and provided the setting for Dr.No, Live and Let Die, The Man With The Golden Gun and the latest instalment, 'No Time To Die', which will be released in 2020, sees Bond return to the island once more.All tracks have been digitally remastered and the singles come housed in a thick, heavyweight card box.This box set is a one-off pressing exclusively for Record Store Day.500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram £25.00

Various Artists Soul Jazz Records Presents Studio One RockersSoul Jazz Records LP Soul Jazz Records are releasing this 20th anniversary edition of their classic Studio One Rockers  on unique Record Store Day EXCLUSIVE coloured vinyl + download code.This new edition is a one-off pressing exclusively for Record Store Day.Owned and founded by Clement "Coxsone" Dodd, Studio One's output serves as a comprehensive guide to the history of Reggae music.  The music on Studio One Rockers covers all areas of Reggae such as Ska, Rocksteady, Roots and Dancehall, all areas in which Studio One led the field and has become the essential introduction to reggae fans throughout the world.Included in this compilation are classic Ska tracks ("Phoenix City"), Rocksteady ("Feel Like Jumping"), Roots music ("Truth and Rights"), Dancehall (Freddy McGregor, Michigan and Smiley) and many more.Featured here are many of the classic tracks from Studio One.From Dawn Penn's legendary "No, No, No" to classics such as Horace Andy's "Skylarking" and Marcia Griffith's "Feel Like Jumping".     "Compilation of the year.100% Es-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal them500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram £16.99

Various Artists Soul Jazz Records Presents...Brazilian Funk Power - Brazilian Funk & Samba SoulSoul Jazz Records 7" box set Soul Jazz Records are releasing Brazil Funk Power – Brazilian Funk & Samba Soul, a limited-edition one-off pressing, exclusive for Record Store Day, collectors seven-inch box set, featuring ten superb, rare and classic Brazilian funk, boogie and Samba soul tracks cut across five individual bespoke 7" singles, all housed in a bespoke box set.  This release features music by Jorge Ben, Azymuth, Donato, Tim Maia, Novos Baianos,Cassiano and more. Incredible and infectious heavy samba, funk and soulful Brazilian hypnotic dance tracks from some of the most important names in Brazilian music alongside some serious rarities.  All tracks have been digitally re-mastered and the singles come housed in a thick, heavyweight deluxe card box.  This box set is a one-off pressing exclusively for Record Store Day. 500 PIAS/Cinram PIAS/Cinram £25.00

Devil's Witches Guns, Drugs and Filthy Pictures Majestic Mountain Records10" This release from Devil's Witches marks the 3 year anniversary from the bands debut.Devil's Witches started as a one man band and built an audience across those 3 years from initially selling a few hundred copies into thousands of copies; garning critical acclaim from Electric Wizard's Jus Oborn and Ozzy Osbourne's bassist Rob Blasko along the way.The presses have continually sold out and became collector's items with some worth hundreds of pounds each.Having an RSD release is a special gift to the fans who have supported the music and those who have missed out.This two track release is unique in many ways.Firstly Andy Shardlow from The King's Pistol features as guest bassist on both tracks.Andy has guested on tracks for a split EP before with Saint Karloff and is a fan favourite bass player.Having him on this Devil's Witches only release is a great inclusion.Also, the opening title track 'Guns, Drugs & Filthy Pictures' introduces another new guest in the form of lead guitar player Daniel Jones.Daniel is know-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got un1000 Plastic Head DistrobutionPlastic Head Music DistributionMMR-008 7.35007E+12

Gong Live! At Sheffield 1974 (Green Vinyl) L.M.L.R. DLP Deluxe coloured vinyl re-issue with orignal artwork & obi stripTBC Plastic Head DistrobutionPlastic Head Music Distribution3.70048E+12 3.70048E+12 £16.99

Iggy Pop Kiss My Blood (Live In Paris 1991) (Red & White Splatter Vinyl) (3lp Box Set)L.M.L.R. LPB Exclusive 3LP box set / coloured vinyl TBC Plastic Head DistrobutionPlastic Head Music Distribution3.70048E+12 3.70048E+12 £30.00

3 Pieces, The Iwishcan William Rogue Cat Resounds 12" Full printed sleeve - black 12" vinyl remastered reissue of this rare cosmic, funked out go-go boogie bomb, full of rapping gold from Washington D.C's The 3 Pieces.Includes remixes from Dan Idjut / The Idjut Boys & LEXX500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionRCRS003 5060202594603 £5.99

Alison Limerick Where Love Lives Arista 12" Fully remastered reissue celebrating the 30 year anniversary of the original release in 1990.Featuring a rare Frankie Knuckles remix.12" black vinyl.500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionPR65025P 5014524100011 £5.99

Giorgio Moroder Ft Kylie Minogue Right Here Right Now Good For You Records 12" Limited edition 12" on grey vinyl with two unreleased Kenny Summit remixes of the huge Giorgio Moroder 'Right Here Right Now' featuring vocals from none other than Kylie Minogue.500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionGFYWAX003 5.0602E+12 £5.99

Jackie Stoudemire, Al Stewart Dancing TAP Records 12" Fully remastered reissue with replica artwork of this rare and raw '83 disco bomb from Jackie Stoudemire & Al Stewart.Original copies of the 12" release regularly fetch over £300 on the second hard market.Black 12" vinyl500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionTP706 5.0602E+12 £5.99

Joan Bibiloni Selected Works 1982 to  1989 NuNorthern Soul 12" EP Rare tracks taken from key albums from Spanish / Balearic Islands musician Joan Bibiloni's extensive career focusing on the period 1982 to 1989.This will continue the NuNorthern Soul Selected Works series, following on from the x2 Ryo Kawasaki EPs released.One of those was a RSD release in 2017.Vinyl will be black, sleeve notes will come from interviews conducted by Marc Rowlands plus the RSD release will contain a poster of the front cover sleeve artwork. 250 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionNUNS022 5.0602E+12 £6.49

Jungle Brothers Because I Got it Like That / I'll House You Idlers 7" The Sly Stone sampling, scene smashing hip hop track 'Because I Got it Like That' that launched the Jungle Brother's to the world in 1988, housed on their groundbeaking debut album 'Straight Out The Jungle'. Original copies of the single now change hands for £50 if you’re lucky so a fully remastered, official reissue is exactly what the doctor ordered! Backed with highly sort after 7" radio mix of their huge '88 hit, "I'll house you", all in a full picture sleeve.500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct Distribution7WAR016P 5.0602E+12 £5.49

Minnie Riperton Les Fleur / Oh By The Way Selector Series 7" On its 50th birthday this influential slice of soul is celebrated again.A 7" remastered, reissue of Minnie Riperton's iconic, majestic and much sampled 'Les Fleur' in a hand numbered, limited edition picture sleeve run of 1000.Favoured by the likes of Jurassic 5, Damu The Fudgemunk & Cut Chemist, famously covered by Dego and backed with the equally serene 'Oh By The Way'.With original copies selling for upwards of £60+ here's a chance to own this slice of soul perfection at a fraction of the price. 500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionSS7001P 5.0602E+12 £5.99

RAH Band, The Producers Choice Atjazz Record Company2LP Remastered tracks from original tapes carefully selected from various RAH Band albums and presented over a double vinyl with printed sleeve from the seminal 70's/80's British Studio Project masterminded by Richard A Hewson.Clouds Across The Moon, Messages From The Stars and many, many more delights.500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionARC125V 5.0602E+12 £11.99

Robert Parker I Caught You In A Lie Nola 7" Blissful New Orleans Soul with a slice of blues to cut through from the man behind the classic hit 'Bearfootin'.A £100+ selling collectors gem.500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct Distribution738P 5.0602E+12 £5.49

Skatt Bros. Walk The Night Spaziale Recordings 12" Fully remastered reissue for first time since it's original release in 1979.Includes Stefano Ritteri Versione alongside the previous unreleased disco version of Old Enough.12" black with printed sleeve and shrinkwrapped500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionSPZ009 N/A £8.99

Various Artists Champion Classics Champion Records 6 x 12" Box set Six x 12" boxset to celebrate 35 years of Champion Records featuring classics from the likes of Robin S, Raze, Kristine W, Staxx and OT Quartet housed in printed slipcase with spot UV, hand numbered and shrink wrapped.500 Prime Direct DistributionPrime Direct DistributionCHAMPCL000 5.01452E+12 £36.99

Bob James Once Upon A Time: The Lost 1965 New York Studio SessionsResonance Records LP Once Upon A Time: The Lost 1965 New York Studio Sessions is a previously-unissued release of studio recordings from pianist Bob James captured at Wollman Auditorium in New York City in 1965 by Resonance founder and co-president George Klabin.This limited-edition (of 5,000 copies worldwide) 180g LP features James in two different trio settings — one from early 1965 with bassist Larry Rockwell and drummer Robert (Cleve) Pozar, and one from October 1965 with bassist Bill Woods and drummer Omar Clay — performing a mix of jazz standards and original compositions.The title track, "Once Upon A Time" recently re-named by James as an homage to the ONCE Festival of New Music in Ann Arbor, MI which ran from 1961-1966 and holds a special place in his musical career.The deluxe gatefold set includes an extensive booklet with essays by writer/musician Hank Shteamer and original recording engineer George Klabin, plus a new interviews with Bob James, and rare photographs from the 1960s.Mastered by Bernie Grundman, cut at 33 1-night Spars, solitary dri1000 Proper Proper HLP9045 0712758040435 £13.36

Fela Ransome Kuti & his Highlife Rakers Fela's First - The Complete 1959 Melodisc SessionCadillac Records 10" Released for the first time from the master tape, and with two previously unissued tracks from the session, Fela Kuti's very first recording from 1960 is a masterpiece of London Hi-Life.Released on the 60th anniversary of its recording, at last the long lost tapes of Fela's very first recording session have seen the light.500 Proper Proper SGC/MEL204 TBC TBC

Fight A Small Deadly Space Real Gone Music LP First-ever vinyl issue (outside of an impossible-to-find Brazilian release) of the second (1995) album from the band led by Judas Priest's Rob Halford.Red & black marble vinyl pressing limited to 1500 copies, new gatefold packaging!500 Proper Proper RGM-1015 0848064010159

Gene Russell New Direction Real Gone Music LP The first album released from the most sought-after label, bar none, among jazz collectors! Black Jazz was started by keyboardist/producer Gene Russell for Dick Schory's Ovation Records.Active from only 1971 to 1975, and reputed to be the first jazz label started by an African-American since Sunshine Records in 1921, Black Jazz sought to expand minds as well as hearts, releasing spiritual, socially conscious music that explored such burgeoning genres of the era as funk, soul jazz, and free jazz.Real Gone Music kicks off its Black Jazz reissue campaign with the very first record the label released, which was entitled, fittingly, New Directions by label founder Russell.Oft-bootlegged, with original copies commanding princely sums, New Directions set the tone for the entire label with its modal and soul jazz explorations.Real Gone's reissue includes new liner notes by Pat Thomas, the author of Listen Whitey! The Sounds of Black Power 1965-1975.Transparent clear with black swirl vinyl500 Proper Proper RGM-1018 0848064010180

Ron Carter Stockholm IN+OUT Records LP First RSD release from legendary jazz bassist Ron Carter feat.Renee Rosnes, Jimmy Greene, Payton Crossley.180 gr.Double Vinyl  with 2 bonus tracks not available on CD!  Bonustracks ist the complete Side D over 20 Minutes of Bonusmaterial.Gatefold Cover.Limited audiophile edition.Strictly limited to 1999 copies.Each copy is hand-numbered and hand-signed by NEA Jazz Master Ron Carter. Track listing:  Side A 1.Cominando (07:39) 2.Joshua (08:51)  Side B 1.Little Waltz (07:04) 2.Seguaro (10:35) 3.Cominando, Reprise (02:00)  Side C 1.Nearly (13:10) 2.You And The Night And The Music (7:57)  Side D ( BONUSTRACKS) 1. My Funny Valentine (09:29) 2.Mr.Bow Tie (11:02)300 PROPER Proper 771391 0798747713917 tbc

Spacehog Resident Alien Real Gone Music 2xLP LP debut (actually, double LP debut) for this classic slab of mid-'90s British glam! Recorded at Bearsville in NY by a bunch of Leeds expats (hence the Resident Alien title), this Gold album features the hit "In the Meantime" and lots of other hooks 'n' riffs from "The Band That Fell to Earth." Newly-created gatefold packaging with two printed inner sleeves500 Proper Proper RGM-1014 0848064010142

Hope In High Water Bonfire and Pine Fish Records Picture Disc LP This is the first vinyl release on Fish Records, a UK RSD participating record store (physical and online) that has now developed a record label. This was released on CD in November 2019 this will be the only vinyl version of this recording made available, exclusive to RSD. "It has always been our ambition to have a vinyl release and to do in conjunction with RSD in support of independent record stores is dream come true." Available as a Picture Disc LP specially pressed for RSD with RSD logo and date printed on cover.500 Proper Proper FR01 5.02939E+12 £15.00

Marker Starling/Ha Ha Collective Silk Rock Tin Angel Records 7"
Silk Rock is a new standalone track, which, 
with ninth album HIGH JANUARY, takes n/a Proper Proper TARRSD7 5.05244E+12 £5.99

Storm Gordon Diamond In The Heart Wonderlust Productions12" EP  12”/45rpm Black 180g Vinyl 4-track EP ( exclusive for RSD ) including: Signed & numbered limited edition 12x12” original high-quality cover art prints .   Exclusive RSD-release for the 1st time on vinyl - feat. specially commissioned mixes by Jerry Boys ( Buena Vista Social Club / World Circuit / Everything But the Girl ) , Nigel Gray ( the Police / Siouxsie & The Banshees / Godley & Crème )  - & a unique , reggae-influenced cover of the 1930 Dorothy Fields /Jimmy McHugh standard 'On the Sunny Side of the Street' ( with rarely-performed full lyric )   Three out of the four tracks unique to this EP version ( & differing from the forthcoming album versions ) 500 Proper Music DistributionProper WLUST VTS3 8.81E+11 £9.99

Thomas Leer Emotional Hardware Smitten Kitten Digipack CD Thomas Leer is a pivotal character in the DIY electronic music scene.He recorded the legendary single "Private Plane" for Rough Trade back in 1979.A year later Thomas and his friend Robert Rental became the first artists other than Throbbing Gristle to have an album released on TG's own legendary Industrial Records.During the 1980's he worked with Claudia Brucken(formerly with Propaganda) and released a number of solo recordings.Thomas returned to his home town Greenockbut continued to record and release records through a number of small indie electronic labels.Now aged 67 Thomas continues to make music which is as challenging and cutting edge as it has ever been.Many artists including Daniel Miller(Mute records) and Matt Johnson(The The) have praised Thomas' work.Each copy will be hand numbered, the first 300 signed by Thomas Leer.1,000 Pure Little Amber Fish SK500 7.14E+12 £6

Cradle The History Modern Harmonic LP Cradle were a band from Detroit, Michigan that started out as The Pleasure Seekers...a 1960s-era, all-female garage rock band.With Cradle, the band changed direction musically and were later known due in large part to the prominence of band member Suzi Quatro.The Quatro Sisters rock their raw, driving energy.Cradle - The History is their original songs LIVE from Detroit Rock City, capturing mood and essence of classic 70's rock era.Tracks 1 to 10 recorded live from Grande Ballroom, Detroit Rock City on New Years Eve 1970, and tracks 11 & 12 recorded live from Easttown Ballroom in Detroit.2 x LP Only available on RSD.500 Redeye Proper LPMH8209 0090771820914 25.99

Lothar & The Hand People Machines: Amherst 1969 Modern Harmonic CD Recently unearthed final performance of the iconic theremin rock pioneers Lothar & The Hand People! Unique unissued takes forma a virtual greatest hits from a band with zero digital footprint! While technically live recordings, these takes rival the studio cuts and even include some completely unheard compositions that will finally reach the ears of the Hand fans.Who knew they could make a take on "Machines" with more horsepower than any version you've heard!350 Redeye Proper CDMH053 0090771805324 8.99



Lothar and The Hand People Machines: Amherst 1969 Modern Harmonic LP Recently unearthed final performance of the iconic theremin rock pioneers Lothar & The Hand People! A virtual greatest hits from a band that hasn't been on LP at all in decades! While technically live recordings, these takes rival the studio cuts and even include some completely unheard compositions that will finally reach the ears of the Hand fans.Who knew they could make a take on "Machines" with more horsepower than any version you've heard! On colored vinyl.500 Redeye Proper LPMH8053 0090771805317 18.99

Marvin Pontiac Marvin Pontiac: The Asylum Tapes Northern Spy LP "Marvin Pontiac was anonymously sent a 4 track tape recorder during the years he was held at Esmerelda State Mental Institution.This is what he did with it." This was the sole statement accompanying the release of Marvin Pontiac: The Asylum Tapes, the first release in 17 years by John Lurie's alter ego Marvin Pontiac.Coming to prominence during the no wave era as part of NYC's notorious Lounge Lizards and starring in Jim Jarmusch's film Down By Law, Lurie's quirky compositions under the Pontiac pseudonym have developed a legendary reputation from fans and critics alike.Though Asylum Tapes was initially shared with the world in 2017, Northern Spy is proud to bring it to the vinyl medium for the first time in 2020.350 Redeye Proper LPNS123 0309272738001 13.49

Soft Boys, The I Wanna Destroy You / Near The Soft Boys (40th Anniversary Edition)Yep Roc Records 2x7" Gatefold Both "I Wanna Destroy You" and "Near the Soft Boys" were first released on Armageddon Records in 1980.Both have been out of print for nearly 40 years.This release would combine both into one double gatefold 7".500 Redeye Proper SIYEP2693 6.34E+11 8.99

Studio One From The Vaults, Vol 2 Studio One CD Studio One, the legendary Jamaican label that pioneered the reggae, ska and dancehall crazes and sparked the careers of Bob Marley, Alton Ellis, Jackie Mittoo and dozens of other reggae luminaries, have released thousands of essential reggae classics over its unrivaled six-decade long history.From the Vaults, Vol.2 is a 2xLP collection of Studio One rarities that are either entirely unreleased or unreleased on LP, featuring numerous Studio One heavy hitters like Dennis Brown, Freddie McGregor, Jennifer Lara and Johnny Osbourne.This is the second installment of Studio One's From The Vaults series.The first installment was released for Record Store Day Black Friday 2017 and reached #1 on the Billboard Reggae Chart, selling out on vinyl immediately.500 Redeye Proper CDSOR020 6.34E+11 13.99

Studio One From The Vaults, Vol 2 Studio One LP Studio One, the legendary Jamaican label that pioneered the reggae, ska and dancehall crazes and sparked the careers of Bob Marley, Alton Ellis, Jackie Mittoo and dozens of other reggae luminaries, have released thousands of essential reggae classics over its unrivaled six-decade long history.From the Vaults, Vol.2 is a 2xLP collection of Studio One rarities that are either entirely unreleased or unreleased on LP, featuring numerous Studio One heavy hitters like Dennis Brown, Freddie McGregor, Jennifer Lara and Johnny Osbourne.This is the second installment of Studio One's From The Vaults series.The first installment was released for Record Store Day Black Friday 2017 and reached #1 on the Billboard Reggae Chart, selling out on vinyl immediately.500 Redeye Proper LPSOR020 6.34E+11 23.99

Aashid Himons The Gods And I Music For Dreams / Fyraften Musik12" Aashid Himons classic 1984 Electonic/Reggae/Boogie-Funk track finally gets a well deserved re-issue.Taken from the very rare sought after album 'Kosmik Gypsy.The EP includes the original mix, a lovingly remastered Fyraften 2019 version.Also includes 'In a Figga of Speech' track from Kosmik Gypsy.300 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC zzzv19004 / FM002 0616576255630 £7.99

Ace Of Base The Sign !K7 Records 7" picture disc The Sign is a song by the Swedish band Ace of Base, which was released on 29 October 1993 in Europe. It was an international hit, reaching number two in the United Kingdom and spending six non-consecutive weeks at number one on the Billboard Hot 100 chart in the United States. More prominently, it became the top song on Billboard's 1994 Year End Chart. It appeared on the band's album Happy Nation (titled The Sign in North America).  This exclusive Record Store Day version is pressed on 7" picture disc. 700 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC ACE7 0730003726071 £4.99

Holger Czukay, Jaki Liebezeit, Jah WobbleA Full Circle GRÖNLAND 2x10" (Triple Gatefold Sleeve – LTD.Edition) Collector's item and RSD special release with 850 copies made worldwide.Double 10-inch-single in a triple gatefold picture sleeve with inserted art print.Timeless recordings by members of Can and PiL!500 ROM Manufacturing SONY DADC LPGRON165 5.06024E+12 £12.99

Ken Ishii feat.Pac-Man Join The Pac iam8bit 7" BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Co., Ltd. presents a worldwide project with the theme “Join the PAC - Come and join us” to commemorate the 40th anniversary of Pac-Man’s birth  The memorable 40th anniversary official theme song "JOIN THE PAC" was produced by Japanese DJ and record producer Ken Ishii. The video clip of his masterpiece "Extra" (directed by Koji Morimoto also known as the drawing director of the movie AKIRA) was awarded "MTV Dance Video of the Year" in the UK, which brought him as one of Japan's most proud producers to the world.  A special music video for "JOIN THE PAC" is directed by Yuichi Kodama, who is renowned as a chief video director of flag handover ceremony at the 2016 Rio Olympics closing ceremony, and his "UNICLOCK" online ad campaign (2008) for UNIQLO, which won grand-prix of three biggest advertisement awards, the Cannes International Advertising Awards, the Clio Awards, and the One-Show.  Prior to the release of the upcoming album, the PAC-MAN “JOIN THE PAC” 7” record is released by the-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, ther500 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC TBC 6.99 TBC

Laneous Elsewhere / Flawless Soul Has No Tempo 7 inch To celebrate Record Store Day 2020, Soul Has No Tempo  are pleased to announce the forthcoming release from local lame boy, Laneous.Elsewhere /Flawless will arrive in all it's 7" vinyl glory, the double A side marking a temporary detour from the exotica/soul excellence of 2019's Monstera Deliciosa  (Album of The Year Nominee – 2020 Gilles Peterson's Worldwide Awards).    Elsewhere /Flawless are two on-the-fly ideas, born in the brain of Laneous and brought to life in the studio with Melbourne's engineer-extraordinaire, Nick Herrera (Hiatus Kaiyote, 30/70, Nai Palm).Co-producing the track with Laneous, they took a similar approach to that of their Sunny Side Up (Brownswood Recordings) contribution, Nice To See You. A process Laneous is fond of, he brought renowned Australian drummer Alon Ilsar in to lay down the backbone of the tracks, with intention to build on that and see where their two studio days took them.A process not for the faint hearted, Herrera  often took the lead, drawin be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different experience.  SILK ROCK  written by Chris A. Cummings (SOCAN)  SILK ROCK (Marker Starling version)  Personnel: Joe Carvell - bass Chris A. Cummings - Wurlitzer, Clavinet, Philicorda organ, Moog Voyager, lead vocals Ian Daniel Kehoe - guest vocalist Euan Rodger - drums Andy Whitehead - guitar Victoria Rose Hamblett, Marie Merlet, Aurora Barrett - choir   Recorded at Wilton Way Engineered by Syd Kemp Mixed by Vincent Hivert Mastered by Paul Rannaud  SILK ROCK (Haha Sounds Collective version)  Arranged by Haha Sounds Collective  Personnel: Laetitia Sadier - lead vocals Victoria Rose Hamblett, Cathy Lucas, Silvia Fiore, Anthony Kastelanides, Milan Monk, Arthur Sajas - choir Joel Burton - piano Syd Kemp - bass Alex McKenzie - flute Milan Monk - vibraphone Cedric Monzali - drums Nathan Pigott - percussion, tenor saxophone and alto saxophone 1 Arthur 500 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC SHNT8 5.05376E+12 £4.99

Los Amigos Invisibles Arepa 3000 Luaka Bop 2LP black vinyl Arepa 3000 is a studio album by acid jazz band Los Amigos Invisibles.It was released in 2000 on Luaka Bop and re-issued exclusively for RSD.500 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC LB41LP 0680899004114 £11.99

Lottery Winners, The Love Will Keep Us Together Modern Sky colour 7" The	Lottery	Winners!	What	can	we	say?	They	have	certainly	done	their	10,000	hours.Starting	in	the	pubs	and	working	mens	clubs	of	Lancashire	(including	the	legendary	Pheonix	Nights)	this	fab	foursome	have	truly	grafted	and	reaped	the	rewards	with	support	slots	for	the	likes	of	Catfish	and	the	Bottlemen,	Madness,	Larkins,	The	Libertines,	Circa	Waves,	Sleeper,	Cassia,	Paul	Heaton,	Tom	Odell	and	even,	after	a	stormingly	successful	Glastonbury	debut	in	June,	Sir	Tom	Jones	on	his	recent	stadium	tour	('I	loved	your	set,	especially	the	a	cappella,	you	don't	half	get	the	audience	going'	-	Tom	Jones.)	All	of	this	has	resulted	in	a	live	show	that	is	completely	nailed	down,	filled	to	brim	with	passion,	personality	and	most	importantly,	banging	tunes!	Lead	singer	Thom	Rylance	is	never	happier	than	when	entertaining	a	crowd,	whether	their	own	or	someone	else's,	and	this	summer	Thom,	Kate,	Rob	and	Joe	are	winning	over	new	fans	young	and	old,	and	gladdening	the	hearts	of	festival	audiences	all	over	the	UK	and	Europe.So	drive	be	myself”	section	-	and	the	instrumental	bridge	which	uses	different	chords	than	the	main	body	of	the	song.	The	coda	section	(“out	of	this	nightmare	and	into	your	own	dreams”)	was	also	a	later	addition.		The	second	version	of	the	song,	by	London’s	Haha	Sounds	Collective	and	featuring	Stereolab’s	Laetitia	Sadier	on	lead	vocals,	was	recorded	subsequently	over	several	sessions,	as	it	was	a	more	elaborate	affair	involving	12	musicians.	Also	recorded	at	Wilton	Way	by	Syd	Kemp,	the	second	version	takes	the	initial	concept	and	stretches	it	out,	giving	it	breathing	space	and	a	huge	mood.	It	pares	the	idea	doROM Manufacturing SONY DADC M330UKLP 5.06073E+12 £5.99

Magnum Fully Loaded Phoenix LP Red vinyl remastered reissue of the classic Latin-funk LP by this iconic 1970s West Coast band.500 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC TPS4015 0647780401513 £14.99

Marcy Luarks & Classic Touch Electric Murder Kalita Records LP It's grail time! Kalita are honoured to officially release for the first time since 1983 Marcy Luarks & Classic Touch's mythical American-Nigerian Afro boogie masterpiece 'Electric Murder', accompanied by extensive liner notes based on interviews with Marcy's family and producer Daniel Irabor.The product of the then husband and wife team of Marcy and Dan, 'Electric Murder' brought together both the former's American and the latter's Nigerian roots; recorded in London with UK-based session musicians, this mix of heritage and styles resulted in an Afro disco album unlike any other.With original copies turning up for sale roughly once every few years, and with an eye-watering four-figure price tag to match, Kalita for this year's Record Store Day saves you the never-ending search for this true holy grail.Released on black vinyl, with printed insert detailing Marcy's life and musical career.500 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC KALITALP5 4.06255E+12 £9.99

My Life Story The Rose The Sun (Chøppersaurus Remix)/Overwinter (Chøppersaurus Remix)Exilophone Records 12" Two outstanding tracks from My Life Story's critically acclaimed album World Citizen, released September 2019.Brooding orchestral pop given an epic film trailer remix courtesy of multi award winning production music duo Chøppersaurus.500 ROM Manufacturing SONY DADC MLS8T 5.05376E+12 £5.99

Nev Cottee Stations Wonderful Sound LP Vinyl issue if Debut lp Stations.It hasn't been on vinyl before.Re mastered and new artwork.ROM Manufacturing SONY DADC WSD97LP TBC £12.99

New Clarence Reid, The Cadillac Annie b/w Tired Blood Phil-LA of Soul 7" First reissue of the 1967 original proto-funk Miami Sound mastermind.700 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC 301 £6.99

Sasha Scene Delete : The Remixes Night Time Stories 2LP White Vinyl Featuring 6 tracks never before released on vinyl, comes this exclusive RSD 2020 double vinyl package.    Sasha's 'Scene Delete', an ambient/soundtrack project has been remixed by a host of musicians and producers.The original album was released in April 2016; surprising and delighting many fans with its quiet, undulating pieces filled with texture and atmosphere.'The Remixes' brings this all together with 6 new exclusive reworks.    The celestial drones of Eat Lights Become Lights version of 'Detour' open the album, setting the scene for an exploratory journey of personal interpretations.'Shelter' takes on a new form thanks to German musician Christian Löffler while multi-genre producer Max Cooper uses emotional dance floor experimentation to take album opener 'Channel Deq' towards deep melodic territory.    And other unreleased remixes come from Stet, Colin Benders, Skanna, and, while 'Pontiac' is transformed beyond recognition by Matthew Dear (a.k.a Audion) into a warped techno freak out, Sasha also provid be myself” section - and the i1000 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC ALNLP43RSDUK 5.06039E+12 £12.99

Sun Ra Egypt '71 Strut 5xLP box set In December 1971, Sun Ra made an impromptu trip to Egypt with his Arkestra, his first time in the country.Hosted by drummer Salah Ragab and Goethe Institute's Hartmut Geerken, they performed hastily arranged concerts at Ballon Theatre in Cairo and at Geerken's house in Heliopolis.The performances emerged on three LPs released by Ra during the '70s: 'Horizon', 'Nidhamu' and 'Dark Myth Visitation Equation'.These three LPs now receive their first reissue on vinyl alongside 2 LPs of previously unreleased recordings.Rare photos and extensive new liner notes by Geerken and Paul Griffiths complete a definitive package celebrating Sun Ra's iconic trip to the Land of Ra.200 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC STRUT219LPB 4.06255E+12 £42.99

Tailenders #tailendersoftheworlduniteandtakeover Bit Spicy That Records 7inch colour mango Tailenders, the ‘loosely cricket based’ podcast, is set to release the earliest attempt to top the Christmas Charts with the release of ’Tailenders Christmarch Message’. Featuring the ‘vocal talents’ of Mattchin Tendulkar - the non cricket fan / cricket cult hero - the single captures into 3 minutes approx the essence, joy and beauty of the extraordinary cricketing summer of 2019. During that balmy summer when cricket took over the sporting landscape Mattchin, assisted by the greater Tailender community, travelled the length and breadth of the country to watch matches during the mens cricket world cup, culminating in a trip to witness the World Cup Final at Lords and the ‘greatest day ever’. The experiences of his travels and the community spirit he witnessed inspired his ‘Christmarch message’ - a love letter to the wonder that is cricket and the wider cricketing community. Mattchin is backed by fellow ’Tailenders’ Jimmy Anderson (Englands most successful bowler), Greg James (Radio 1 Breakfast Show host) and  be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea dow300 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC BITSPICY1LP 5.05376E+12 £5.99

Various Artists Music For Dreams : Summer Sessions 2020 Music For Dreams LP Limited Edition LP (500) on heavyweight 180g Black Vinyl.The LP features 7 unreleased tracks on vinyl, (5 of the tracks are new and not released digitally).An exclusive for RSD 2020.The LP includes brand new unreleased tracks from Turkish trio 'islandman', Australian Jamie Porteous, Reinharnd Vanbergen from Belgium & Copenhagener's The Swan & The Lake & Bongo Entp.Also for the first time on vinyl are 2 balearic ibiza classics in the form o fthe epic Jacob Gurevitsch - In Search of Lost Time (Danilo Braca Remix) and the beach bar friendly Kenneth Bager feat.Findlay Brown - Stones & Steel.300 ROM Manufacturing Sony DADC zzzv20001 0616576255845 £8.99

Neil Swainson Quintet 49th Parallel Reel to Real LP Initially released on Concord Records on CD in 1988, four-time Juno award winner jazz bassist Neil Swainson's only album, 49th Parallel is extremely rare and sought out making its vinyl debut with a limited edition pressing for Record Store Day UK April 18, 2020.The recording features a quintet with jazz legends Joe Henderson on tenor saxophone, trumpeter Woody Shaw, drummer Jerry Fuller and Gary Williamson on piano. Contains one bonus track, "Labyrinth", not included on the original CD and is available via a QR download code with the LP.The deluxe package features new liner notes by Phil Dwyer, an interview with Swainson by producer Cory Weeds and rare photographs by Mark Miller and Alice Su. The LP is pressed on 180-gram vinyl in a gatefold sleeve.500 RSK RSK / Proper Music RTRLP004 0875531017694 £20.00

Archers of Loaf Raleigh Days b/w "Street Fighting Man" Merge Records 7" Limited edition on black vinyl.Raleigh Days is the first new material in 20 years from indie rock icon Archers of Loaf, with a cover of "Street Fighting Man" originally recorded by The Rolling Stones, on the B-side.The band tour North America across the calendar in 2020, including on Record Store Day.300 Secretly Distribution Cargo/Cinram MRG724LP 0673855072470

June of 44 Engine Takes to the Water Touch & Go LP Colored Vinyl w/ download coupon and marketing sticker.Original LP has been out of print since 2001; and 2020 marks the 25th anniversary of the original release.  June of 44 have played a handful of reunion shows in 2018 and 2019 in Europe to critical acclaim.Their first shows in the US are scheduled for early November 2019 - beginning with 3 dates on the west coast.500 Secretly Distribution Cargo/ Cinram QS032lp-C1 0036172003235 £15.99

June of 44 Tropics and Meridians Touch & Go LP Colored Vinyl w/ download coupon and marketing sticker.Original LP has been out of print since 2006.June of 44 have played a handful of reunion shows in 2018 and 2019 in Europe to critical acclaim.Their first shows in the US are scheduled for early November 2019 - beginning with 3 dates on the west coast.500 Secretly Distribution Cargo/ Cinram QS044lp-C1 0036172004430 £13.99

Kelly Finnigan The Tales People Tell (Instrumentals) Colemine Records LP Exclusive colour and one time pressing.Colored vinyl, comes with download card, tip-on jacket, gold foil numbered.The Tales People Tell was released in April 2019, this is the instrumental companion to that record.None of these instrumental versions have been released, but his debut LP sold over 6000 LPs (mostly at indie retail)500 Secretly Distribution Cargo/ Cinram CLMN12025Xlp-C1 0674862654468 £12.99

Kevin Morby Oh Mon Dieu: Live à Paris Dead Oceans 2xLP Live recordings on opaque red vinyl.From Kevin:  Paris was the first city to really get behind my career as a solo artist.From the first time I played there in 2014 til now, it's always had an extra spark of magic to it.It's always the stop I look forward to the most on my European tours as the audience comes with a very unique and kinetic energy, and because of this, so does the band.I had wanted to document this reciprocating fever between us and the crowd for some time now and saw our sold out show at the beautiful Cabaret Sauvage as the perfect time to do so.I also knew I needed to document a night with my new band, the OH MY GOD Band, which is made up of some of the most talented and tasteful musicians on the planet.And so here and now, in this recording, I have captured the best band I've ever played with as well as one of the best crowds I've ever played for - all together on a very sweaty night beneath a carnival tent in Paris.xo km1000 Secretly Distribution PIAS/Cinram DOC215lp 6.57E+11 £13.99

Mikal Cronin Switched-On Seeker Merge Records LP Limited edition companion piece to Mikal Cronin's 2019 Seeker album, Switched-On Seeker is a completely synth-based, full-length reworking of 2019's Seeker in the vein of Wendy Carlos' "Switched-On" series.Mikal Cronin will continue his world tour across the calendar in 2020, including a confirmed BBC 6 Music session with Marc Riley at the end of February.300 Secretly Distribution Cargo/Cinram MRG711LP 0673855071114

Slint Breadcrumb Trail b/w Good Morning, Captain Touch & Go 12" single Produced by Brian Paulson at River North Recorders in Chicago and released by Touch and Go Records in April of 1991, the six songs on Spiderland methodically mapped a shadowy new continent of sound.The music is taut, menacing, and haunting; its structure built largely on absence and restraint, on the echoing space between the notes, but punctuated by sudden thrilling blasts of unfettered fury.It is a sound that no one had heard before and that no one will ever forget.The eerie black and white photo of the four band member's heads breaking the surface of the water is iconic among album covers.750 Secretly Distribution Cargo/ Cinram TG366lp 0036172106615 £7.25

Mouth Congress Ahhh the Pollution Captured Tracks 7" Color vinyl.Never before released three track 7" from Mouth Congress, the musical comedy duo of Scott Thompson and Paul Bellini, best known for Kids in the Hall.Captured Tracks plans to release a 2LP Compilation of the band's music later in 2020.500 Secretly Distribution / ROMROM / Sony DADC CT320 0817949020279 £5.49

Surfer Blood Astro Coast 10 Year Anniversary Reissue Kanine Records 2xLP Includes download code.Limited to 2,000 copies worldwide.Gatefold vinyl.Exclusive color vinyl.In 2010, Florida natives Surfer Blood released their debut and indie breakout album.They made a splash at CMJ and SXSW with a Best New Music Pitchfork album review for Astro Coast coming in between.They spent the year touring around the world playing major festivals in Tokyo, Australia, United Kingdom and at home.They have continued to tour and release music in the past 10 years.For the anniversary, Surfer Blood will revisit their most popular release and include some never before heard material.300 Secretly Distribution / ROMROM / Sony DADC KR240lp-C1 0827175024019 £13.99

B-Fax B-Fax Disco-Ordination LP Black vinyl, 500 only.Previously unavailable in any format.B-Fax is the project of Jamie Whitby-Coles, best known for his drumming with This Is The Kit, Rozi Plain and The Liftmen.Featuring vocals by Rozi Plain ("(Memphis Industries / This Is The Kit).B.Tracks: 1.Eyes Wide Open  2.Forest School 3.Ventolin  4.Path To More  5.Jellyfish 6.Apple Of My Eye 7.Wheel Meet Again 8.Bruise 9.Therefore 10.Constantine Rock 11.Nightlight 12.Lost It  13.Letting Go 14.Be There  500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper DOLP037 11.99

Delines, The The Imperial Decor LP
Blue colour vinyl edition for RSD2020. 500 copies only! Led by vocalist Amy Boone (The Damnations, TX), Cory Gray on keyboards, & horns, Tucker Jackson (The Minus 5) on pedal steel, as well as former Richmond Fontaine members: Sean Oldham, Freddie Trujillo, and Willy Vlautin. Vlautin, the acclaimed novelist and songwriter for Richmond Fontaine, has penned all ten tracks. Recorded in Portland, Oregon and produced by John Morgan Askew, The Imperial shows us again why songwriter, Willy Vlautin became so enamored with Amy Boone's voice. The combination of Vlautin's songs and Boone's voice creates a late night country soul world full of hopefulness and heartbreak.  Americana-UK.com Readers poll 2019 - Best Band - Winners. Best Live Act - winners. Best album - winners.  Q Magazine "better than ever...well worth the wait" ., Mojo 'Classy second album' , Metro "Vlautin is one of pop's outstanding storytellers..Amy Boone's voice is equal parts double cream and liquid smoke."500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper DECOR46LPRSD 11.95

Esplendor Geometrico Necrosis En La Poya Geometrik 7" One of the essential works of early Esplendor Geométrico.A pioneering and very influential piece of rhythmic-noisy industrial music originally pressed in tiny numbers.After years unavailable, and previously officially reissued as part of the Esplendor Geométrico´s box only, here it is the legit reissue of one the most sought-after Spanish 7" records, remastered from the original tapes, in its original artwork.  Exclusive RSD 2020 release.  DESCRIPTION : A cult band and pioneers of industrial music, Esplendor Geométrico were one of the first cases of true independence in the history of Spanish music.Not only financial and organizational, but also creative independence.  This first single, "Necrosis en la poya" (1981), was self-produced and distributed by the band themselves, before the appearance of the Spanish independent record labels in the early 80s.After receiving the needed funds from an enigmatic fan who decided to help out the release, a tiny run of 500 copies was pressed and quickly flew off the shelv be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different experience.  SILK ROCK  written by Chris A. Cummings (SOCAN)  SILK ROCK (Marker Starling version)  Personnel: Joe Carvell - bass Chris A. Cummings - Wurlitzer, Clavinet, Philicorda organ, Moog V500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper EG000 6.75

Goldie Lookin Chain Original Pyrite Material 1983 LP Gold colour vinyl, limited edition of 500.The best hip hop group from a small town in South Wales are back .Newport's Goldie Lookin Chain's latest album on limited edition gold vinyl for RSD.Once again GLC skilfully combine beats, rhymes and swearing to create the ultimate collection of rap essentials to play loud in your car, on your boom box or just to annoy your mum. 500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper 1983LP012 11.99

Inn House Crew, The Something Special Room In The Sky LP The Inn House Crew is a nucleus of top musicians including Vin Gordon - the legendary trombone player from Studio One and Bob Marley & The Wailers - and Grammy winner guitarist Jimmy Haynes.Here they have produced a collection of instrumentals in various styles - jazz, afro beat, reggae soul n funk.Previously unavailable in any format.Tracks :1.Jayfunk 2.Up Shut 3.Basidea 4.Fame 5.Heckling 6.Bossa B 7.Ten to Ten 8.Something Special 9.Eggs Ben Boogaloo 10.Lesean 11.The Dolphin 12.Afras. 500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper MBX145LP 5.05257E+12 11.99

Juliette Greco Jolie Mome:La Muse De Saint Germain Des PresPoppydisc 2XLP Limited edition 500 pressing in glorious colour vinyl.Double album - Disc one is RED vinyl, Disc two is BLUE vinyl.Think back, to that mid 20th Century world when music, film and everything else we love began...On day 1, before YeYe, before Beat, before Elvis, before Bardot, before Rock n Roll before -anything-, young Juliette Greco just -was-...queen of bohemian Paris, close to Camus, Miles Davis and the existentialist circles of the day, she began to perform in the Rive Gauche cafes, as Satre said she had "millions of poems in her voice" and he wrote liner notes on her albums too! Why just her hand movements could express a song like nothing else! Both Muse and Artist, sex symbol and Feminist icon, movie star for Cocteau, and yes, Belphegor, the creepiest arty horror series in TV history! The creator of the modern woman to a great extent, she made Chanson a viable form for dissent and arty pop, invented everyone from Jacques Brel to Serge Gainsbourg to Scott Walker to Nick Cave, made all the female punk per-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper POPPYLP033 5.05257E+12 19.99

Knight Area D-Day Butler LPX2 2LP in Gatefold sleeve.Black and white mixed vinyl.Limited to 500 copies.  After their 6th album Knight Area felt a very strong urge to create an album with a deeper message within.The first single, 'Blood On The Risers' for example is dedicated to the American paratroopers of the 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions, who made nightly parachute drops early on D-Day, June 6.In that respect is the whole a tribute to the fallen ones who fought for the freedom of Europe.The music blends orchestra and guitars perfectly together to create heavy symphonic rock that could easily be a soundtrack.Knight Area is an established musical entity in the world of symphonic and  (neo-)progressive rock.They toured all over the world and recorded and mixed this new album with Joost van den Broek (Epica, Ayreon).The album features Robby Valentine on grand piano and is also an introduction to new singer Jan Willem Ketelaers (Ayreon)."To pass on the memory, to remind that today we live in peace, freedom and dignity because others gave be myself” section - and the ins500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper BUR340079 18.99

Luiz Eca Y Familia Sagrada La Nueva Onda Del Brasil Vinilisssimo LP 180g vinyl reissue of the mega rare Mexican-only Luiz Eça album from 1970 in facsimile artwork and remastered sound.  The Brazilian pianist and founder member of Tamba Trio is accompanied here by a large group of top-notch Brazilian musicians including Joyce, Nana Vasdoncelos, Wilson Simonal and Claudio Roditi delivering an outstanding mix of energetic arrangements and delicate vocal harmonies.A samba jazz  masterpiece.Exclusive RSD 2020 release.  DESCRIPTION : Tamba Trio (Helcio Milito, Bebeto Castilho and Luiz Eça) released their first LP in 1962 and quickly became one of the most popular bossa jazz combos out of Brazil.By the mid 60s the band would expand becoming Tamba 4 and Luiz Eça would record his first albums as a leader.  Trained as a classical pianist, Eça's style was a mix of jazz and pop then blended into bossa resulting in a fresh and unique sound that evolved over the years towards an even more eclectic blend."La Nueva Onda del Brasil" was recorded in 1970 by Luiz Eça accompanied here by " La Fa-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded 500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper MRSSS564 12.50

North Sea Radio Orchestra I A Moon The Household Mark LP Red colour vinyl.Limited to 500 copies.A seminal work now available for the first time on vinyl! MOJO "Chamber pop pastoralists make great leap forward...Who knew that what the music of Steve Reich has been crying out for all these years is a Krautrock makeover?"   North Sea Radio Orchestra; born in the alleys and lanes of the City of London, then spreading out across the metropolis, performing shows in churches, concert halls, galleries and festivals, two album releases with glowing reviews and several BBC6 sessions.This is their third album; 'I a moon'.  Written throughout the Autumn and Winter of 2010/2011 by band leader and guitarist Craig Fortnam with a pencil and paper, guitar and piano and recorded 'at various locations in southern England on his laptop', 'I a moon' retains the unique NSRO line-up of strings, woodwind, percussion, guitars, keyboards and voices but with a darker, less pastoral sound, with synth and percussion taking a more prominent role than on their previous two albums.Another departu be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different ex500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper THM001LP 5.05257E+12 12.95

Tito Puente Dance Mania! (Volumes 1 & 2) Poppydisc 2XLP Limited edition 500 pressing in ORANGE colour double vinyl.Some of the hottest numbers in Puente's legendary repertoire beautifully remastered by Mr.Nick Robbins at Sound Mastering..Summer nights in NYC, pre Rock'n' Roll, pre everything, when MAMBO Kings ruled A Nuyorican aristocracy of the beautiful and sexy Spanish Harlem-ites who just went dancing every chance they got...summer nights of the 1950s belonged to Tito Puente....fusing progressive jazz with the hottest dance musics of the time and supreme showmanship, the King Of The Timbales was a combination of pop megastar, cultural don, avant-gardist and so much more.Here we have some of his greatest numbers, sure to cause DANCE MANIA all over again....you know you want to!500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper POPPYLP034 5.05257E+12 19.99

Various Artists You Flexi Thing Vol 6 R-E-P-E-A-T 7" A 4 way coloured double sided flexi disc featuring bands from South Wales and East Anglia.Kikker (Swansea) : 'Prime Time', Vanilla (Swansea) : 'On My Way Home' (remix), The Glitter Shop (Bury St Edmunds) : 'Witch Trial', Standing Like Statues (Cambridge) : 'Fifteen'500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper MBRR154 2.99

Warsaw Pakt Needle Time Munster LP+7" LP + 7" single pack reissued here on vinyl for the first time.Includes insert with extensive liner notes by Mike Stax (Ugly Things Magazine) and individually hand customized record cover.Exclusive RSD 2020 release.  DESCRIPTION : Real high-energy rock'n'roll in its most potent form is best captured live and in the moment.Maximum thrills, minimum frills.In 1977, London's Warsaw Pakt took that premise one step further, recording their album live, straight through, direct to the cutting lathe-no tape master, no overdubs, no mixing.The record was pressed, packed and shipped overnight and was in the record stores the following day.No procrastination.Instant gratification."The idea was to bypass tape and gain a very accurate recording that would be louder and clearer than any other method then available," remembers guitarist Andy Colquhoun.  If the recording method was motivated by an element of gimmickry, no matter, the blazing urgency of the band's performance, combined with a set of edgy, memorable songs makes N-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Heyward, 'What's Wrong With Joy' is a synergy of seeming incompatible components: 500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper MR397 13.99

Winston Reedy & The Inn House Crew Black Pearl Room In The Sky LP Winston Reedy is a renowned Jamaican reggae singer, known for his numerous number one hits as a solo artist and lead singer for top reggae band The Cimarons.Here is a collection of original and classic cover versions of hit songs.He is joined here by The Inn House Crew, consisting of many top flight musicians including Vin Gordon - the legendary trombone player from Studio One and Bob Marley & The Wailers, and numerous other top players.This album is produced by Lewis M who has produced some of the biggest reggae artists, including Gregory Isaacs, Ken Boothe and many more.The vinyl LP comes in a lovely hand silk screen printed jacket.Previously unavailable in any format.Tracks: 1.Baby Love 2.Created By The Father 3.Girl Of My Dreams 4.Wild Fire 5.So In Love 6.Love Is On My Mind 7.You Don't Know 8.Equality & Justice 9.This Love Affair 10.Oh Mama 11.Message 12.Give Love a Try 13.None Shall Escape The Judgement 14.Love Fari 15.Cold As Ice 16.What You Sow 17.Hard Man Fe Dead 18.Lips Of Wine 19.I Won't Let You Go  be myself” section500 Shellshock Shellshock/Proper MBX144LP 11.99

Andy and The Odd Socks Happy Birthday / Remember You're An Odd SockMagic Star 7" Pic Disc Stars of brand new Childrens BBC show Andy and the Band, fronted by celebrity kids’ presenter releases double A sided 7" Pic Disc.   750 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439724287 0194397242874 £7.99

J Hus Big Conspiracy Black Butter x2 LP Vinyl (One Black & One White) with a transparent O card sleeveBrand new album, available as a double, coloured LP Vinyl format.1000 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439733481 0194397334814 £17.50



Jake Bugg Saviours Of The City RCA 7" Vinyl Brand new material taken from forthcoming album.Coloured vinyl.750 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439735557 ? £7.99

Judas Priest British Steel CMG x2 LP Vinyl 40th anniversary release.Double picture disc vinyl in gatefold PVC sleeve.Side A&C are Red/White/Blue marbled.Side B/D are album artwork (razorblade image).One of Judas Priest's most beloved and recognizable albums is celebrating its 40th anniversary.To mark this momentous occasion, the album is being pressed on marbled double vinyl with the album artwork printed on each side.1100 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439719681 1.94397E+11 £24.99

Manic Street Preachers Done & Dusted CMG 12" Vinyl 180gm, 12" Vinyl of a white label originally released in 1984.Includes two remixes each from Chemical Brothers & Ashley Beadle.Warchild charity release.This limited edition 12" is inspired by an original white label issued in 1994 and features remixes by the Chemical Brothers and Ashley Beedle.1300 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439724601 0194397246018 £8.99

Nick Mason See Emily Play / Vegetable Man Legacy 12" Vinyl 12" single with etching on B' side.Pink Floyd drummer reinterpreting a couple of early Pink Floyd songs.Released to coincide with new album released 17th April.From the dynamic drummer heard on everyPinkFloydalbum, Nick Mason's SaucerfulOf Secrets offers the opportunity to experience the group's early body of work in concert, including songs fromThe Piper At The Gates Of DawnandA Saucerful Of Secrets.Alongside guitarists Gary Kemp (of Spandau Ballet), keyboardists Dom Beken and Lee Harris (of Ian Dury and The Blockheads), and longtimePink Floydtouring bassist Guy Pratt, Mason drew rapturous crowds throughout North America and Europe in 2018 and 2019 –including dates at The Roundhouse in London, the historic venue that counted Pink Floyd as its first performance in 1966.Ahead of a dazzling audiovisual release of material from the Roundhouse sets last May, this collectible 12" single features two performances from those sets (including Pink Floyd outtake "Vegetable Man," played for the first time ever on this t be myself” section - and the in1500 Sony Music Cinram 19439723411 0194397234114 £9.99
Primal Scream Loaded CMG 12" Single 30th anniversary release.Features Andy Weatherall 7 min mix, b/w "I'm Losing More Than I'll Ever Have" & "Ramblin Rose (live NYC)".In celebration of the 30th anniversary of the single Loaded by Primal Scream, we are reissuing the original EP for this forthcoming Record Store Day - ahead of further digital campaign around the track later this year.First released in February 1990, the Loaded EP marked the beginning of a new phase of the band's career, orientating them towards the burgeoning acid house scene while still staying true to their traditional rock origins, foreshadowing their era defining album Screamadelica.The Record Store Day reissue – featuring expanded artwork in a gatefold sleeve – also features B-sides I'm Losing More Than I Ever Had, the original track from which Andy Weatherall's Loaded remix was born, as well as a cover version of Ramblin' Rose by the MC5, a live favourite of the band at the time.  We have a very short forecast running on this title – closing this Friday, February 14th.  Tra-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surpris1500 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439734931 0194397349313 £9.99

Tom Grennan This Is The Place Insanity 7" Vinyl Tom Grennan has returned with his soaring new single 'This Is The Place', the first new music since his 2018 Top Five breakthrough debut album, 'Lighting Matches'.  The single has already been added to Radio 1, Radio 2, Radio X and Bauer playlists, and to celebrate his love for RSD, he is releasing it on an exclusive 7" along with the acoustic version.  'This Is The Place' arrives built on a gigantic chorus. Delivered with searing honesty, the track is a lyrically reflective tale of lost love inspired by raw emotion.Tom says: "This song is about finding a place of complete calm and escaping utter chaos and carnage.My happy place, my go to place. Whether it's on my own or with the person I love.The song documents the kind of journey I go on to get there, and one that I would make any time of the day to reach a serene and cleansing state of mind."  An undoubted heavyweight in the live arena, headlining sold-out shows at Brixton Academy and the Royal Albert Hall, Tom has won over thousands of fans on festival st be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different experience.  SILK ROCK  written by Chris A. Cummings (750 Sony Music Sony Music/ Cinram 19439727757 0194397277579 £5.99

Tyler The Creator Cherry Bomb Legacy x2 LP Vinyl Double, Coloured LP Vinyl format of this classic album, in a gatefold sleeve.Previously unreleased on LP Vinyl.Though it was released with almost no advance promotion, Tyler, The Creator's 2015 release Cherry Bomb was anything but unplanned.The fourth album from the Odd Future co-founder remains one of his most ambitious, featuring everything from lush orchestras to hard-driving guitars across its grooves (plus standout guest verses from Kanye West, Lil Wayne, ScHoolboy Q and others).Now, the album Tyler told Billboard was "the music I've always wanted to make" is available on vinyl for the first time1000 Sony Music Cinram 19439735721 0194397357219 19.99
Alpha & Omega meets The Disciples Sacred Art Of Dub volume 1 Mania Dub LP Music Mania and Indica Dubs are proud to present "The Sacred Art Of Dub volume 1" featuring two of the UK Dub top legends and pioneers; Alpha & Omega and The Disciples! This killer album was originally released only on CD format in 1998, and now on vinyl for the first time - over 20 years later + 2 bonus tracks! This album includes the killer 'Prowling Lion' known by everyone across the Dub and sound system scene! Played heavily by all top sound systems! This release will be a one-time limited edition on white colour vinyl for Record Store Day April 2020.500 srd SRD/ Proper MD017 8713748986056 £12,99

Broken Bones Dem Bones Fall Out/Jungle LP Broken Bones' classic 1984 debut album 'Dem Bones' is reissued limited in black & white QUAD (quartered) vinyl.Broken Bones are the seminal UK hardcore punks who influenced an army of thrash-metal bands.They formed in 1983 from the ashes of leading hard-core band, Discharge, in the 'Potteries' area, Stoke-On-Trent.The Discharge twin brothers of Bones (guitar) and Tezz (bass) were joined by Baz (drums) and Nobby (vocals).They first produced two singles, Decapitated and Crucifix, both fast and furious anthems achieving UK indie chart Top 10 entries at around the same time as Metallica's debut.The album 'Dem Bones' was released in 1984, produced by Clay Records' Mike Stone who had also produced Discharge.Along the way, band membership evolved, but always featuring the distinctive guitar of Bones.Tezz later went to the USA, where he played with UK Subs, Ministry, and many others.500 SRD Proper FALLLP028 5013145302811 £9.49

Chet Baker Mr.B. Tidal Waves Music LP Chet Baker (1929 – 1988) was an American jazz trumpeter, actor and vocalist that needs little introduction.Baker earned much attention and critical praise through the 1950s but his well-publicized drug habit also drove his notoriety (he was in and out of jail frequently before enjoying a career resurgence in the late '70s and '80s).Chet's career included collaborations with greats such as Elvis Costello, Charlie Parker and Van Morrison.Mr.Baker was the subject of many books and documentaries throughout the decades and he was even portrayed by Ethan Hawke in the 2015 film Born to Be Blue.  Chet began his musical career singing in a church choir and his mother said that he had begun to memorize tunes on the radio before he was even given his first instrument.Peers called Baker a natural musician to whom playing came effortlessly.In the early 1950s he was chosen by Charlie Parker for a series of West Coast engagements…shortly after this, his song "My Funny Valentine" became a hit and would be associated with Bak be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different experience.  SILK ROCK  written by Chris A. Cummings (SOCAN)  SILK ROCK (Marker Starling version)  Personnel: Joe Carvell - bass Chris A. Cummings - Wurlitzer, Clavinet, Philicorda organ, Moog Voyager, lead vocals Ian Daniel Kehoe - guest vocalist Euan Rodger - drums Andy Whitehead - guitar Victoria Rose Hamblett, Marie Merlet, Aurora Barrett - choir   Recorded at Wilton Way Engineered by Syd Kemp Mixed by Vincent Hivert Mastered by Paul Rannaud  SILK ROCK (Haha Sounds Collective version)  Arranged by Haha Sounds Collective  Personnel: Laetitia Sadier - lead vocals Victoria Rose Hamblett, Cathy Lucas, Silvia Fiore, Anthony Kastelanides, Milan Monk, Arthur Sajas - choir Joel Burton - piano Syd Kemp - bass Alex McKenzie - flute Milan Monk - vibraphone Cedric Monzali - drums Nathan Pigott - percussion, tenor saxophone and alto saxophone 1 Arthur Sajas - guitar Joseph Stone - alto saxophone 2  Recorded at Wilton Way Engineered and mixed by Syd Kemp Mastered by Jason Mitchell   LYRICS  Trying to find a way To tell it all, all, all now Trying to find a way To set it down  Trying to find a way To tell it all, all, all now Trying to find a way To set it down  Spending too much time On the wrong things Spending too much time Getting it wrong  Trying to find a way To tell it all, all, all now Trying to find a way Casting it down  Can I be myself? Can I be myself again? Can I be myself? Can I be myself again? Can I be myself? Can I be myself again? Can I be myself? Can I be myself again?  Spending too much time On the wrong things Spending too much time Getting it wrong  Spending500 SRD Prope TWM56 0752505992549 18.99

Durutti Column Vini Reilly + Womad Live Factory Benelux 2XLP + 7" Factory Benelux presents an expanded double vinyl edition of Vini Reilly, the acclaimed seventh studio album by Manchester ensemble The Durutti Column. Originally released by Factory Records in 1989, just 1000 copies have been pressed in black vinyl (with bonus seven inch in CLEAR vinyl ) for Record Store Day on 18 April 2020.     Produced by Vini Reilly and Stephen Street (The Smiths, Morrissey, Blur), the original working title of the Vini Reilly album was The Durutti Column Sampler.The sleeve itself samples Bob Dylan circa Highway 61 Revisited, showcasing an iconic portrait by Mark Warner.Indeed much about the album flirts with mainstream culture, being a deliberate attempt to position Reilly as a 'pop' artist following his chart-topping collaboration with Morrissey on Viva Hate.This collaboration is further explored on the bonus 7" single, which features rare outtake I Know Very Well How I Got My Note Wrong and exquisite homage For Steven Patrick.    Bonus tracks on this 2020 double-disc remaster include -night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' r750 SRD Proper FBN244 7.09E+11 15.99

Lee 'Scratch' Perry & Daniel Boyle.Feat Max Romeo Horror Zone Upsetter 12" Crystal Clear Lee Perry has teamed up with long time colaborator Daniel Boyle, to create a new Dub album from the multitrack recordings of the sell out 2016 Album from Max Romeo - HORROR ZONE.Usingexclusivly 70's and 80's analogue equipment and Lee's signatuire Black ark sound.The record is presented with a special coloured vinyl, and artwork hand painted by Tel Aviv based cover art painter Ellen G.SRD Proper RLSUPSETTERLP006 5.05E+12 12.99
Loleatta Holloway Cry To Me Tidal Waves Music LP Loleatta Holloway (born in Chicago,1946) was an American R&B-Disco singer known for her massive hit songs such as "Hit and Run", "Love Sensation" and "Relight My Fire", all of which have been sampled extensively worldwide.Billboard magazine ranked her as one of most successful dance artists of all-time.   Holloway first began her career singing gospel music, then in the early 70s, she met her future producer, manager (and husband) Floyd Smith which kick-started her impressive recording career.Shortly after Holloway signed with the Atlanta-based soul music label 'Aware' where she recorded two albums: Loleatta (1973) and Cry to Me (1975).   Later, in the mid 70s she signed with top Philadelphia arranger and producer Norman Harris' Gold Mind/Salsoul Records, where she recorded many more top charting hit singles and launched her career as a disco act.From then on (and until this day) Holloway's songs (which became DJ favorites) were heavily remixed and sampled on a multitude of tracks from renowned acts such as W-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co500 SRD Proper TWM54 0752505992464 18.99

Pale Fountains, The Longshot For Your Love Marina LP New enhanced, remastered vinyl edition of the long-deleted, much sought-after Pale Fountains compilation "Longshot For Your Love" - originally released in 1998 - covering the band's early years from 1982 to 1984."Longshot For Your Love" is a collection of rarities, radio sessions and previously unreleased tracks by Liverpool's second best band ever - fronted by Michael Head ("Our greatest living songwriter" - NME).Seven cuts are released here for the first time ever - incl.the superb John Peel and Old Grey Whistle Test BBC Sessions ('82/'83).The album comes with enhanced artwork - in a beautiful gatefold cover plus inner sleeve feat.lots of unseen band photos and extensive linernotes by former Pale Fountains manager Patrick Moore.500 SRD SRD / Proper MA85 4.02E+12 12.99
Sarathy Korwar Otherland The Leaf Label 12" Otherland' is a companion piece to Sarathy Korwar's celebrated 'More Arriving' album, which drew on the words and experience of the Indian diaspora to powerful effect.The release features two brand new tracks with vocals by London-based poet Zia Ahmed ('Birthright') and Kushal Gaya of Melt Yourself Down ('Juggernaut'), plus remixes by Auntie Flo and Emanative.RSD exclusive pressed on transparent green vinyl, with new artwork which calls attention to the UK's immigration process.500 SRD Proper DOCK 71X 0843190057160 £6.99

Tal Ross Giant Shirley Tidal Waves Music 2XLP Of the numerous musicians who have played along with George Clinton in his Parliament/Funkadelic mob, perhaps the most mysterious of them all would be guitarist Tal (aka 'Tawl') Ross.Next to being one of the original Funkadelics, Ross was a vital force (and responsible for many of the rhythms and chords of the early material) on such early classics as 'Funkadelic', 'Free Your Mind and Your Ass Will Follow', 'Osmium' and 'Maggot Brain'.  Tal Ross left the band in 1971 after a shattering encounter with LSD that made him leave the music scene and his New Jersey home altogether.He went to live in a small town in North Carolina, working and playing acoustic guitar.  Years went by without any word from Ross … until 1995, when out of nowhere he issued his first solo album: Giant Shirley.This was made possible by Aris Wilson and Peter Wetherbee (former label manager of Bill Laswell's Axiom Records) who also enlisted an all-star cast of guest musicians to play on the album (including former P-Funk drummer Jerome 'Bigf be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different experience.  SILK ROCK  written by Chris A. Cummings (SOCAN)  SILK ROCK (Marker Starling version)  Personnel: Joe Carvell - bass Chris A. Cummings - Wurlitzer, Clavinet, Philicorda organ, Moog Voyager, lead vocals Ian Daniel Kehoe - guest vocalist Euan Rodger - drums Andy Whitehead - guitar Victoria Rose Hamblett, Marie Merlet, Aurora Barrett - choir   Recorded at Wilton Way Engineered by Syd Kemp Mixed by Vincent Hivert Mastered by Paul Rannaud  SILK ROCK (Haha Sounds Collective version)  Arranged by Haha Sounds Collective  Personnel: Laetitia Sadier - lead vocals Victoria Rose Hamblett, Cathy Lucas,500 SRD Proper TWM53 0742338383683 20.99

Thelonious Monk Palais Des Beaux-Arts 1963 Tidal Waves Music LP Thelonious Monk (1917 – 1982) was an American jazz pianist and composer who needs little introduction.He had a unique improvisational style and made numerous contributions to the standard jazz repertoire…Monk is the second-most-recorded jazz composer (after Duke Ellington) and received prestigious awards for his career achievements (including a Grammy, a Pulitzer Prize and an induction into the Music Hall of Fame).Thelonious Monk is one of five jazz musicians to have been featured on the cover of Time magazine.Monk was highly regarded by his peers and by critics, but often his music was regarded as too "difficult" for more mainstream acceptance.  Thelonious Monk's compositions/improvisations feature dissonances with complicated melodic twists and are consistent with his unorthodox approach to the piano (which combined a highly percussive attack with abrupt, dramatic use of switched key releases, silences, and hesitations).Monk was known for a distinct look which included suits, hats, and sunglasses.He was als-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J', a song that Hall had started writing about his wife Jeannette almost a decade previously, but only finally came together when Hall presented it to the album's producer Ian Broudie (The Lightning Seeds) as the sessions got under way.Alloyed to a disarmingly beautiful chorus, this ticker-tape flurry of unguarded intimacies might just be the most perfect pop song of an era that wasn't exactly lacking in competition – and although it didn't crack the top 40 at the time, it cemented the affection in which an emerging generation of proficient popsmiths held him: Jarvis Cocker did his own remix of the song and Damon Albarn sang Hall's praises at every opportunity.In commencing the record, 'Forever J' sets the tone for what follows on the remainder of 'Home'.Yes, it's a solo album, but the engine of these performances is a stellar "house" band comprised of Craig Gannon (The Smiths, Aztec Camera, The Bluebells), Les Pattinson (Echo & The Bunnymen) and Chris Sharrock (The Icicle Works, The La's).  This illustrious roll call is one that extends to the songwriters with whom Hall collaborated on the record.Co-written by Nick Heyward, 'What's Wrong With Joy' is a synergy of seeming incompatible components: its life-affirming power pop livery freighting a cargo of self-doubt ("I've got a bag full of promises I can't keep/And a hundred reasons why I don't sleep") and good intentions ("All I wanna do is make your dreams come true") to the affections of anyone who hears it.Andy Partridge steps forward to share the credit on 'Moon On Your Dress" and 'I Drew A Lemon': the latter a rebuke to the man who will never love her the way our lyrical protagonist pledges to; the former a longtime favourite among fans of both Hall and XTC for the sanguine self-deprecations that manage to captures something of both artists' relationship to the world around them.  And, of course, if you have Ian Broudie manning the console, it would be obtuse not to write a song or two together.With a friendship dating back to the early days of The Specials (the young Broudie saw Hall's pre-Specials outfit The Coventry Automatics open for The Clash in 1978) the measure of the pair's chemistry stretches beyond Broudie's production role to encompass two of the album's indisputable highlights.Featuring the unforgettable couplet, "If ifs and ands were pots and pans, you'd be a kitchen", 'You' sees its protagonist trying to persuade his subject to see in him what he sees in her.The other Broudie co-write on 'Home' will need no introduction to most pop fans.'Sense' is the song which gave its name to The Lightning Seeds' second album, giving the group their third top 40 hit in 1992.The version sung here by Hall though benefits from the Sharrock's pugnaciou500 SRD Proper TWM55 0752505992471 18.99

Wake, The Here Comes Everybody Factory Benelux LP + 7" Factory Benelux presents a special 35th anniversary edition of Here Comes Everybody, the highly-regarded second album by Scottish group The Wake, originally released by Factory Records in 1985 Just 800 copies will be made available for Record Store Day on 18 April 2020, pressed in crystal clear vinyl with a bonus 7-inch single + digital copy.The Wake formed in Glasgow in 1981 after singer/guitarist Caesar left Altered Images.Joining Factory the following year, the group toured with New Order and released popular mini-album Harmony.Trailed by sprightly single Talk About the Past in 1984, second album Here Comes Everybody was eventually recorded as a trio, combining dreampop melodies and wistful lyricism typified by standout track O Pamela (later interpreted by artful French new wave covers project Nouvelle Vague).Newly re-mastered for this special 35th anniversary edition, the original 8 track album is now augmented by companion singles Talk About the Past and Of the Matter, pressed on a bonus 7-inch single in be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second v500 SRD SRD /Proper FBN35 7.09E+11 13.99
Warmduscher European Cowboy The Leaf Label 12" 12" collecting Warmdusher remixes featuring a brand new Soulwax remix of 'Midnight Dipper', plus a wonky house rework of 'Disco Peanuts' by Decius, and Savage Gary's filthy take on 'I Got Friends'.Legitimate bangers.First time on vinyl.500 SRD Proper DOCK 69 0843190056965 £6.99

Alpha & Omega meets The Disciples Sacred Art Of Dub volume 2 Mania Dub LP Music Mania and Indica Dubs are proud to present "The Sacred Art Of Dub volume 2" featuring two of the UK Dub top legends and pioneers; Alpha & Omega and The Disciples! This killer album was originally released only on CD format in 1998, and now on vinyl for the first time - over 20 years later + 2 bonus tracks! This album includes the killer ‘Roaring Lion’ known by everyone across the Dub and sound system scene! Played heavily by all top sound systems! This release will be a one-time limited edition on white colour vinyl for Record Store Day April 2020.500 srd News Distribution MD018 ############ £12,99

Marcus Upbeat, Laurel Aitken The Sixty Year Celebration Single 1960 | 2020 The Blue Beat Label 7" The Blue Beat Label celebrates 60 years during 2020.A very special release on 7" Vinyl for Record Store Day 2020, featuring a double A side with an exclusive Record Store Day 2020 track "Blue Beat Is Back in Town" by Marcus Upbeat and the very first A side ever released on the Blue Beat Label "Boogie Rock" by Laurel Aitken.This is an exclusive release for Record Store Day 2020 on a very special anniversary year for The Blue Beat Label.Marcus Upbeat said "I really look forward to The Blue Beat Label releasing this exclusive celebration track for Record Store Day this year alongside the first ever single released on The Blue Beat Label Boogie Rock by Laurel Aitken.A very unique and special double A side 7" vinyl release for Record Store Day 2020." 1,000 The Blue Beat Label Active Media Sales and Distribution Ltd./ Universal Music Operations Limited.BB202060 6.34E+11 £5.45
Al Green Green Is Blues Fat Possum 12" Al Green's first record for Hi Records, celebrating it's 50th anniversary.Tip-on Jacket, 180 gram vinyl, insert with liner notes.Split green & blue vinyl500 The Orchard Proper TBC 7.68E+11 TBC

Damien Jurado Birds Tricked Into The Trees / From Devils To DavisLoose 7" Limited edition light blue coloured 7" vinyl featuring new single 'Birds Tricked Into The Trees', along with brand new song 'From Devils To Davis' on the b-side, exclusive to this RSD release.200 The Orchard Proper VJS131RSD 5.03E+12 £4.99

Dave Davies Rock Bottom: Live at the Bottom Line (Remastered 20th Anniversary Limited Edition, Red & Silver 2LP)Green Amp Records / Red River Entertainment12" 2LP, 180g, one red disc & one silver disc DAVE DAVIES ROCK BOTTOM: LIVE AT THE BOTTOM LINE (20TH ANNIVERSARY LIMITED EDITION 2LP) Record Store Day EXCLUSIVE   20th Anniversary Limited Edition Double 180g Disc Silver & Translucent Red Vinyl   Dave Davies live & on fire at New York's Bottom Line in 1997, playing all the classics from The Kinks and more!    "She's Got Everything" "Beautiful Delilah" "Tired of Waiting" "Picture Book" "Death of a Clown"  the eighties classic "Living on a Thin Line"  "Look Through Any Doorway" from the final days of the band in the early nineties & more!   LP package includes never before seen photos from the live show.1000 for UK & EUThe Orchard Proper RRELP047 8.19E+11 £14.49

David Keenan Alchemy & Prose: Live Recordings Rubyworks 12" A collection of previously unreleased recordings from David Keenan.The songs are drawn from a series of live performances including live in studio, solo live acoustic and live full band performances from his show at The Olympia Theatre, Dublin in January 2020.500 The Orchard Proper TBC TBC £9.99

Ezra Collective Samuel L. Riddim / Dark Side Riddim Enter The Jungle 12" "Ezra Collective are proud to present the Samuel L.Riddim on a vinyl pressing for the first time [you'll have heard it under another name digitally before…] It's partnered with a brand new funk groove, "Dark Side Riddim""- a conclusion to the battle between good and evil? You'll have to listen to find out….  This limited edition Record Store Day package will take you on as many twists and turns as the music itself - expect the unexpected.Expect something super special, expect vinyl colours colliding, expect sleeve notes to end all sleeve notes - expect nothing you've seen or heard before."700 The Orchard Proper ETJ008 TBD TBC

Guided By Voices Hold On Hope TVT 10" EP 20th anniversary reissue of 2000 EP, pressed on ultra clear translucent 10" vinyl500 The Orchard Proper TV19871 0016581198715 £10.99

OST: Ennio Morricone Peur Sur La Ville Wewantsounds Deluxe Gatefold 2 LP edition ENNIO MORRICONE'S SUPERB 1975 SOUNDTRACK FOR FRENCH FILM "PEUR SUR LA VILLE," REISSUED FOR THE FIRST TIME ON DOUBLE VINYL INCLUDING A 2ND LP WORTH OF BONUSES WHICH HAVE NEVER BEEN OUT ON VINYL INCLUDING TWO COMPLETELY UNRELEASED TRACKS.THIS EDITION APPROVED BY ENNIO MORRICONE IS REMASTERED FROM THE ORIGINAL TAPES AND FEATURES LINER NOTES BY FELLOW MUSICIANS AND MORRICONE ADMIRERS AM AND JB DUNCKEL (AIR).GATEFOLD SLEEVE DESIGNED BY ERIC ADRIAN LEE.500 The Orchard Proper WWSLP28 3.70E+12 £16.30

Paranoid London Paranoid London Paranoid London RecordsLP From the ashes of a devastated vinyl industry 10 years ago Paranoid London Records & Paranoid London the band emerged & immediately began bucking the trend in falling vinyl sales. With zero promotion, no interviews, no photos & no downloads, their line in stripped down, dirty, sleazy tracks made directly for dancers & DJs caught the imagination of a scene bored shitless of the way things were. The records started to become instant modern classics, going for silly money on sites like Discogs. They would sell out before they even hit the shops leading to frenzied pre-orders & people squabbling over the few copies that made it on to the racks.  Here we have the first album on ltd edition yellow vinyl for record store day, containing repetitive, machine bass music, for DJs to play loud & dancers to freak to. Featuring vocals from Mutado Pintado (NYC), Paris Brightledge (Chicago) & DJ Genesis (Detroit).  300 The Orchard Proper PDONLP001X 1.94E+11 15.99

Peter Bruntnell Normal For Bridgwater Loose 12" 500 The Orchard Proper VJLP256RSD 5.03E+12 12.49

Pinkfong Baby Shark SmartStudy Co, Distributed by Relentless Records7" Baby Shark has been a culture zeitgeist moment of the last 12 months and we want to mark its momentus impact on culture with another special release on vinyl Will include 4 tracks (2 new tracks) / on a 7 " picture disc: 1.Original Baby Shark    2.Baby Shark (Jauz Remix)    3.Baby Shark (8 Bit)    4.The Baby Mermaid Shark"500 The Orchard Proper RSDBSPD02 1.94E+11 8.99

Skyzoo & Pete Rock Retropolitan Instrumentals Mello Music Group LP Never before released instrumental version of the critically aclaimed "Retropolitan" album.Vinyl LP on orange w/ intense white splatter)   350gsm jacket, glass finish, mmg discobag inner sleeve500 The Orchard Proper MMG00134INS1 8.44E+11 12.99

The The I WANT 2 B U Cineola 7" I WANT 2 B U' and 'Velvet Muscle Scream' are taken from the forthcoming feature film Muscle, the critically acclaimed new film by Gerard Johnson which recently premiered at the London Film Festival.Lead actor Cavan Clerkin picked up the best actor award at the prestigious Tallinn Film Festival in November 2019.'I WANT 2 B U' is the first song Matt Johnson has written and recorded using the quirky Omnichord instrument since 1983's 'This Is The Day'.  'I WANT 2 B U' is the first song Matt Johnson has written and recorded using the quirky Omnichord instrument since 1983's 'This Is The Day'.  The single features artwork by Matt's late brother Andy Dog who also designed all of the early THE THE single and album sleeves.  This is the first single THE THE have released since 2017's 'We Can't Stop What's Coming', which proved to be one of the big successes of RSD17.1500 The Orchard The Orchard CINEOLA102 TBC £5.50

Tom Tom Club Genius Of Live 2020 Nacional Records LP The 2020 vinyl debut of the classic live 2002 recording Live at The Clubhouse.   The new LP features 7 tracks from that performance along with a bonus re-mix from Money Mark on the timeless smash hit “Genius of Love”.  Pressed on yellow colored vinyl with new artwork created by Chris and Tina.   Album cover features vintage street shot of Tina with hip-hop pioneer Grandmaster Flash. The set is released exclusively for Record Store Day 2020 in conjunction with the autobiography of band leader Chris Frantz’s book “Remain in Love” on May 12 from St. Martin’s Press.  Side A: 1. “Genuis Of Love” 2. “Wordy Rappinghood” 3. “As Above So Below” 4. “Punk Lolita” Side B: 1. “Time To Bounce” 2. “Who Feelin' It” 3. “Suboceana” 4. “Genius Of Love (Money Mark Remix)”500 The Orchard Proper TBD TBD £11.99

Flawes Highlights Red Bull Records 12" First release of debut album by Flawes on vinyl.Album being released digitally and on CD on 31st January.This will come as an exclusive splatter vinyl and include a download code.Soaring indie-pop trio Flawes are set to release their debut album on vinyl for the first time for RSD this year.It's been an exciting 3 years for the London based band, having bolted before there was even a block to do so from, they were picked up by Radio 1 before ever having performed live.After the two years of incessant touring that followed (including shows with Ella Eyre, Maximo Park Francis and the lights, Chloe Howl and Safia), the band took a step back, re calibrated, and crafted the sound that would go on to define them. The debut album 'Highlights' which will be released on 31st January is the musical embodiment of the band's sonic evolution over the years.The result is a collection of the very best of their bolder, sleeker and defiantly uplifting sound, tailor-made for both dancefloors and festival fields.Having just com-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best 500 The Orchard Proper TBC TBC TBC

Bamboos, The Twenty Years 2000-2020 Tru Thoughts x2 gatefold 7" To celebrate 20 years of the Australian funk and soul band, The Bamboos present a collection of their most loved tracks on dinked black 7" vinyl in a full colour double gatefold sleeve.Featuring tracks from 'Rawville' (2007) and '4' (2010), this limited release is an essential item to any fan collection.360 Tru Thoughts Proper TRU7393 5060609662349 £10.99

Moonchild The Truth (DJ Jazzy Jeff & James Poyser Remix)" / "Run Away (Eric Lau & Kaidi Tatham Remix)Tru Thoughts 7" Exclusively for Record Store Day, Moonchild release remixes from DJ Jazzy Jeff & James Poyser and Eric Lau & Kaidi Tatham on red hot/blue splatter vinyl for the first time.Reworking Voyager's "Run Away", acclaimed producer Eric Lau and the remarkable Kaidi Tatham (Bugz in the Attic, The Herbaliser) blend the laidback '80s electronica of the original with their unique character and rhythm to draw out a carefree groove that scintillates with plucky guitar licks.Putting their spin on the Please Rewind classic, prolific DJ and Will Smith's Fresh Prince partner Jazzy Jeff and legendary producer, The Roots member and deft keys-player James Poyser, take on "The Truth" - carving silvery keys through a laid-back groove to create a smooth, future jazz vibe.500 Tru Thoughts Proper TRU7392 5.06061E+12 £7.99

Anoushka Shankar Love Letters Mercury KX 1LP Love Letters is the brand new debut Mercury KX release from six-time Grammy Award-nominated sitarist, composer and producer Anoushka Shankar.Pressed on vinyl for the first time this Record Store Day, this EP documents a time of profound flux for Anoushka: health issues, heartbreak and domestic upheaval. Collaborating with almost exclusively female peers, this album features a host of trail-blazing women including singer and co-producer Alev Lenz, twin sister duo Ibeyi, singer and cellist Ayanna Witter-Johnson, renowned Indian singer Shilpa Rao, Brooklyn-based mastering engineer Heba Kadry (Björk, Slowdive) and British audio mastering engineer Mandy Parnell (Aphex Twin, The XX) with artwork by Azeema Nur.400 Universal SonyDADC 0602508516153

Bastille All This Bad Blood VEMI 2LP This Bastille RSD exclusive is the first time ever the repack of the band's triple platinum No.1 debut Bad Blood has been made available on vinyl.Released in the Autumn of 2014 around the time of the band's second No.2 single Of The Night the repack known as All This Bad Blood is now on released on vinyl to support RSD 2020 and includes all bonus tracks featured on the CD edition of the album. 1000 Universal Sony DADC 8552780 6025085527800 20.50

Big Moon, The Record Store Day Exclusive / Live To Vinyl Fiction Records 12" The Big Moon are the Official Ambassadors for Record Store Day UK 2020. The band will be recording 3 tracks live to vinyl at Metropolis Studios on 5th March, to an audience of fans and media.   The recording will be released exclusively for Record Store Day UK 2020. 650 Universal SonyDADC SHREDS18 0602508864117 £9.00

Bob Marley Redemption Song UMC 12" Clear colour 40th Anniversary of 'Redemption Song' - Recreation of the original Limited Edition U.K.12".To be released outside the U.K.for the first time - B-side features the rare "Band Version" of the song, and a live "Sheriff" from the 1977 Rainbow Theatre concert, both unavailable on vinyl since 1980 - Clear colour vinyl1250 Universal SonyDADC 217421 0602508668937

Brian Eno Rams: Original Soundtrack Album UMC/UMC 1LP White Vinyl Brian Eno – 'Rams: Original Soundtrack Album'.The complete original soundtrack to Brian Eno's score for 'Rams' - Gary Hustwit's 2018 documentary portrait of legendary German industrial designer, Dieter Rams.This Record Store Day exclusive comes with full colour inner and outer sleeves, contains 11 unreleased instrumentals and is pressed on heavyweight white vinyl with download code. 1500 Universal Sony DADC 855249 0602508552496 £14.00

Cat Stevens But I Might Die Tonight UMC / Island 7" Single - light blue Coming this Record Store Day 2020 is a light blue 7″ single of Cat Stevens song But I Might Die Tonight featured on the album Tea For The Tillerman.   Pressed on vinyl for the first time ever, Side A will feature the original version of But I Might Die Tonight written for the film Deep End, which starred Jane Asher and is something of a UK cult classic.  600 Universal Sony DADC 824183 0602508241833 £8.00

Charlatans, The Live It Like You Love It UMC/Island 2LP Transparent Orange In the summer of 2001 The Charlatans embarked on a huge tour of the UK and North America, the penultimate live show in December that same year would be a grand homecoming to the Manchester Evening News Arena "This is a fine old place! Let's do the show right here!" proclaimed Tim Burgess to the 21,000 strong crowd! A set list with such enduring songs as 'Love Is The Key', 'One To Another', 'North Country Boy' and Manchester staples 'Weirdo' and 'Sproston Green' just go to show that this is more than a set-list it's a scrapbook of memories and rock 'n' roll preservation.The blood of a band that means so much to so many.Released for the very first time on double gatefold 180g coloured vinyl this very special package comes loaded with a set of original Tom Sheehan live archive photographs beautifully restored as individual art prints to cherish.Complete with SoV Download code.1350 Universal Sony DADC 860141 0602508601415 £21.50

Charlie Parker
Jazz At Midnight: Live at the Howard Theatre UMe/Blue Note 1 LP color

Stunning performances recorded live at the Howard Theater, Washington, D.C., March 8, 1953- and October 18, 1952 Previously released as part of a larger collection and only on CD in 2000.All cuts available as a standalone album for the first time.All cuts available on vinyl for the first time.Features stellar band members Max Roach, Charlie Byrd, Zoot Sims and more.Includes original liner notes by the producer Bill Potts500 Universal SonyDADC 0602508669033
Chemical Brothers, The Surrender VEMI 12" Following their sold out UK arena tour, the release of their double Grammy winning album 'No Geography' and the 20th Anniversary of their Seminal 1999 album Surrender, The Chemical Brothers are releasing a very special vinyl product exclusively for Record Store Day 2020.  The limited edition 180g 12 inch will contain two tracks never before released on vinyl. The first is 'Surrender To Love' is a brand new and unreleased mix by Australian electronic pioneers The Avalanches featuring tracks from Surrender + the brand new remix of their 1999 classic 'Out Of Control'. Artwork is derived from a brand new screen print of the original 'Out Of Control' single art created by original Surrender artwork designer Kate Gibb art.  Side A Surrender To Love – A Mix By The Avalanches  Side B Out Of Control – The Avalanches Surrender To Love Mix 1600 Universal Sony DADC 8599270 6025085992700



Christine and the Queens La Vita Nuova: Sequences 2 et 3 Because Music 2 x 7” 2 brand new songs by Christine and the Queens and 2 exclusive piano+vocals versions recorded by the artist for the Record Store Day . Special 7'' sized gatefold with 2 black 7'' , inner sleeves 800 Universal SonyDADC BEC5650756 5060686507564 £9

Christy Moore Prosperous Tara Music (division of Universal Music Ireland)LP
Prosperous was originally released in 1972, and was the first release on the iconic Irish music label 'Tara Music', which was also home to early Clannad records, Planxty, Moving Hearts & Stockton's Wing amongst many other Irish folk & traditional music artists.The line-up on this classic Christy Moore folk record included Liam O' Flynn, Andy Irvine & Donal Lunny, who later went on to become the revered, Planxty.Prosperous was named after the town & house in County Kildare, Ireland where it was recorded.The house also features on the front cover, where Christy and co.are on the door step.The album has been out of print for nearly 40 years & will be remastered from the original master tapes and released on 180G coloured vinyl.

1,000 Universal Universal TBC TBC TBC
Cinematic Orchestra with the London Metropolitan Orchestra, TheThe Crimson Wing - Mystery of The Flamingoes - Coloured VinylDisney 2LP Pink Vinyl Released for the first time on vinyl – The Crimson Wing – Mystery of The Flamingos by the Cinematic Orchestra.Originally released in 2009 on CD and download, Record Store Day will see the soundtrack issued for the first time on 2LP coloured vinyl - pink! The soundtrack accompanied The Crimson Wing: Mystery of the Flamingos a 2008 British-American nature documentary that explored the massive gathering of lesser flamingos in Tanzania.It was the very first movie released under the Disneynature label.In what may have seemed an unusual move at the time the producers of the film wanted to find a popular artist they liked and combine them with the truly striking imagery the film would produce.This led them to the critically acclaimed British jazz-electronic group Cinematic Orchestra who would go on to compose and perform the soundtrack.Produced by The Cinematic Orchestra and Steve McLaughlin with score orchestration by Teese Gohl it was performed at Air Lyndhurst by The Cinematic Orchestra and the London Metropolita-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, promising clear skies ever closer.that conundrum, it sounds like a weight has been lifted from Hall.Like a code has finally been cracked.Somehow emblematic of that process is the album's lead single 'Forever J650 Universal Sony DADC D003379401 0050087443269 £18.00

Cure, The Bloodflowers UMC/Polydor 2LP Pic Disc Bloodflowers - First time on Picture Disc for this 20th Anniversary - RSD 2020 Exclusive, Grammy Nominated 2LP set featuring 10 tracks - Contains a Download Card2500 Universal Sony DADC 847972 0602508479724' £18.00

Cure, The Seventeen Seconds UMC/Polydor 1LP Picture Disc Seventeen Seconds - First time on Picture Disc for this 40th Anniversary - RSD 2020 Exclusive, Features the single "A Forest".Contains a Download Card2500 Universal Sony DADC 847975 0602508479755 £16.00

Davy Graham The Holly Kaleidoscope Decca LP Davy Graham was one of the leading pioneers of the acoustic guitar who invented and developed many techniques for the instrument including chord progressions and open tunings (most famously for DADGAD).He also inspired many leading musicians including Bert Jansch, Martin Carthy, John Martyn, Paul Simon and Jimmy Page.The Holly Kaleidoscope was Graham's final LP for Decca and he was accompanied by his then wife, American singer Holly Gwyn, who sang vocals on a few of the tracks.The fourteen tracks on the LP contains five Graham originals plus a mixture of rearranged popular songs.This RSD 2020 LP reissue comes with additional liner notes and rare photos on the LP inner bag.Pure analogue remastered directly from the original tapes and pressed on "Kaleidoscope/paddled" effect coloured vinyl.First time reissue on LP since the original release in 1970, 50 years ago. 700 Universal Sony DADC 854475 0602508544750 15.00

Denzel Curry Bulls On Parade / I Against I Loma Vista Recordings 7" (double A side) This double A-side 7" features two unexpected but completely riveting takes of classic alternative rock songs by legendary artists Rage Against The Machine (Bulls On Parade) and Bad Brains (I Against I).  Both covers hand selected by Denzel Curry himself to perform during special session opportunities in 2019. The first, Bulls On Parade, was for Triple J's (Australian radio) ongoing series "Like A Version" and the 2nd "I Against I" was performed with members of Bad Brains for a Spotify Singles session.  This is the first time either amazing cover has had a physical pressing.  500 Universal SonyDADC LVR01041 0888072161900 £4.50

Dermot Kennedy Without Fear Island Records LP Pic Disc To Celebrate Dermot Kennedy's debut number one album 'Without Fear' we will be releasing a special limited editon picture disc.1500 Universal Sony DADC 863530 0602508635304 £12.50

Glass Animals Tokyo Drifting Wolf Tone 12" "Tokyo Drifting' is a collaboration between Denzel Curry and Glass Animals.On making 'Toyko Drifitng', Dave Bayley says - "The first thing Denzel said to me about the track was "this is fire.Then he said, " Is this you flexin'?"and I said "Yeh...it is...sort of.It's an ironic internal flex - me as a narrator describing/taking the piss out of an extreme alterego version of myself; a version of me that can do things that I'm uncomfortable doing.Wavey Davey is my fucked-up Sasha Fierce; he's a geezer, a streetfighter, he can dance, he parties hard, he's spontaneous.He can take hits and be told he is shit and not care because he's confident.He can fight everything the world throws at him."Released digitally in 2019, this 12"" picture disc will be the only physical version of 'Tokyo Drifting' available. A-side: Tokyo DriftingB-side: Instrumental + suprise..." 500 Universal Universal 860838 0602508608384

Gorgan City Realm VEMI 12" EP Acclaimed UK house due Gorgon City are set to release a limited edition 12 inch vinyl 4 track REALM EP exclusively for Record Store Day 2020. The 180g heavyweight black vinyl will include 4 dancefloor ready tracks (never-before-released-on-vinyl) from Gorgon City's club focused REALM imprint, including latest release 'Roped In', REALM fan classics, 'Elizabeth Street' and 'Grooves On The Vinyl', as well as a brand new previously unreleased track exclusive to Record Store Day called 'Trapdoor'.Each product from this limited edition run will be uniquely numbered. Side A  01_Trapdoor 6.13  02_Grooves On The Vinyl 6.33     Side B  01_Roped In 6.32  02_Elizabeth Street 5.41500 Universal Sony DADC 8485200 6.02508E+12

Inhaler We Have To Move On / Ice Cream Sundae Polydor 7"
Tipped at #5 in the BBC Sound Of 2020 Sound Poll, Dublin band Inhaler release their first 4 singles on vinyl for the first time on Record Store Day. Current single We Have To Move On is released as a double A side 7” with previous single Ice Cream Sundae. The RSD pressings are highly limited.

1000 Universal Sony DADC 8671200 0602508671203 TBC

Inhaler It Won't Always Be Like This Polydor 7"
Tipped at #5 in the BBC Sound Of 2020 Sound Poll, Dublin band Inhaler release their first 4 singles on vinyl for the first time on Record Store Day. First single It Won’t Always Be Like This is released on 7” b/w Oklahoma (Late Night Version). The RSD pressings are highly limited.

1,000 Universal Sony DADC 868699 0602508686993 TBC

Inhaler My Honest Face Polydor 10"
Tipped at #5 in the BBC Sound Of 2020 Sound Poll, Dublin band Inhaler release their first 4 singles on vinyl for the first time on Record Store Day. My Honest Face is released on special 10” b/w There’s No Other Place. The RSD pressings are highly limited.

1000 Universal Sony DADC 868698 0602508686986 TBC
Jamie Lawson Last Night Stars Lookout Mountain Records1LP Last Night Stars is the debut album release from 2003 for singer songwriter Jamie Lawson.This album has had cumulative streams of over 5 million and contains several fan favourite songs but has never before been released on vinyl.Full lyrics and liner notes available for the first time.Jamie came into prominence in 2015 when he was the first signing to Ed Sheeran's label and had a worldwide hit with 'Wasn't Expecting That' and a No.1 album in 15 countries500 Universal Sony DADC LOOKLP22 5.0373E+12 14.42

Jenny Lee I'm So Tired / Some Things Last A Longtime Caroline 12" New single by Jenny Lee of Warpaint 500 Universal Sony DADC 867998 0602508679988 £7.99

John Lennon Instant Karma! (2020 Ultimate Mixes) USM Black 7" Single Written, recorded and released in just 10 days in January 1970, Instant Karma! was to become one of John Lennon's biggest and most popular singles reaching #5 in the UK and #2 in the USA.Featuring George Harrison alongside bassist Klaus Voorman, drummer Alan White and keyboard player Billy Preston; this was the first time any Beatle had collaborated with legendary producer Phil Spector, who would later that same year work on The Beatles' final album, Let It Be as well as solo albums from John (Plastic Ono Band) and George (All Things Must Pass).Audio is newly mixed from the original multi-tracks and artwork is a faithful reproduction of the original UK sleeve.Universal Sony DADC 877871 0602508778711
Keane Night Train UMC/Island 1LP - Orange vinyl Originally released in May 2010, Night Train is an 8 track EP which debuted at #1 in the UK charts.2020 marks the 10th anniversary and this will the first time it has been made available on vinyl.This Record Store Day release features two additional bonus tracks - See You Again, which features K'NAAN and a Work In Progress version of Stop For A Minute.It will be pressed on 180 gram transparent orange vinyl and features a digital download card.750 Universal Sony DADC 850595 0602508505959 £14.00

Keith Cross & Peter Ross Bored Civilians Decca LP A 1972 British-Prog-Rock gem, inspired by the US West-Coast sound, which the original vinyl release has become a highly collectable LP.The band has been described as 'The British Eagles' in the past and the line-up included Nick Lowe (Brinsleys), BJ Cole (Procol Harum, John Cale, Robert Plant, David Gilmore, Cat Stevens, Rafferty, etc), along with other great musicians.Bored Civilians is a slightly mysterious story, where both Cross and Ross disappeared from the scene soon afterwards but the legacy of the album keeps their names high in the collector's market.First time official reissue on LP, pure analogue remastered from the original tapes, this RSD 2020 exclusive comes with additional liner notes and rare photos from the Decca archives on the inner LP bag too.700 Universal Sony DADC 854477 0602508544774 15.00

Kip Moore Slowheart / Underground Snakefarm Records 1x12" & 1x10" This double disc re-issue sees Moore's 2017 album, 'Slowheart', pressed onto 12" UK vinyl for the first time, coupled together with his 'Underground' EP, included here on 10" vinyl. Available digitally from October 2016, 'Underground' – two new studio tracks, three live recordings – was a toast to a fan-base hungry for more music… "Everywhere we go, the fans keep asking for the recordings of these underground songs that they've been hearing for the last few years," said Kip at the time."I simply made this EP for the true fans." Since his 'Up All Night' debut in 2012, the Georgia native has built a special relationship with his following, engaging on a one-to-one level.Perhaps because of his own story, with its share of cold-water apartments in tough neighbourhoods, plus relationships lost in pursuit of the song-writing dream ('Slowheart' closer, 'Guitar Man', paints the picture memorably), he's always kept his feet tight to the turf, and it's an approach that makes the live performances consistently special –-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funnier songwriter than remembered.  What runs right through Aldred's work, however, is a yearning – a much tested faith in romance – so no wonder that the album ends on its most optimistic notes, at the darkest point of winter nestled in the West Yorkshire valleys, p500 Universal Sony DADC SNAKE733560 0602577335600 £16.00

Klaxons Surfing the Void UMC/Polydor 2LP – Orange Vinyl Orange vinyl re-issue to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of The Klaxons second album, Surfing The Void, This not been on vinyl since first pressed in 2010, this reissue will feature the 10 album tracks plus 3 bonus songs (originally Japanese bonus tracks) never been on LP before750 Universal Sony DADC 850904 602508509049 £18.00

Linton Kwesi Johnson Bass Culture / LKJ In Dub UMC/Island 2LP - Green/Red vinyl 40th anniversary 2-LP edition of 'dub poet' Linton Kwesi Johnson's classic 1980 album, released on Island Records, with additional LP – 'LKJ in Dub', featuring dub versions of tracks from Bass Culture and previous studio LP 'Forces Of Victory'.  Produced by Linton Kwesi Johnson and the legendary Dennis Bovell ('Blackbeard'), the album is a fierce, politically-charged view of Britain at the time.The music however is both highly accessible and experimental, going beyond traditional reggae arrangements to include free jazz and avant-garde elements.Remastered at Abbey Road, released on heavyweight coloured vinyl:  GREEN for Bass Culture / RED for LKJ In Dub.Features expanded artwork in a bespoke gatefold sleeve.Both albums out of print on vinyl for years.Includes download card.1000 Universal Sony DADC 844840 0602508448409 £18.00

Mac Demarco Other Here Comes the Cowboy Demos Macs Record Label LP These are recordings from the Here Comes The Cowboy sessions that did not make the album.Purple vinyl.  This will physically be a RSD exclusive, with eventual release to all DSPs, exact date to be confirmed.750 Universal Sony DADC 2812122323 0842812122323 £14.50

Marika Hackman Any Human Friend VEMI 10" Any Human Friend is a four-track EP with acoustic reworkings of tracks from Marika’s third studio album. Released on vinyl for the very first time this Record Store Day, it features the tracks ‘Blow’, ‘The One’, ‘I’m Not Where You Are’, and ‘Hand Solo’. 800 Universal Sony DADC 8577560 6.02509E+12

Meatloaf Bat Out Of Hell II: Back Into Hell UMC / Virgin EMI 2LP Pic Disc Roaring Harleys, screeching vocals and 14 million copies sold worldwide – Bat Out of Hell II: Back into Hell is a certified opus of rock opera whose demonic technicolour is fully realised in this double picture disc vinyl that makes full use of sci-fi/fantasy artist Michael Whelan's iconic artwork.Coming 16 years after the release of the multiplatinum Bat out of Hell, Back into Hell doubles down on the humour and theatricality of Meat's debut making it a worthy successor.The songs are once again written by Jim Steinman and the album features the same cast from the original: keyboardist Roy Bittan and drummer Kenny Aronoff, with vocal support by Ellen Foley, Kasim Sultan and Todd Rundgren.Originally released in September 1993, the album went number 1 in the United States, United Kingdom and Australia with single "I'd Do Anything for Love (But I Won't Do That)" reaching number 1 in 28 countries1000 Universal Sony DADC 846203 0602508462030 £18.00

Mellow Candle Swaddling Songs Deram/Decca LP Swaddling Songs is a 1972 album released by the Irish progressive folk rock band Mellow Candle.It was the band's only studio album and it has become a much-respected and collected record over the decades, with original mint copies of the LP exchanging hands for high sums.The intricate arrangements and vocal harmonies have made it into a classic of its genre and this RSD exclusive vinyl edition comes with additional liner notes and rare photos printed on the LP inner bag.Pure analogue remastered directly from the original tapes for RSD 2020.180grm white coloured vinyl and in the original gatefold sleeve format.700 Universal Sony DADC 854470 0602508544705 15.00

Melt Yourself Down Born In The Manor Decca Records 7" A limited edition 7" from the jazz-influenced party-punk band Melt Yourself Down.Featuring their upcoming single 'Born In The Manor' and the IDLES remix of their single 'It Is What It Is'500 Universal Sony DADC 865585 0602508655852 £6.99

Metronomy Metronomy Forever Remixes Because Music 12" Best remixes from the current Metronomy Forever campaign onto a 12" including Idles take on Wedding Bells, the Bristol band's first official remix created for another artist.  Dubbed the 'Til Dev Do Us Party Remix', Idles' reinvention of 'Wedding Bells' came from the long-running mutual respect that Metronomy and IDLES share.The original's driving bass is pushed to a pulsating new peak, while the distortion layered on Joe Mount's vocals increase the track's tension.The result is manic, energising and surprisingly uplifting.  Next up is Michael Mayer's What IZ Love remix of 'Insecurity' where we see the co-owner of the Kompakt label reinvent the original track as a sprawling 8-minute techno exploration.  Then we have interdisciplinary audio-visual artist Anna Lann who applies some audacious experimentation to her remix of Salted Caramel Ice Cream.Mount's topline is twisted beyond all recognition and layered with skittering beats and foreboding vibes, making for a waking nightmare.  Hotly-tipped Domino artist, -night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics' - but surprises reveal themselves.'All I Want' and 'Herd Runners' candidly examine Aldred's sexuality, whilst the seldom heard b-side 'Bad Crowd' reveals Aldred to be a much funni500 Universal SonyDADC BEC5650681 5.06069E+12 TBC - CHRIS?

Metronomy & Clara Luciani La Baie / La Grenade Because Music 7" White Numbered & coloured 7" edition. It all started with French songwriter Clara Luciana’s first record ‘Sainte-Victoire’ (now platinum) which included a cover adapted in French of her favourite Metronomy song 'The Bay'.  She then met Metronomy in Paris, shared artistic visions and eventually decided to conceive this joint 7’’ project which includes her cover of ‘The Bay’ & Metronomy’s take on her own track ‘La Grenade’. Joseph Mount & Clara Luciani imagined & created together the 7’’ artwork" 500 Universal SonyDADC BEC5650680 5.06069E+12 £4

Midland Live at the Palomino Big Machine UK LP Last year, modern traditionalists Midland revived the legendary Palomino back to life for an exclusive gig, paying homage to the country greats of yester year. The Grammy-nominated trio recorded their set in front of fans, media and industry insiders who crowded into the iconic honky-tonk venue and the buzz of the one-night-only event sparked a new album.  Their critically-acclaimed show is available here for the first time in full as a RSD exclusive. . 500 Universal Sony DADC TBC TBC TBC

MJ Cole Madrugada Remixes Classics & Jazz UK LP
On clear single 12 inch, clear sleeve, MJ Cole releases the 4 remixes of his forthcoming album 'Madrugada'.Current heavyweights across global dance genres, Shanti Celeste, Max Cooper, Model Man and MJ Cole himself lend their identities to the neo classical ambient originals bringing a new dimension to the mystical Madrugada.

500 Universal SonyDADC

Ocean Colour Scene One From The Modern UMC/Island 2LP Green Vinyl The 4th Ocean Colour Scene album was a slight departure from the previous two albums, with a more reflective, soulful and pastoral sound as well as a more political slant, albeit with a late-60s psychedelic slant, reminiscent of The Byrds, Small Faces or later-period Beatles.The whole album still retains the band's trademark melodic style, with a refined, rich sound that gives the material a contemporary twist, avoiding the pitfalls of relying on a merely nostalgic or 'retro' orientated approach.Check out the psychedelic freak-out instrumental ending of I Am the News…! The album includes three hit singles - the protest song Profit in Peace, followed by the more classic OCS sound of So Low and double 'A' side - I Am the News / July.The album was produced by Brendan Lynch and the song Soul Driver is dedicated to Paul Weller, who mentored the band.Weller sings backing vocals on the track - No One at All.Remastered at Abbey Road, released on heavyweight GREEN vinyl.Exclusive, limited edition double LP, in gatefol-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the1700 Universal Sony DADC 848091 0602508480911 £18.00

OST: Monty Python Holy Grail UMC / Virgin EMI 1LP Pic Disc The Album Of The Soundtrack Of The Trailer Of The Film Of Monty Python And The Holy Grail Simply one of the funniest albums ever released, the soundtrack to the Pythons first feature length movie (1975) debuts as a picture disc.It features 'Knights of the Round Table (Camelot Song)', 'The Knights Who Say Ni', 'A Witch, 'A Foul Tempered Rabbit' and other timeless comic diversions.Even the celebrated 'French Taunter' is present among the selected highlights, although uniquely for any soundtrack, these highlights are as seen during the 3.10pm screening of the film at the Classic cinema, Silbury Hill, replete with the sound of snogging from the stalls and a guided tour of the facility's car park.The packaging was configured by Terry Gilliam and the record includes the addition of a previously unreleased track: 'The Trailer of the Film of Monty Python & the Holy Grail.' Ni!!800 Universal Sony DADC 860131 0602508601316 TBC

Paul McCartney McCartney 1 Capitol / UMe 1LP Half-Speed Released in 1970, a month before The Beatles' swansong Let It Be, McCartney was Paul McCartney's first solo album.Notable for the fact that he performed all instruments and vocals himself, aside from some backing vocals performed by Linda, it's an album rich in experimentation, and the original home of hit single 'Maybe I'm Amazed'.The album achieved the number 1 position in the US and hit number 2 on the UK charts.To mark the 50th anniversary of the album's release, the album will be re-issued on 180 gram black vinyl as a half-speed master cut done at Abbey Road and includes a certificate indicating as such, plus an obi strip on the cover denoting the 50th anniversary.Universal Sony DADC 846472 0602508464720 18.00

Robyn Robyn UMC/Island 2LP Coloured vinyl Originally released in 2005, this will be the first time Robyn has been released on vinyl.The album features the hit singles 'Be Mine' and 'With Every Heartbeat'.This release for Record Store Day has a newly configured track listing, featuring previous bonus tracks 'Jack You Off' and 'Dream On', and also features the original album cover artwork.The vinyl will be pressed on 180 gram coloured vinyl, as well as containing a digital download card.Universal Sony DADC KOR062 0602508509544 £18.00

Roxy Music Roxy Music - The Steven Wilson Stereo Mix UMC/Virgin EMI 1LP The final piece of the Roxy Music debut album celebration jigsaw.Originally intended as part of the groundbreaking box set from 2018, Steven Wilson's stereo mix of the epochal work has been whispered about from its non-inclusion onwards.Now, with the full blessing of the band, it sees the light of day in strictly limited clear vinyl for RSD 2020, mastered for vinyl by Frank Arkwright at Abbey Road.1250 Universal Sony DADC 855366 0602508553660 £16.50

Sam Smith I Feel Love Capitol Records UK 1x12" single pic disc Never before released physically Sam's big dance hit I Feel Love.Second track is an extended version of I Feel Love.1000 Universal Sony DADC TBC TBC TBC

Sandie Shaw Reviewing the Situation UMC / Virgin EMI 2LP Sandie Shaw was one of the most successful British female singers of the 1960s, forever famous for winning the Eurovision Song Contest in 1967 with "Puppet On A String".She dominated the UK charts with a flood of pop hits during the late 1960s - including three number one singles – yet ventured into a funkier direction with this her fifth studio album.This was Shaw's first time producing an album herself and she chose songs by alternative artists from the 1960s with covers of tracks by The Beatles, Rufus Thomas, Lovin' Spoonful, Dr.John, Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan and what, on release in 1969, was the first ever cover of a Led Zeppelin song (Your Time Is Gonna Come).Her sensual voice and a strong backing band, featuring Ian Wallace of King Crimson on drums, gives these classic tunes a new lease of life.This release features the long lost mono mix of the original album plus a second disc of bonus material from the same sessions, including versions of Paul McCartney's 'Junk' and 'Frank Mills' from the Broadway s-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods 800 Universal Sony DADC 836040 0602508360404 £16.50

Sea Girls Call Me Out Polydor 12" 12" Vinyl of previously released EP 'Call Me Out' - Only Available as a Record Store Day 2020 Release550 Universal Sony DADC 855762 0602508557620

Shirley Collins & Davy Graham Folk Roots, New Routes Decca LP One of the best 1960's folk music revival albums of the 20th Century.Folk Roots, New Routes is a beautiful, highly respected and often the go-to British folk album which has earnt a great deal of admiration from many musicians, critics and fans around the world.Graham and Collins' pioneering arrangements and playing is unyielding and timeless, yet their uncompromising approach was also very innovative.Pressed on 180grm vinyl, analogue remastered with many tracks in stereo for the first time, directly from tapes for RSD 2020.Comes with new additional liner notes and rare photos printed on the inner sleeve.Some tracks are released in stereo for the first time ever.700 Universal Sony DADC 854474 0602508544743 15.00

So Solid Crew 21 Seconds EP UMC/Craft Recordings Ultra-Clear Vinyl 12" So Solid Crew are a British garage and hip-hop group originating from Battersea, London.   With their seminal #1 single ‘21 Seconds’, the collective defined the UK music scene in the early 2000s & are today cited as pioneers of UK Garage, Grime & Hip-Hop.  The BRIT award winning crew consisted of many influential members, the most notable include Megaman, Lisa Maffia, Romeo, Asher D, DJ Swiss and Harvey.  To celebrate upcoming Anniversary tour dates in 2020, So Solid Crew will release a new EP featuring the original anthem, alternate mixes & unreleased live cuts from the BBC archives!  A very special 12” EP for Record Store Day 2020, limited to 2100 copies, is pressed on ultra-clear heavyweight vinyl & housed within a bespoke 21 cut-out sleeve.  Side A 1.       21 Seconds (ORIGINAL MIX)  2.       21 Seconds (BBC RADIO 1 – LAMACQ LIVE 2002)  Side B 1.       21 Seconds (DJ SWISS & DAN DA MAN VOCAL REMIX) 4:54  2.       21 Seconds (12" VERSION) 4:54  3.       21 Seconds (BBC RADIO 1 – LIVE LOUNGE 2001) 5:02  2100 Universal Sony DADC CR00308 0888072159525

Tangerine Dream Phaedra - Tangerine Vinyl UMC/Virgin EMI 2LP Tangerine Dreams first release after signing the Richard Branson's Virgin Records.Released on 20 February 1974, it unveiled a brooding title track that was spread across the whole of side A.Phaedra was recorded at the Manor, the studio inside a manor house in Shipton-on-Cherwell in Oxfordshire, England, which was already celebrated by early 1974 as the location in which Mike Oldfield had created Tubular Bells, It was produced by Tangerine Dream founder Edgar Froese who also painted the image on the album cover.With audio taken from 2019's boxset In Search Of Hades and bonus tracks not on the original album this has been made in a double LP for the first time, pressed on 180g heavyweight tangerine coloured vinyl.1500 Universal Sony DADC 850921 6.02509E+11 £18.00

Tyrannosaurus Rex Unicorn UMC / Polydor 1LP Coloured vinyl First time on coloured vinyl for the 3rd Tyrannosaurus Rex album from 1969 Produced by Tony Visconti, the album features such Bolan favourites as ""Cat Black ( The Wizards Hat)"", ""She Was Born To Be My Unicorn"", ""Nijinksi Hind"" and the children's story, ""Romany Soup"", narrated by John Peel.Contains a Download Card.1300 Universal Sony DADC 5390454 0600753904541 £16.00

U2
11 O'Clock Tick Tock UMC 4 track 12" EP

11 O'Clock Tick Tock' was recorded with producer Martin Hannett in Dublin's Windmill Lane Studios in 1980.Originally released in May that year, the song was U2's first single on Island Records.This 40th anniversary edition includes the full length version of '11 O'Clock Tick Tock' and the original 7" b-side 'Touch', plus two previously unreleased live recordings from the band's show at the Marquee in London in September 1980 – 'Touch' and 'Twilight'.  12" Info -4 track 12" EP, cut at 45 rpm, Pressed on 180gsm transparent blue vinyl, Full colour gatefold outer sleeve,Photo gallery on inner gatefold3500 Universal SonyDADC £11
Various Artists The Blues Scene Classics & Jazz UK 2LP Following the success of the transference to vinyl of the first five 'Scene' titles last RSD, Decca continues its celebration of its rich heritage with five more classic overviews of its catalogue.RECORD ONE Side 1 1.The Bluesbreakers Curly 2.Eddie Boyd Key To The Highway 3.John Mayall and The Bluesbreakers (with Peter Green) The Super-Natural 4.Otis Spann Pretty Girls Everywhere 5.Eddie Boyd Blue Coat Man 6.Champion Jack Dupree (with John Mayall & Eric Clapton) Third Degree Side 2 1.John Mayall's Bluesbreakers (with Eric Clapton) Steppin' Out 2.Savoy Brown Train To Nowhere 3.Curtis Jones Roll Me Over 4.Zoot Money Get On The Right Track Baby 5.Alexis Korner's Blues Inc.Night Time Is The Right Time 6.Mae Mercer Sweet Little Angel 7.Graham Bond Organization Strut Around RECORD TWO Side 1 1.Steve Anglo & John Mayall Long Night 2.Davy Graham Goin' Down Slow 3.Savoy Brown Taste & Try Before You Buy 4.Keef Hartley Me And My Woman 5.Eddie Boyd Dust My Broom 6.Champion Jack Dupree & Mickey 'Guitar' Baker Barrel House be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetiti650 Universal SonyDADC 16.50

Various Artists Flow Mercury KX LP Coloured To celebrate Mercury KX's third birthday, the label curates a cutting-edge compilation featuring an exclusive Nils Frahm/Ólafur Arnalds rework, carefully curated pieces from the Mercury KX catalogue, as well as new tracks/versions by Isobel Waller-Bridge, Josin & Federico Albanese.LP: Side A For Now I Am Winter [Nils Frahm Rework] - Ólafur Arnalds Petrichor – Keaton Henson      In The Blank Space (New York Recordings) – Josin   The Lantern – Federico Albanese  Light Ascending [ft.Shards] – Luke Howard                            A Small Kind of Revival – Sophie Hutchings    Side B Le lac - Jean-Michel Blais Porcelain – Lambert  Particles (ft.Nanna Bryndís) - Ólafur Arnalds Nirai Kanai - Guy Sigsworth Éxta – Sebastian Plano  No Ritual – Anatole  September – Isobel Waller-Bridge500 Universal SonyDADC

Various Artists The Beat Scene Classics & Jazz UK 2LP Following the success of the transference to vinyl of the first five 'Scene' titles last RSD, Decca continues its celebration of its rich heritage with five more classic overviews of its catalogue.RECORD ONE Side 1 1.The Poets I Love Her Still 2.The Game Gonna Get Me Someone 3.Thee Each And Every Day 4.The Mighty Avengers (Walking Thru' The) Sleepy City 5.Shel Naylor It's Gonna Happen Soon 6.The Beat Boys Third Time Lucky Side 2 1.The Mark Four Hurt Me If You Will 2.Sandra Barry and The Boys Really Gonna Shake 3.Lulu & The Luvers Surprise Surprise 4.The Mojos Everything's Al'Right 5.The Beat-Chics Now I Know 6.The Pete Best Four I'm Gonna Knock On Your Door RECORD TWO Side 1 1.The Warriors Don't Make Me Blue 2.The Marauders That's What I Want 3.The Brooks Once In A While 4.Rick and Sandy Lost My Girl 5.Unit Four Plus Two I Was Only Playing Games 6.Tierney's Fugitives Did You Want To Run Away Side 2 1.The Mockingbirds One By One 2.The Rockin' Berries Itty Bitty Pieces 3.The Knack Who'll Be The Next In Line 4.B be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda sect650 Universal SonyDADC 16.50



Various Artists The Rock And Roll Scene Classics & Jazz UK 2LP Following the success of the transference to vinyl of the first five 'Scene' titles last RSD, Decca continues its celebration of its rich heritage with five more classic overviews of its catalogue.RECORD ONE Side 1 1.Billy Boyle My Baby's Crazy 'Bout Elvis 2.Joe Brown Comes The Day 3.Joey Castell Tryin' To Get To You 4.Ken Colyer's Skiffle Group Down Bound Train 5.The Bob Cort Skiffle School Day (Ring! Ring! Goes The Bell) 6.Michael Cox Too Hot To Handle Side 2 1.Terry Dene Pretty Little Pearly 2 .Jackie Dennis La Dee Dah 3.The Lonnie Donegan Skiffle Group Rock Island Line 4.Vince Eager And The Vagabonds Yea Yea 5.Billy Fury Collette 6.Wee Willie Harris Rockin' At The Two I's RECORD TWO Side 1 1.Eddie Hickey Plain Jane 2.Sally Kelly Little Cutie 3.Little Tony And His Brothers Foxy Little Mama 4.The Most Brothers Whole Lotta Woman 5.Danny Rivers & The Alexander Combo My Baby's Gone Away 6.Russ Sainty with The Nu-Notes Race With The Devil Side 2 1.Mort Shuman Turn Me Loose 2.Freddie Starr And The Midnighters It-night Spars, solitary drinkers, factory floors and Gods that betray.And yet, there's more than meets the eye.There's magnetic renderings of his best known songs - '4AM', 'People Help the People', the soaring 'Mathematics'650 Universal SonyDADC 16.50

Various Artists The Girls Scene Classics & Jazz UK 2LP Following the success of the transference to vinyl of the first five Scene titles last RSD, Decca continues its celebration of its rich heritage with five more classic overviews of its catalogue.RECORD ONE Side 1 1.The Orchids Oo-Chang-A-Lang 2.Antoinette Jenny Let Him Go 3.The Vernons Girls Only You Can Do It 4.Louise Cordet Two Lovers 5.Truly Smith The Boy From Chelsea 6.Dana Gillespie You Just Gotta Know My Mind Side 2 1.Barry St John Hey Boy 2.Susan Hampshire When Love Is True 3.Jean Martin Save The Last Dance For Me 4.Beryl Marsden When The Lovelight Starts Shining Thru' His Eyes 5.Pamela Blue My Friend Bobby 6.Jackie Frisco Sugar Baby  RECORD TWO Side 1 1.Janice Nicholls I'll Give It Five 2.Bobbie Miller What A Guy 3.The Mysteries Give Me Rhythm And Blues 4.Olivia Newton-John Till You Say You'll Be Mine 5.Vashti Some Things Just Stick In Your Mind 6.Marianne Faithfull Is This What I Get For Loving You? Side 2 1.Billie Davis Nobody's Home To Go Home To 2.Shape And Sizes Rain On My Face 3.Lorraine Child Y be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of thi700 Universal SonyDADC 16.50

Whiskey Myers Firewater Snakefarm Records 2x12" This double LP re-issue of the Texan band’s second studio album, originally issued in 2011, comes complete with original artwork, lyrics plus three bonus tracks; it’s a first time on vinyl (outside of the US) for a record that saw Whiskey Myers finding their collective voice, taking more time in the studio and selecting a producer who encouraged them to develop their own ideas.Whiskey Myers did not want to follow in anyone else’s bootsteps, and the decision to ask Leroy Powell to helm the ‘Firewater’ recordings was made with originality in mind – the desire to put their own spin on southern rock ‘n’ roll. Brent Cobb’s ‘Bar, Guitar and a Honky Tonk Crowd’ was picked as lead single due to its rock ‘n’ roll edge, and Powell’s name figures in the writing credits across three of the tracks, but there’s no question that the songs penned or co-penned by the band themselves are right up there with the best, carrying a stamp of authenticity that only comes from living by a chosen set of rules 500 Universal Sony DADC SNAKE858268 0602508582684 £16.00

Whiskey Myers Early Morning Shakes Snakefarm Records 2x12" Originally put out in 2014, 'Early Morning Shakes' is re-issued here on vinyl for the first time outside of the US, complete with original artwork, gatefold sleeve, lyrics and bonus acoustic tracks. With album No.3, it was a case of certain things changing and others not; never likely to change was the inspiration behind the music, which in Whiskey Myers' case, is about putting personal experience to the fore… Simply, these are songs defined by a particular view of the world – a set of beliefs to do with family and history and being proud of where you're from; the lyrics tell the story, and these were put together quickly by frontman Cody Cannon… "I wrote the lyrics in a couple days in a hotel room on Music Row (Nashville).I had sticky notes on the wall like a crazy person," he laughs. Cannon has a hand in virtually all of the tracks, the exception being 'Need A Little Time Off For Bad Behaviour' – a cover of a number by original country outlaw, David Allan Coe; it's taken from his 'A Matter Of Life… And Deat be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was500 Universal Sony DADC SNAKE858274 0602508582745 £16.00

Who, The Odds and Sods UMC-Polydor 2LP - Red /and Yellow One of the very first ‘rarities’ collections, released to try and defeat the bootleggers, the original 11-track album was released on the Track Records label in September 1974. Compiled in band down-time by bass guitarist John Entwistle, it includes the single ‘Long Live Rock’, the unedited unreleased version of ‘The Seeker’, the studio version of ‘Young Man Blues’, alternative versions of ‘Dogs Part Two’ and ‘Water’, amongst many other gems. This reissue includes the original LP sequence on disc one and adds 14 bonus tracks – B-sides, rarities & extras on disc two, ‘Odds & Sods Too’ – to create a definitive, 25-track double LP. The stunning artwork and design restore the original ‘die-cut’ front sleeve and includes all Pete Townshend’s original track annotation. 1750 Universal Sony DADC 7712462 0602577124624 £20.50

Academic, The Loose Friends (EP) Downtown Records 12" 4	piece	indie	band	from	Mullingar	(Ireland)	have	just	signed	to	Capitol	Records,	They	kick	off	their	European	tour	23rd	March	&	end	in	the	UK	26TH	April	&	will	promote	the	release	throughout	the	tour.	They	are	playing	only	their	2nd	London	show	@	Electric	Ballroom	–	1200	capacity	which	will	sell	out	(Full	tour	dates	below)	They	played	to	5000	at	their	last	show	in	Ireland.	Their	Socials	are	very	strong:	Facebook	–	65k	/	Twitter	–	21.7k	/	Instagram	–	41.6K	&	they	are	a	massive	priority	for	Capitol!	Tour	Dates	:	March	2020	-	23	-	Vega	Copenhagen,	Denmark	/	24	-	Molotow	Hamburg,	Germany	/	25	-	Botanique	Brussels,	Belgium	/	27	-	Point	Éphémère	Paris,	France	/	28	-	Paradiso	Amsterdam	Netherlands	/	29	-	Köln	Artheater	Cologne,	Germany	/	31	-	PRIVATCLUB	Berlin	Berlin,	Germany.	APRIL	2020	-	01	-	Futurum	Music	Bar	Prage,	Czech	Republic	/	02	-	Grelle	Forelle	Vienna,	Austria	/	04	-	Orangehouse,	Munich,	Germany	/	12	-	Millennium	Forum	Theatre	&	Conference	Centre	Derry,	N.Ireland	/	15	-	THINK	TANK?	Newcastle,	UK	/	16	-	El	be	myself”	section	-	and	the	instrumental	bridge	which	uses	different	chords	than	the	main	body	of	the	song.	The	coda	section	(“out	of	this	nightmare	and	into	your	own	dreams”)	was	also	a	later	addition.		The	second	version	of	the	song,	by	London’s	Haha	Sounds	Collective	and	featuri650 Universal Universal
876504 6.02509E+11 £6.90

Duran	Duran A	Diamond	In	Mind earMUSIC Pink	2LP Recorded	at	the	MEN	Arena	in	Manchester	in	2011,	Duran	Duran	once	again	prove	that	they	haven’t	aged	since	their	glory	days	in	the	80s.	This	live	album	captures	the	band	performing	classics	such	as	“A	View	To	A	Kill”,	“Ordinary	World”,	“Wild	Boys”	and	“Rio”,	as	well	as	tracks	from	their	most	recent	album	at	that	time	“All	You	Need	Is	Now”	and	is	produced	by	British-American	musician,	songwriter	and	producer	Mark	Ronson.	“A	Diamond	In	The	Mind	2011”	will	be	released	as	exclusive,	limited	and	numbered	180g	pink	double	vinyl.250 Universal Sony	DADC 0213047EMX 4.03E+12 £16.59

Future	Sound	Of	London,	The Papua	New	Guinea	(Andrew	Weatherall	Mix)(Edit)/Stolen	DocumentsJumpin'	&	Pumpin' 7" The	Andrew	Weatherall	7"	Edit	has	never	before	been	available	as	an	individual	release	on	7"	vinyl.	This	edition	is	a	limited	edition	hand	numbered	release	on	coloured	vinyl,	750	copies	only.	The	release,	as	stated	on	the	label,	is	in	tribute	to	Andrew	Weatherall	(1963-2020)	who	lost	his	life	in	February	due	to	a	lung	condition.	He	was	one	of	the	key	DJs	on	the	acid	house	dance	scene	and	this	mix	is	one	of	his	most	highly	regarded	works	next	to	Happy	Mondays,	New	Order	and	Bjork.N/A Vinyl	Factory Proper	Distribution7	TOT	RSD	1R 5013993	998555 £9.00
Lee Perry & Black Ark Players Guidance VP Records 12" Picture disc First time single release for the much sought after 'Guidance,' a longtime sound system staple for famed UK producer /DJ Jah Shaka.Taken from the acclaimed 1981 album Black Ark In Dub.The one side black vinyl b/w full color picture disc showcases exclusive photography detailing original wall art from Lee 'Scratch' Perry's Black Ark studio.A.side: Guidance - (black vinyl playing side).B side: Picture disc (non-playing side) 750 VP Records Warner ADA / Cinram VP6654 0054645655414 £8.00

Xterminator Earth Feel It Xterminator 7 x 7" boxset Earth Feel It is a reggae 45 collector's dream, a deluxe 7X7-inch vinyl box set of deep cuts, rarities, and  previously unreleased recordings from (Producer) Fatis Burrell's iconic reggae and dancehall label  Xterminator.Xterminator is the label that launched the careers of Luciano, Sizzla, and Turbulence,  among others.  Disc 1 Disc 5 A.No Man Is An Island - Dennis Brown A.True Story - Turbulence B.Nature Boy - Luciano B.Do Some Good Version- - Xterminator Crew Disc 2 Disc 6 A.Jah Is - Marcia Griffiths A.Do Some Good - Singing Cologne B.Earth Feel It - Chezidek B.True Story Version- - Xterminator Crew Disc 3 Disc 7 A.Distance Away - Sizzla A.Jah Protect Me - Gott-Yo B.What A Gwan - Beres Hammond B.You Never Been There - Turbulence Disc 4 A.Hail Selassie - Sizzla B.Don't Throw Pearls - Nadine Sutherland -Sequenced for DJ juggling.  -The collection, which spans 1993-2009, was drawn in part from XTM.Nation's two-volume digital releases, Fatis Tapes In The Oven Vols.1 & 2; from unissued recordings in the VP Reco be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later addition.  The second version of the song, by London’s Haha Sounds Collective and featuring Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier on lead vocals, was recorded subsequently over several sessions, as it was a more elaborate affair involving 12 musicians. Also recorded at Wilton Way by Syd Kemp, the second version takes the initial concept and stretches it out, giving it breathing space and a huge mood. It pares the idea down to its essence, then builds it up vertically, stacking instruments and colours, creating an altogether different experience.  SILK ROCK  written by Chris A. Cummings (SOCAN)  SILK ROCK (Marker Starling version)  Personnel: Joe Carvell - bass Chris A. Cummings - Wurlitzer, Clavinet, Philicorda organ, Moog Voyager, lead vocals Ian Daniel Kehoe 725 VP Records Warner ADA / Cinram VP4231 0054645423175 £22.00

Alphaville Sounds Like a Melody WM Germany 1 x 180g 12" yellow vinyl album. Special unreleased new mix for RSD 2020 created by original band members Marian Gold and Bernhardt Lloyd plus DJ duo Blank & Jones.For the first time Bernhard Lloyd worked with Marian Gold in the studio again, since he left Alphaville in 2003.Only original parts from the 1984 multi track tapes were used, no additional instruments.  The name "Grant & Kelly Remix" results from a line in the second verse of the song: "….Like the Cary Grants and Kellys once before…"  Blank & Jones work closely with the band since 2013 on various projects like "so8os pres.Alphaville" and the "Forever Young - Super Deluxe Edition"300 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 5.0542E+12 5054197066849 £10

Biffy Clyro The Modern Lepper / Modern Love Warner Records Label 7" White Vinyl Includes Biffy Clyro's covers of two incredible songs:  Modern Leper (Frightened Rabbit) Modern Love (David Bowie)  All proceeds will be donated to 'Tiny Changes', a mental health charity set up in memory of Scott Hutchison. 1500 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) £7.99

Black Keys, The Let's Rock Nonesuch 2x Black LP Special edition of The Black Keys album, "Let's Rock" – a "45 RPM edition", on double 180g vinyl, limited edition (numbered).500 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 75597923476 075597923476 £22.50

Charli XCX Vroom Vroom Atlantic 1 x 140gm Coloured Vinyl
140g	clear	12"	vinyl	-	tracks	Vroom	Vroom	/	Paradise	(feat.Hannah	Diamond)	/	Trophy	/	Secret	(Shh).	Heralded	as	the	start	of	the	new	XCX	sonic	era,	VROOM	VROOM	was	originally	released	in	Feb	2016	by	Charli	XCX.	A	4	track	EP	that	set	the	tone	for	the	direction	to	come.	Having	only	previously	had	a	limited	run	black	vinyl,	the	EP	is	now	being	re-released	exclusively	for	Record	Store	Day	on	clear	vinyl.	A	limited	edition	12”.		Over	the	course	of	her	trailblazing	career,	Charli	XCX	has	earned	critical	acclaim	for	her	forward-thinking	musical	output	and	refreshing	entrepreneurial	spirit	that	has	seen	her	carve	her	own	lane	on	the	global	pop	circuit.	A	singer,	songwriter,	video	director,	documentary	maker,	radio	host	and	record	label	boss	-	there’s	nothing	the	British	26-year-old	can’t	turn	her	hand	to.		Charlotte	Aitchison,	aka	Charli	XCX,	has	become	one	of	the	hottest	creators	of	her	generation	and	is	the	multi-award-winning	talent	behind	the	multi-platinum	and	global	No.1’s	“Fancy”	and	“I	Love	It”	and	UK	Top	10		be	myself”	section	-	and	the	instrumental	bridge	which	uses	different	chords	than	the	main	body	of	the	song.	The	coda	section	(“out	of	this	nightmare	and	into	your	own	dreams”)	was	also	a	later	addition.		The	second	version	of	the	song,	by	London’s	Haha	Sounds	Collective	and	featuring	Stereolab’s	Laetitia	Sadier	on	lead	vocals,	was	recorded	subsequently	over	several	sessions,	as	it	was	a	more	elaborate	affair	involving	12	musicians.	Also	recorded	at	Wilton	Way	by	Syd	Kemp,	the	second	version	takes	the	initial	concept	and	stretches	it	out,	giving	it	breathing	space	and	a	huge	mood.	It	pares	the	idea	down	to	its	essence,	then	builds	it	up	vertically,	stacking	instruments	and	colours,	creating	an	altogether	different	experience.		SILK	ROCK		written	by	Chris	A.	Cu

1500 Warner Music
0190295275686 £7.99

David Bowie ChangesNowBowie Parlophone 1LP, single sleeve with full colour inner. CHANGESNOWBOWIE which has never been available on record will be released in limited quantities on LP and CD for Record Store Day on 18th April, 2020.The cover art for the album will feature a portrait of David by renowned photographer Albert Watson, taken in New York in 1996.  CHANGESNOWBOWIE is a nine-track mostly acoustic session which was recorded in 1996 in New York during rehearsals for Bowie's 50th birthday concert at Madison Square Garden.The BBC broadcast the session the following year, on Bowie's 50th birthday on January 8, 1997 by Mary Anne Hobbs 5000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295332747 12.50

David Bowie ChangesNowBowie Parlophone 1CD Digipack CHANGESNOWBOWIE which has never been available on record will be released in limited quantities on LP and CD for Record Store Day on 18th April, 2020.The cover art for the album will feature a portrait of David by renowned photographer Albert Watson, taken in New York in 1996.  CHANGESNOWBOWIE is a nine-track mostly acoustic session which was recorded in 1996 in New York during rehearsals for Bowie's 50th birthday concert at Madison Square Garden.The BBC broadcast the session the following year, on Bowie's 50th birthday on January 8, 1997 by Mary Anne Hobbs 2000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295301514 8.15

David Bowie I'm Only Dancing (The Soul Tour '74) (STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL)Parlophone 2LP widespine 2 inner sleeves. Taken from recently discovered sources in The David Bowie Archive®, I'm Only Dancing (The Soul Tour 74) was recorded mostly during David's performance at the Michigan Palace, Detroit on 20th October, 1974, with the encores taken from the Municipal Auditorium, Nashville on 30th November, 1974.5000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295314170 20.00

David Bowie I'm Only Dancing (The Soul Tour '74) (STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL)Parlophone 2CD Digipack Taken from recently discovered sources in The David Bowie Archive®, I'm Only Dancing (The Soul Tour 74) was recorded mostly during David's performance at the Michigan Palace, Detroit on 20th October, 1974, with the encores taken from the Municipal Auditorium, Nashville on 30th November, 1974.2000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295301477 9.00

Gary Clark Jr. Pearl Cadillac (Feat Andra Day) Warner Records Label 1 x 140g 12" clear & White vinyl single. 1 sided etched 10" colored vinyl , track from his new album This Land exclusive version featuring vocals from Andra Day300 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 54391938893 54391938893 £10.99

Gorillaz D-Sides Parlophone 3 x 180Gm Black Vinyl D-Sides	is	a	2007	compilation	album	by	the	British	virtual	band	Gorillaz.The	album	contains	B-sides	and	remixes	from	singles	and	bonus	tracks	for	the	band's	second	studio	album	Demon	Days,	as	well	as	previously	unreleased	tracks	recorded	during	the	same	sessions.2000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295307745 £20

Gorillaz G-sides Parlophone 1 LP black vinyl G	Sides	is	a	B-sides	collection	by	Gorillaz	from	their	first	studio	album	session,	Gorillaz	and	the	Tomorrow	Comes	Today	EP.2000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295307738 £10

Hawkwind At The BBC 1972 Rhino 2LP Recorded live by the BBC on 28th September 1972 at the BBC's famed Paris Theatre in London, this is the classic "Space Ritual" era Hawkwind featuring Dave Brock, Nik Turner, Lemmy Kilmister & Stacia Blake.This 11 track, hour long show of the stereo version features Hawkwind classics "Born To Go", "Seven By Seven" & "Master of the Universe".The release also includes two bonus tracks recorded for Johnny Walker's BBC Radio 1 show the same year; "Brainstorm" & "Silver Machine"750 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295300210 £17.50

Jethro Tull Stormwatch 2 Rhino 1 LP black vinyl Stormwatch 2, will comprise of the additional tracks from the Stormwatch 40TH ANNIVERSARY FORCE 10 EDITION which were not on the original vinyl album.500 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295309961 12.50

k.d.lang Angel with A Lariat Warner Records Label 1 x 140g 12" Red vinyl album. Angel	with	a	Lariat	is	the	second	album	by	k.d.	lang	and	the	Reclines,	originally	released	in	1987.	With	more	rockabilly/roots	rock	tendencies	than	her	previous	Country	&	Western	style,	the	album	solidifies	itself	in	k.d.	lang’s	catalogue	as	a	favourite.		It	has	been	pressed	here	onto	a	special	edition	180g	red	coloured	vinyl.300 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 93624895657 0093624895657 £14

k.d.lang Drag Warner Records Label 2 x 140g 12" Clear & Black vinyl album.Side 4 etched.Drag,	originally	released	in	1997,	is	the	fourth	studio	album	from	k.d.	lang.		The	cover	album	features	a	prominent	theme	of	smoking	throughout	and	is	seen	to	artistically	address	broader	issued	of	addiction	and	dependence	throughout.		The	album	went	Gold	in	the	US	and	has	received	wide	critical	acclaim	for	its	ambition	and	flair.	300 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 93624895619 0093624895619 £22.50

New Order The John Peel Session 1982 Rhino 12" SINGLE NEW ORDER Peel sessions is this 4 track 12"single remastered in a newly created Peter Saville sleeve.From the PC&L project 2000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295303433 12.00

Pogues, The At The BBC 1984 Rhino 1LP - Single sleeve with poly lined inner bag. THE POGUES AT THE BBC 1984/5  Side 1: Broadcast 17/4/84 (as Pogue Mahone) The John Peel Show; 1-Streams Of Whiskey, 2-Greenland Whale Fisheries, 3-The Boys From The County Hell, 4-The Auld Triangle; Recorded 10/4/84 Maida Vale Studio 5 MRD TdB, Broadcast 9th July 1984 David 'Kid' Jensen - 5-Dingle Regatta/Holly Johnsons, 6-Poor Paddy On The Raiway, 7-The Boys From The County Hell, 8-Connemara Let's Go  Side 2: Broadcast 12th December 1984 John Peel Show; 1-Whiskey You're The Devil, 2-The Navigator, 3-Sally McLannan, 4-Danny Boy, Recorded 4/12/84 Maida Vale Studio 5 MRD MR, Broadcast 11th July 1985 Janice Long Show; 5-Wildcats Of Kilkenny, 6-Billy's Bones, 7-The Old Main Drag, 8-Dirty Old Town, Recorded 3/7/85 Maida Vale Studio 5 BYA MPK1000 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 1.90295E+11 0190295299491 12.50

Pretenders Live! At The Paradise Theater, Boston 1980 Rhino Warner 1 x 140g 12" Red vinyl album. Pretenders – Live at The Paradise Theatre, Boston 1980.Reissue of promo-only Warner Bros.Music Show featuring new artwork including photos from the show.Included on CD for the first time in Pretenders 40th Deluxe, this will be available on 1-LP Coloured vinyl for RSD 2020.  Tracklisting:   Side One: 1.Space Invader, 2.The Wait, 3.Precious, 4.Kid, 5.Private Life, 6.Cuban Slide  Side Two: 1.Talk Of The Town, 2.Tattooed Love Boys, 3.Up The Neck, 4.Mystery Achievement, 5.Stop Your Sobbing.500 Warner Music Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 6.03498E+11 6'003497848287 20.00

Pink Floyd
Arnold Layne (Live at Syd Barrett Tribute, 2007)

Warner Records Label
Black vinyl 7" one side etched To celebrateRecord Store Day 2020(Saturday 18 April),Pink Floyd will release a live recording of the band's first single, and original singer and songwriter Syd Barrett's best-known song, 'Arnold Layne'.The limited-edition, one-sided Record Store Day7" vinyl represents the last live performance of Pink Floydwith David Gilmour, Nick Mason and Richard Wright all together in 2007.This special performance of Arnold Laynetook place at the Syd Barrett Tribute Concert at The Barbican on 10 May 2007, with Pink Floyd members augmented by Jon Carin (Keyboards, vocals) and Andy Bell from Oasis on bass guitar.After a star-studded line-up throughout the evening,Pink Floydtook to the stage for anincredibly emotional finale.B-side of the single, which features an exclusive etching of handcuffs to echo the sleeve and the song's lyrics.

5000 Warner/ Cinram (Atton) Warner/ Cinram (Atton) 10.00

Malena Zavala La Yarará Yucatan Records LP White Vinyl La Yarará is Malena Zavala's sophomore LP following 2018's Aliso.The album features singles, 'En la Noche', 'I'm Leaving Home' and 'La Yarará'.The album details Zavala's grappling with the concept of identity and culture.Having been born in Argentina to an Argentinian family, she moved to the UK at the age of three where she has remained since.The album is a departure from her previous works, as she progresses her psychedelic sound further down her Latino roots, incorporating Latino dance elements for the first time.This package will be exclusively a pink vinyl and will contain 2 download codes: 1 to the album and the other to the live recordings of the album, recorded at Abbey Road.Lastly, it will also include a special edition Zine which Malena has put together exploring the themes withheld in the album.Quote from The Guardian on first single 'En la Noche': "Following up one of the year's most underrrated albums, Aliso, the UK-raised Argentinian switches up to a salsa shimmy for her new Spanish-language sin be myself” section - and the instrumental bridge which uses different chords than the main body of the song. The coda section (“out of this nightmare and into your own dreams”) was also a later additi1000 Yucatan / IDOL Proper YUC056CVINYL 5.06058E+12 £10.99

Damned, The Evil Spirits 3RD Party 12 Inch Trans Green 1LP 12 Inch Coloured12 Inch Trans Green, due to the success of the 40th Anniversary singles collection by BMG and their sold out London Palladium show, we have decided to celebrate the bands latest release with a limited 666 UK trans green release. The Damned were the first British punk band, formed in 1976 and have released 11 albums since their inception. Their 2018 album 'Evil Spirits', was the first album in 10 years and also comprised of the original lineup of the band and was produced by famed producer Tony Visconti (Bowie, T. Rex).666 SPINE723570 6.03E+11 £12.50

Elton John Elton John Mercury/UMC 2LP transparent purple vinyl Celebrating the 50th anniversary of its release Elton John will be released for Record Store Day as a Deluxe 2LP.Featuring the classics Your Song, Border Song and Take Me To The Pilot, the album propelled Elton John into the charts.  This Record Store Day release on transparent purple vinyl features LP1 - the 2016 remaster of the original album and LP2 - selected bonus tracks from 2008's Deluxe Edition (not previously released on vinyl) It also includes after further archive searches two demos never officially released on any format previously – Border Song and Bad Side Of The Moon.0602508640414 £18.00

Opeth Orchid 3RD Party 2LP 140 Gram, Pink Marble Swirl 2LP 140 Gram, Pink Marble Swirl. Due to the success of the bands latest album, we have decided to re-issue this classic on its 25th Anniversary.Opeth are one of the biggest names in progressive metal, headed by frontman Mikael Åkerfeldt, Orchid was the debut studio album that started it all. Originally released in 1995, the album recieved critical acclaim and is considered as one of the bands best albums, combining equal parts beauty and brutality to create a timeless album.500 CANDLE854820 6.03E+11 £18.00

Refused Not Fit For Broadcasting (Live At The BBC) 3RD Party Ultra-Clear 12 Inch Ultra-Clear 12 Inch, 6 exclusive tracks, recorded for the BBC Maida Vale session, Rock Show with Daniel P Carter. Refused are one of the most respected acts in the hardcore scene, their seminal 98' album 'Shape Of Punk To Come' is considered one of the most influential hardcore albums of all time. The band are known to combine electronica, jazz and ambient sounds with hard hitting guitars and frontman Dennis Lyxzén's politically driven lyrics. Their latest album, 'War Music' was released in 2019, in which the band returned to their classic hardcore sound. This BBC session is comprised of songs from the new album and also fan favourite 'It's Not Okay...' from their debut 'Songs To Fan The Flames Of Discontent'.500 SPINE854781 6.03E+11 £12.50


